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Abstract 

Deformation Dynamics of Wet Foams and Bubbles in Wide 

Microfluidic Channels 

 by  

Daniel J. Vecchiolla 

    The present work studies foam and bubble deformation in wet foams using wide (>1000 

μm) microfluidic channels. A prominent feature of microfluidics is the ability to generate 

monodisperse bubbles (or droplets) of tunable volumes and densities, which rapidly self-

order under the confinement of the channels. The geometric and hydrodynamic 

controllability of these systems enables the precise handling and manipulation of the fluids 

to foster the plastic deformation of crystalline foam, bubble-bubble pinch-off and trapping-

mediated bubble interactions.  

      Bubbles and foams have a long history of being employed as model crystalline systems, 

and microfluidics is an effective platform for generating crystal structures within and 

outside of devices. However, the examination of plastic deformation in foam has largely 

occurred outside of the microfluidic domain (i.e. bubble rafts, liquid-plate configurations, 

Hele-Shaw cells, and simulations). As most studies probe plastic deformation in static 

systems, densely packed wet foam was subjected to expansion-contraction flow to study 

localized plastic deformation events within the monodisperse bubble matrix. Dislocations 

cyclically reflected in tension or compression within two independent rearrangement 

zones. The asymmetric channel design shaped the flowing crystal with varying degrees of 

alignment and caused the dislocation mobility to be directionally dependent. The 



 
 

relationship between structures resembling the Inverse-Stone-Wales (ISW) defect and the 

partially dissociated ISW defect of graphene was examined in the model foam. An 

extended expansion region to force the flowing crystal out of long-range order to study     

2-D phase transitions, i.e. melting and recrystallization, could be a promising area of future 

research.   

      Building upon established methods of geometrically mediated splitting via a T-junction 

or a branching channel, a simple channel expansion was utilized to promote systematic 

bubble-bubble pinch-off. The pinch-off dynamics demonstrate that bubbles are split by the 

confinement of a “pincher” bubble and “wall” bubble, in connection with pore-level 

breakup mechanisms previously discovered by our lab. The wall bubble was shown to 

modulate the fluidic resistance in an asymmetric expansion, which allowed for the 

fragmented bubble size ratio to be adjusted by tuning the size of the bubbles generated 

upstream of the expansion. Additionally, a strong templating effect from neighboring 

bubbles in the expansion facilitates the perfect alternation in pinch-off, such that only every 

other bubble entering the expansion is split at sufficiently high capillary numbers. 

Consequently, the system acts as a generator of ordered bi- or tridisperse foam that can be 

utilized in the future to study dynamic bubble interactions (e.g. coarsening) and ordered, 

multidisperse foam deformation.      

      Bubble (or droplet) trapping is an integral part of the field of microfluidic 

manipulations, which includes fusion, splitting, sorting, and mixing. Previous 

configurations of surface energy traps primarily had one of two major functions: storage 

of the entirety of the droplet (or bubble) in an isolated chamber or retention of the droplet 

(or bubble) in a specific location within a surrounding liquid flow by partial expansion into 



 
 

a relatively small trap. Cross-shaped traps with comparable in-plane dimensions to the 

initially trapped bubbles were employed to study the interactions between a large trapped 

bubble and the smaller monodisperse bubbles of the surrounding foam including diffusive 

gas exchange, bubble-bubble breakup and large bubble migration. The sustained trapping 

of growing bubbles is facilitated by the presence of two-dimensional recesses extending at 

the edges of the trap. Trapping-mediated bubble-bubble breakup is another form of the 

“structure-induced capillary instability” observed in the shearing of polydisperse foams as 

necking and pinch-off arises from the collisions with the bubbles of the surrounding foam.  

      These studies advance our understanding of wet foam dynamics as densely packed 

foam is typically subjected to tension through use of a moveable wall in an otherwise static 

system. By utilizing expansion-contraction flow, the mechanisms of reflection under 

tension were expanded. The impact of the gradient in crystalline alignment on dislocation 

glide, reflection, and nucleation was investigated, which cannot be studied from commonly 

used symmetric designs. The relationship between 5/5 dipoles and intermediate defect 

structures may also shed light on a method of precise synthesis of the ISW defect, which 

promotes a favorable increase in the reactivity of graphene. The work on bubble-bubble 

pinch-off in expansion channels extends geometrically mediated splitting into an entirely 

new area as the arrangement of bubbles downstream of the inlet facilitates the splitting in 

a system where the confinement is not provided by the geometry itself. The resulting 

multidisperse foam generation system improves upon previously proposed methods due to 

its predictability and ability to work at high production rates of greater than 10,000 bubbles 

per second. The tunability of the microfluidic platform is exploited as the system performs 

for a range of fluid flow rates (6-22+ ml/hr), intact bubble sizes (radii of 40-75 μm), and 



 
 

fragmented bubble dispersities (3.5-30%). The applications of surface energy wells are 

broadened to include the creation and study of monodisperse foam with isolated defect 

bubbles of larger size. Early investigations of the coalescence of trapped bubbles and 

bubble-bubble breakup after release from the trap have paralleled previous research in 

these areas. Future studies on the impact of the velocity, bubble size, and gas area fraction 

of the flowing monodisperse foam on diffusive gas exchange, bubble-bubble breakup, and 

large bubble migration would be paramount to understanding the fundamentals of these 

processes.   
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Figure 47 Strain rate of gliding dislocations in the tension and compression rearrangement 

zones (marked by dashed boxes) in between reflections at the wall. (a-h) The localized 

dislocation in tension (blue) remains at a nearly constant x-position within the channel 

while gliding towards the horizontal wall. (c-h) The gliding dislocation in compression 

(red) stretches across multiple bubble rows assisted by the extended misalignment of the 

bubble rows away from the horizontal wall. Plots are generated in PIVlab with every other 

vector displayed for visual clarity.78 Strain rates are calculated as ∂u/∂x - ∂v/∂y, the strength 

of the velocity gradient along the direction of the local velocity.77 Elapsed time between 

images is 2.5 ms. Experimental conditions:1 mL h-1, 500 mbar and Φg,a = 0.94. ............ 61 

Figure 48 Strain rate of gliding dislocations in the tension and compression rearrangement 

zones (marked by dashed boxes) in between reflections at the wall. (b,c) The gliding 

dislocation in tension (blue) stretches across multiple bubble rows while pulling misaligned 

bubble rows into alignment. (g) Strain rate is negligible before (h) the reflection process 

begins at the sinusoidal wall. (a-h) The localized dislocation in compression (red) moves 

in a stick-slip manner due to the increasing Peierls-Nabarro stress from the increasing 

alignment of the bubble rows. The discontinuous glide results in the bubbles comprising 

the dislocation being advected downstream while traveling towards the horizontal wall. 

Plots are generated in PIVlab with every other vector displayed for visual clarity.78 Elapsed 
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time between images is 5.0 ms. Experimental conditions:1 mL h-1, 500 mbar and                 

Φg,a = 0.94. ........................................................................................................................ 62 

Figure 49 The standard reflection in tension at the horizontal wall. The reflection is 

conservative as a dislocation is left at the wall and a dislocation glides back into the bulk. 

(not shown) The dislocation at the wall glides in the same lateral direction (i.e. against 

flow) as the reflected dislocation, contrary to reflection in the liquid-plate configuration50 

and dislocation reflection far from the horizontal wall (see Section 3.2.6.3). Experimental 

conditions:1 mL h-1, 500 mbar and Φg,a = 0.94 with elapsed time of 20 ms (where two 

bubble diameters correspond to roughly 250 μm). ........................................................... 63 

Figure 50 (a-e) The dislocation-union reflection and (i-v) dislocation-split reflection in 

tension (elapsed time 15 ms for each sequence). In both cases, the final configuration of 

the dislocations is identical to the standard reflection. Experimental conditions:1 mL  h-1, 

500 mbar and Φg,a = 0.94 (where two bubble diameters correspond to roughly 250 μm). 64 

Figure 51 (a-d) Reflection in tension is replaced by (e-h) non-conservative hopping where 

a wall bubble displaces into the adjacent row of bubbles to return the system to the close-

packed configuration (elapsed time 50 ms). (e-f) The surrounding dislocations around the 

(starred) 5w/3w dislocation are extraneous as (g-h) perfect packing is restored at the wall 

and in the adjacent row once hopping is completed. The bubble displaced from the second 

row by the hopped bubble becomes the five-neighbor bubble of the resulting dislocation. 

The reflected dislocation shifts one bubble in the positive first direction due to the hopping 

bubble (note the relative location of the starred bubble to the slip plane of the reflected 

dislocation in g vs. d). Experimental conditions:1 mL h-1, 500 mbar and Φg,a = 0.94 (where 

two bubble diameters correspond to roughly 250 μm). .................................................... 66 

Figure 52 (a-c) A hopping event occurs after bubbles of the –b⃗ 2 and b⃗ 1 dislocation become 

neighbors. The (starred) wall bubble between the 5/7 neighbor pair of the –b⃗ 2 dislocation 

hops into the adjacent row due to the high energy free space resulting from the dislocation 

positioned at the wall and the retreating seven-neighbor (red) bubble of the –b⃗ 2 dislocation. 

(d) Hopping eliminates the dislocation at the wall and forms a new –b⃗ 2 dislocation shifted 

one bubble in the positive first direction (against the direction of foam flow). (e-g) The new 

dislocation undergoes standard reflection, −b⃗ 2 → b⃗ 1 + b⃗ 3. The extended wall bubble 

(colored red in part e) is forced against the wall and the 3w/7 dislocation shifts back along 

the positive first direction. The total elapsed time is 60 ms. Experimental conditions:1 mL 

h-1, 500 mbar and Φg,a = 0.94 (where two bubble diameters correspond to roughly 250 μm).

........................................................................................................................................... 68 

Figure 53 (a,b) Dislocation glide where bubble 3 has retreated into the bulk in the same 

manner as the seven-neighbor bubble in Fig. 49a,b. (b-d) Dislocation reflection in the bulk 
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(elapsed time 15 ms) where the (unlabeled red) bubble in the negative second direction of 

bubble 1 converges with bubble 4. Dislocation glide would have resulted in bubble 1 

moving analogously to bubble 3 with the two bubbles remaining neighbors. Dislocation 

reflection in the bulk can occur when a dislocation is gliding into a region of crystalline 

alignment. Experimental conditions:1 mL h-1, 500 mbar and Φg,a = 0.94 (where two bubble 

diameters correspond to roughly 250 μm). ....................................................................... 69 

Figure 54 Reflection in compression at the horizontal wall (elapsed time 40 ms). (a-c) As 

the gliding dislocation approaches the wall, the (starred) wall bubble along the slip plane 

adopts an elliptical orientation. (c-d) Once the gliding dislocation reaches the wall, the 

(blue) five-neighbored bubble with less than six nearest neighbors becomes a (red) five-

neighbored wall bubble with more than four nearest neighbors. (d-e) Thus, the reflected 

dislocation is formed, but the reflection is not conservative as no dislocation is left at the 

wall. Experimental conditions:1 mL h-1, 500 mbar and Φg,a = 0.94 (where two bubble 

diameters correspond to roughly 250 μm). ....................................................................... 72 

Figure 55 Multiple b⃗ 2 nucleation events occurring in succession within the region of the 

contraction. These events transpire due to the reduction of bubbles in an alternating column 

(12 to 11 in the model system shown above) taking place in upstream proximity of the peak 

(within two bubble diameters). The dislocation pairs separate as the seven-neighbor (red) 

bubbles converge along the direction of compression. (a,b) A b⃗ 2 nucleation event followed 

by (c,d) a coupled event and (e) a subsequent pair of events. (f) Grain boundaries around 

an area of misaligned crystal are briefly formed. (g-h) The –b⃗ 3 dislocation observed at the 

horizontal wall in (c-f) reflects downstream of the peak and is annihilated by a nucleated 

dislocation from the final event. The opposite dislocation of the final event reflects off the 

sinusoidal wall, which restarts the cyclic reflection in compression process (elapsed time 

75 ms). Experimental conditions:1 mL h-1, 500 mbar and Φg,a = 0.94 (where two bubble 

diameters correspond to roughly 250 μm). ....................................................................... 73 

Figure 56 A b⃗ 1 nucleation event due to the interplay between the dislocation gliding from 

compression and the one gliding from tension across various experimental conditions. 

Following nucleation, the b⃗ 1 dislocations separate by gliding in opposite directions and 

may react with the dislocations gliding under tension and compression. (a) 0.45 mL h-1, 

300 mbar and Φg,a = 0.93; 10 to 11 bubbles in an alternating column from peak to valley. 

(b) 0.75 mL h-1, 400 mbar and Φg,a = 0.93; 10 to 12 bubbles. (c) 1 mL h-1, 500 mbar and 

Φg,a = 0.94; 11 to 12 bubbles. ........................................................................................... 75 

Figure 57 The SW defect (a) with and (b) without atomic configuration superimposed in 

nearly planar graphene. The color convention is different than outlined in Section 3.2.2 

with six-neighbors being blue and five- and seven-neighbors being green and red 

respectively. Modified from [89]. ..................................................................................... 78 
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Figure 58 (a) A V2(55-77) divacancy structure and (b) separated dislocations after two 

minutes due to sufficient strain. The color convention is different than outlined in Section 

3.2.2 with five- and seven-neighbors being purple and green respectively. Red dashed lines 

indicate distortions in the hexagonal lattice. Scale bars are 1 nm. Adapted from [39]. ... 78 

Figure 59 Threshold energies for various irradiation-induced processes.90 Atom emission 

processes are labeled by red arrows and bond rotations by black arrows. The color 

convention is different than outlined in Section 3.2.2 based on number of neighbors: yellow 

for 5, white for 6, blue for 7, purple for 8, green for 9, and red for 10. Values for energies 

from single-impact from the e-beam are associated with the migration of a defect (i.e. 

different atoms comprise the same structure) arising from bond breaking and reforming. 

Taken from [82]. ............................................................................................................... 79 

Figure 60 The ISW defect (added atoms colored red) (a) from top with an imprint of 12.2 

x 7.1 Å2 and (b) from side with a height of 2.1 Å. Unlike the SW defect (see Fig. 57 and 

59 top right), the ISW defect causes distortion in four neighboring hexagonal units. 

Corrected from [93]. ......................................................................................................... 80 

Figure 61 The partially dissociated ISW defect (a) from top with larger imprint than the 

ISW defect and (b) from side with a height of 1.9 Å. The bond marked in green originates 

from the central bond of a SW defect. Adapted from [95]. .............................................. 80 

Figure 62 (a-c) Formation of a 7/7 b⃗ 3 dislocation dipole which (d) temporarily reforms 

with b⃗ 2 orientation. (d-f) The dislocations comprising the dipole effectively pass through 

one another [the dipole in (f) has different five-neighbor bubbles than the dipole in (d), 

switching the respective signs of the dislocations] via an intermediate 5/8/5 structure. The 

dislocations do not undergo separation due to the high packing density of the bubbles.       

(g-h) A 7/7 b⃗ 1 dislocation dipole develops from the convergence of the seven-neighbor 

bubbles in the direction of flow. The bubbles of the 7/7 b⃗ 1 dislocation dipole are identical 

to the initial 7/7 b⃗ 3 dislocation dipole with the number of nearest neighbors inverted.          

(h-l) The resulting dipole dissociates as the b⃗ 1 dislocations pass through one another and 

separate. Experimental conditions: 0.75 mL h-1, 450 mbar and Φg,a = 0.96 with elapsed time 

of 85 ms............................................................................................................................. 82 

Figure 63 (a-c) Formation of a 5/5 b⃗ 2 dislocation dipole resembling the ISW defect92,93 of 

graphene (see Fig. 60a), (d-e) which is subsequently advected by the foam. Prior to 

separation the dipole rotates to align with the flowing foam. (f) Once the dipole reaches the 

expansion region, a T1 topological rearrangement occurs as the (starred) upstream seven-

neighbor bubble preferentially diverges along the direction of tension with the bubble in 

the positive third direction. The dislocations separate and move apart opposite of the 
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original respective gliding directions (elapsed time 40 ms). Experimental conditions: 1 mL 

h-1, 550 mbar and Φg,a = 0.96. ........................................................................................... 84 

Figure 64 (a-b) Formation of a 5/5 b⃗ 3 dislocation dipole, (c) which is advected by the foam 

before the bottommost five-neighbor bubble preferentially converges along the direction 

of compression with the (green starred) bubble two rows below. (d) An intermediate six-

membered ring structure is formed (resembling the partially dissociated ISW defect93,95 of 

graphene, see Fig. 61), comprised of three dislocation pairs around a triangular-shaped 

central bubble. A second T1 topological event transpires as the central bubble diverges 

from the (unstarred) upstream seven-neighbor bubble and (e) a new 5/5 dipole forms with 

equivalent orientation (albeit different positioning due to the different alignment of the 

surrounding crystal). The dislocations have passed through each other [the 5/5 dipole in (e) 

has the identical bubbles comprising the upstream dislocation, which in (b,c) were formerly 

part of the downstream dislocation]. (f) These dislocations separate and glide away from 

one another (elapsed time 30 ms). Experimental conditions: 1 mL h-1, 550 mbar and          

Φg,a = 0.96. ........................................................................................................................ 85 

Figure 65 (a-d) Formation of a 5/5 b⃗ 1 dislocation dipole from two dislocations with b⃗ 2 

orientation and (e-g) subsequent dissociation via an intermediate ring structure consisting 

of three dislocation pairs around a triangular-shaped central bubble. (g-h) The separated b⃗ 1 

dislocations move away from one another against the respective gliding directions due to 

local flow conditions and interactions with nearby dislocations (elapsed time 70 ms). 

Experimental conditions: 1 mL h-1, 500 mbar and Φg,a = 0.94. ........................................ 86 

Figure 66 (a) Formation of a 5/5 b⃗ 3 dislocation dipole in the reduced local packing density 

at the downstream end of the tension rearrangement zone. (b-c) Two simultaneous T1 

topological rearrangements occur as the semi-circular neighbors outside of the dipole 

diverge while the initial five-neighbored bubbles are forced into close contact. (c-e) Two 

simultaneous T1 topological rearrangements occur as each central bubble within the ring 

converges with a five-neighbored bubble (top bubble in the direction of flow and bottom 

bubble against the direction of flow). The calculated78 shear and strain rates associated with 

the shifting of the central bubbles were ‒40s-1 and ‒50 s-1 respectively. Contrary to previous 

pass through events, the dislocations that separate are composed of entirely different 

bubbles than the initial dipole (elapsed time 15 ms). Experimental conditions: 1 mL h-1, 

500 mbar and Φg,a = 0.94. (f) A comparable ring structure in graphene after damage by 

irradiation. The color convention is as outlined in Section 3.2.2 with six-neighbors being 

yellow. Part (f) is modified from [96]. .............................................................................. 88 

Figure 67 (a-c) Offset b⃗ 3 dislocations prior to (d) formation of the ISW defect. (e-f) The 

ISW defect structure is advected by the foam. Experimental conditions: 0.3 mL h-1, 300 
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mbar. The time interval between images is (a-c) 125 ms and (c-f) 62.5 ms. Scale bar is 250 

μm. .................................................................................................................................... 89 

Figure 68 (a-b) Formation of a 5/5 b⃗ 2 dislocation dipole (the ISW defect) which                   

(b-e) undergoes a T1 topological rearrangement as the bubbles above the defect diverge 

along the direction of flow. (e-j) The resulting partially dissociated ISW defect is advected 

by the foam until out of the field of view, remaining stable at least 25x longer than in the 

expansion-contraction channel. (c-d) Formation of a 5/5 b⃗ 2 dislocation dipole which             

(e-j) is advected by the foam until out of the field of view without forming the six-

membered ring structure. Experimental conditions: 0.5 mL h-1, 400 mbar. The time interval 

between images is 18 ms. Scale bar is 250 μm. ................................................................ 91 

Figure 69 (a-c) Formation of a 5/5 b⃗ 1 dislocation dipole (the ISW defect) which                     

(c-e) undergoes a T1 topological rearrangement as the upstream semicircular bubbles 

proximal to the dipole diverge (as in Fig. 65c-e) to form the six-membered ring structure. 

(e-g) A ISW defect aligned with the flow is formed after the five-neighbor bubbles 

converge above the central bubble of the partially dissociated ISW defect (a different T1 

event than depicted in Fig. 65e-f) which (h) is advected by the foam. Experimental 

conditions: 0.8 mL h-1, 500 mbar. The time interval between images is (a-e) 13.33 ms and 

(e-h) 6.66 ms. Scale bar is 250 μm. .................................................................................. 92 

Figure 70 Droplet breakup at T-junctions where (a) the length of the side arms, ℓ1 and ℓ2, 

control the fluidic resistance and the volume ratio of the droplets, θ. (b) ℓ1/ℓ2 = θ = 1,             

(c) ℓ1/ℓ2 = θ = 5.2, d) ℓ1/ℓ2 = 8.1, θ = 7.5. Taken from [110]. ........................................ 119 

Figure 71 (a-e) A non-splitting condition with the maximum bubble extension in the 

junction highlighted in (e). (f-j) A splitting condition with comparable bubble extension 

prior to the T-junction with maximum extension depicted in (j). (k) Critical conditions for 

splitting drops where filled squares indicate no breakup and open circles indicate splitting. 

The circled data points correspond with (a-e) and (f-j) respectively. The curve represents 

Cacr as given by Equation 5 with fitting parameter α (a function of viscosity ratio of the 

fluids and the geometry of the channel) set to 1. Modified from [110]. ......................... 119 

Figure 72 1:1 splitting of droplets under oil flow in a K-channel. Scale bar is 100 μm. 

Taken from [123] ............................................................................................................ 121 

Figure 73 (a) High speed video image of a large bubble breaking from interactions with 

the neighboring smaller bubbles. (b) Schematic illustration of bubble breakup in sheared 

foams. Neighboring bubbles press against the thinnest region of the elongated central 

bubble. Taken from [126]. .............................................................................................. 122 
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Figure 74 (a) Neighbor-wall pinch-off. (b) Neighbor-neighbor pinch-off. The arrows 

represent qualitative indications of the interactions with the (blue) pinched bubble. Taken 

from [127]. ...................................................................................................................... 123 

Figure 75 The fraction of droplets split as a function of flow rate at three different                   

(a) constriction entrance angles and (b) droplet volumes. Taken from [128]. ................ 124 

Figure 76 Colliding droplet behavior as a function of capillary number and extension. The 

solid curve represents Equation 5 where α = 0.75. The dotted curve depicts the critical 

capillary number for isolated droplets in a four-roll mill.131 Modified from [130]. ....... 125 

Figure 77 Monodisperse bubble-bubble pinch-off within a symmetric expansion results 

from the symmetric elongation and critical thinning of a bubble under the confinement of 

the upstream “pincher” bubble and downstream “wall” bubble. The expansion length l is 

the distance within the expansion a bubble travels along the extended narrow channel 

centerline upon reaching a stagnation point and undergoing pinch-off. The illustration 

corresponds with Fig. 80 and  87a-f (12 mL h-1 and 1050 mbar, ε ≈ 1.23, v ≈ 2.08 m s-1). 

Scale bar is 150 µm. ........................................................................................................ 127 

Figure 78 Microfluidic design with surfactant inlet (leftmost) and air inlet preceding a 

flow-focusing section (25-30 µm orifice) connected to a narrow channel (70-75 µm) with 

symmetric 45° expansion to a wide collection channel (1600 µm). Scale bar is 2000             

µm. .................................................................................................................................. 127 

Figure 79 Sample area calibration curve used for the asymmetry expansion consisting of 

an upper 45° wall and a lower 60° wall (h = 80 μm). For reference, 200, 400, and 600 pixel 

areas correspond to diameters of 86.7, 122.7, and 150.2 μm respectively. .................... 129 

Figure 80 Two successive monodisperse pinch-off events (σA = 5.8% ± 0.1%,) 

highlighting the cyclical makeup of the pinch-off process. (a) Initial symmetric elongation 

of an impending split (orange) bubble. (b) Midpoint necking of stretched (orange) bubble 

prior to pinch-off. (c) Symmetric pinch-off of the central (orange) bubble under the 

confinement of the (yellow) pincher bubble and (red) wall bubble. (d) The (yellow) pincher 

bubble elongates into a crescent shape preceding (e) partial symmetric retraction and the 

initial elongation of the upstream (green) bubble. (f-h) Subsequent pinch-off of the central 

(green) bubble following an alternating pattern of split bubbles whereby the former 

(yellow) pincher bubble becomes the wall bubble. The time interval between images is 

0.07 ms. Scale bars are 200 µm. Experimental conditions: 12 mL h-1 and 1050 mbar          

(Ca ≈ 0.074). ................................................................................................................... 131 

Figure 81 Regimes of the observed splitting behavior for an intact bubble radius of roughly 

60 µm: (a) purple: non-splitting at 5 mL h-1 and 625 mbar (Ca ≈ 0.027); (b) blue: irregular 
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pinch-off at 6 mL h-1 and 700 mbar (Ca ≈ 0.034) with daughter bubbles from two pinching 

events boxed; (c) red: polydisperse daughter bubbles at 8 mL h-1 and 825 mbar (Ca ≈ 0.045, 

σA = 24.5% ± 3.8%); and (d) green: monodisperse daughter bubbles at 12 mL h-1 and 1050 

mbar (Ca ≈ 0.074, σA = 5.8% ± 0.1%). Scale bars are 500 µm. ..................................... 133 

Figure 82 The frequency of pinch-off in the irregular regime, as denoted by the colored 

fragmented bubbles, is dependent on the flow rate (namely the velocity of the bubbles in 

the narrow channel). (a) At low flow rates (6 mL h-1 and 750 mbar, Ca ≈ 0.037, intact 

bubble radius of 64.5 µm), pinch-off occurs in short, discontinuous intervals. (b) At high 

flow rates (10 mL h-1 and 850 mbar, Ca ≈ 0.049, intact bubble radius of 52.7 µm), pinch-

off occurs in long, patchy intervals (σA = 24.6% ± 1.4%) with long periods of non-splitting 

in the gaps between the splitting intervals. Scale bars are 500 µm. ............................... 135 

Figure 83 Representative stages of pinch-off in the irregular regime at low liquid flow rate  

(6 mL h-1 and 750 mbar, Ca ≈ 0.037). Coloring order is cyclically repeated after the seventh 

(pink) bubble. (a) Alternating teardrops (t = 0 ms). (b) Squeezed alternating teardrops           

(t = 1.43 ms). (c) Midpoint necking of central (yellow) bubble prior to retraction                        

(t = 2.26 ms). (d) Delayed asymmetric pinch-off (t = 2.89 ms) with the retracted (yellow) 

bubble acting as the wall bubble. (e) Nearly-symmetric pinch-off (t = 3.29 ms).                      

(f) Symmetric pinch-off (t = 3.92s). (g) Asymmetric pinch-off (t = 4.56 ms). (h,i) Offset 

asymmetric pinch-off (t = 5.72 ms and 6.58 ms). (j) (Squeezed) alternating teardrops               

(t = 7.22 ms). Scale bars are 200 µm. ............................................................................. 135 

Figure 84 The ordered flow of intact and fragmented bubbles at similar dispersities. (a) At 

low flow rates (8 mL h-1 and 925 mbar, Ca ≈ 0.055), large bubble size (radius of 67.5 µm), 

high gas area fraction (Φg,a ≈ 0.75), and σA = 10.4% ± 1.5%. (b) At high flow rates (20 mL 

h-1 and 1000 mbar, Ca ≈ 0.078), small bubble size (radius of 39.4 µm), low gas area fraction 

(Φg,a ≈ 0.50), and σA = 8.8% ± 0.3%. Scale bars are 500 µm. ....................................... 138 

Figure 85 High density polydisperse pinch-off. (a-c) A “skipped” high density pinch-off 

event (the orange bubble does not split) after symmetric pinch-off due to nearly complete 

retracting of the downstream confining (red) bubble and thinning of the upstream confining 

(yellow) bubble. (c-d) Asymmetric thinning of the central (yellow) bubble due to the 

bottom-heavy distribution of the (orange) wall bubble. (e-f) Asymmetric pinch-off with the 

larger fragmented bubble at top resulting from the initial thinning rather than the current 

(orange) wall bubble shape. (g-h) Asymmetric pinch-off due to off-center positioning of 

the (green) wall bubble as a result of (yellow) fragmented bubble traffic. (i-j) Asymmetric 

pinching due to uneven retracting and off-center positioning of the (purple) wall bubble. 

The time interval between images is 0.13 ms. Scale bars are 100 µm. Experimental 

conditions: 8 mL h-1 and 925 mbar (Ca ≈ 0.055). ........................................................... 139 
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Figure 86 Low density polydisperse pinch-off (a-d) A “skipped” low density pinch-off 

event after symmetric pinch-off due to nearly complete retracting of the downstream 

confining (red) bubble. (e-h) Asymmetric pinch-off due to uneven retracting of the (orange) 

wall bubble. (i-j) Asymmetric pinch-off due to off-center positioning of the (green) wall 

bubble due to (yellow) fragmented bubble traffic. The time interval between images is 0.04 

ms. Scale bars are 100 µm. Experimental conditions: 20 mL h-1 and 1000 mbar                           

(Ca ≈ 0.078). ................................................................................................................... 140 

Figure 87 Metronomic monodisperse pinch-off whereby every other bubble is split. The 

pincher bubble becomes the wall bubble for the subsequent pinch-off event. (a-e) High 

density pinch-off (12 mL h-1 and 1050 mbar, Ca ≈ 0.074 with v ≈ 2.08 m s-1). The time 

interval between images is 0.13 ms. Scale bars are 100 µm. (f) Intact bubble radius of 59.7 

µm and σA = 5.8% ± 0.1%. Scale bar is 500 µm. (i-v) Low density pinch-off (22 mL h-1 

and 1125 mbar, Ca ≈ 0.096 with v ≈ 2.70 m s-1). The time interval between images is 0.08 

ms. Scale bars are 100 µm. (vi) Intact bubble radius of 38.5 µm and σA = 4.9% ± 0.2%. 

Scale bar is 500 µm. ........................................................................................................ 142 

Figure 88 Bubble neck width as a function of time until pinch-off for neighbor-neighbor 

pinch-off (open symbols) and neighbor-wall pinch-off (closed symbols). The power law 

equations (w = A x τB) demonstrate a high viscosity (B ≈ 1) and low viscosity (B ≈ 0.5) 

external phase respectively. Modified from [127]. ......................................................... 144 

Figure 89 Bubble neck width as a function of time until pinch-off across a range of 

experimental conditions (liquid flowrates ranging from 6-16 mL h-1, intact bubble radii 

ranging from 46-72 μm, and fragmented bubble dispersities ranging from 5-27%). The 

legend is arranged from low to high Ca with larger bubble extensions, corresponding to 

lower liquid flowrates, listed first for conditions with equal Ca. Representative splitting at 

τ = 0 is depicted for the first data set (bottom right) and last data set (top left), which 

correspond with high density polydisperse pinch-off and low density monodisperse pinch-

off respectively................................................................................................................ 145 

Figure 90 Symmetric expansion pinch-off regimes demarcated by Equation 5 of the critical 

capillary number with α = 0.55 and vertical shifts of 0.023, 0.041, and 0.065. ............. 146 

Figure 91 (a) Expansion length, the distance within the expansion a bubble travels along 

the extended narrow channel centerline prior to pinch-off, with respect to the extension of 

the bubbles in the narrow channel. A linear cutoff length separates the polydisperse and 

monodisperse pinch-off regimes. (b) Approximate overall strain rate G as a function of the 

initial bubble extension. The dotted line represents a critical strain rate of the form of 

Equation 5 for critical capillary number with a vertical shift due to the absence of the 

stability condition at ε = 1. .............................................................................................. 147 
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Figure 92 Schematic comparing the ratio of the tangents of the expansion walls h2/h1 with 

the local expansion width ratio w2/w1. The true maximum size ratio of fragmented bubbles 

is θmax ≈ w2/w1 = 1.60 as governed by the Hagen-Poiseuille equation for the asymmetric 

design with a 70 μm expansion inlet, β1 = 45°, β2 = 60°, and l ≈160 μm. For comparison, 

the maximum theoretical size ratio is h2/h1 =1.73 and at the end of the expansion (≈ 560 

μm from the inlet), the expansion width ratio is w4/w3 = 1.69. ....................................... 148 

Figure 93 The size ratio of fragmented bubbles θ is weakly, positively correlated with Ca 

and strongly, negatively correlated with intact bubble size. In the bidisperse regime,                     

(a) θ = 1.03 at low flow rates and large bubble size (12 mL h-1 and 1025 mbar, Ca ≈ 0.070, 

intact bubble radius of 69.2 µm), corresponding to an overall σA = 5.4% ± 0.4% for 

fragmented bubbles; (b) θ =1.50 at high flow rates and small bubble size (16 mL h-1 and 

1000 mbar, Ca ≈ 0.074, intact bubble radius of 53.1 µm), corresponding to an overall           

σA = 14.8% ± 0.2% for fragmented bubbles (σA ≤ 4% for each fragmented band 

individually). Scale bars are 500 µm. ............................................................................. 150 

Figure 94 Asymmetric expansion (an upper 45° wall and a lower 60° wall) pinch-off 

regimes demarcated by Equation 5 of the critical capillary number with α = 0.24 and 

vertical shifts of 0.028, 0.044, and 0.067. The values of Cacr(1) are roughly equal to the 

corresponding values in the symmetric expansion (see Fig. 90). However, significant 

departure was observed for characterizing precise pinch-off for ε ≈ 0.75-1.00. ............ 150 

Figure 95 An operating diagram for generating fragmented bubbles of a particular size 

ratio efficiency η for the asymmetric expansion consisting of an upper 45° wall and a lower 

60° wall. d✶ is a dimensionless bubble diameter with respect to the width of the expansion 

inlet. Generally, efficiency (and correspondingly experimental size ratio θ) increases for 

decreasing d✶ and increasing Ca (from the lower right to the top left of the diagram). The 

diagram is subdivided into four regions by dashed lines approximating evenly spaced 

values of efficiency: (■) high (η ≥ 0.75, θ ≥ 1.45), (▲) moderate-high (0.75 > η ≥ 0.50, 

1.45 > θ ≥ 1.30), (●) moderate-low (0.50 > η ≥ 0.25, 1.30 > θ ≥ 1.15), and (◆) low                   

(η < 0.25, θ < 1.15). The color of the symbol indicates the pinch-off regime. ............... 151 

Figure 96 Stages of bidisperse, asymmetric pinch-off for different intact bubble sizes with 
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        a                  contact half-width   
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                     mechanistic equation 
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        fps         frames per second 

        G         overall (extensional) strain rate 
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          along the inlet centerline prior to pinch-off  

 

        𝑙b              plug-flow bubble length 

        𝑙c         capillary length, √γ/(ρg)    

                                      l∗         nondimensional interfacial energy from scaling   
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        𝑉b         bubble volume 
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        w         bubble neck width  

         expansion half-width 

        wc         expansion inlet/narrow channel width 

        wm         minimal width of gas thread 
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        We         Weber number, ρ𝑣2𝑑b/γ 

 

        α         geometry and viscosity ratio dependent fitting 

parameter for droplet/bubble splitting 
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        η         efficiency of asymmetric pinch-off 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction and Motivation 

      Foams are dense concentrations of gas bubbles surrounded by a continuous liquid phase 

(Fig. 1). In fact, the continuous phase can be solid, but the focus here is on liquid (aqueous) 

foams. A colloidal dispersion can be defined as a collection of small particles of one phase, 

having at least one dimension between 1 and 1000 nm, dispersed in a second phase.1 The 

size of the bubbles in foam is typically between 10 µm – 1 cm with the liquid films between 

bubbles ranging from 10 nm to a few µm.2 Thus, bubbles can lie outside of the “colloidal 

size range”, but foam is nevertheless a prime example of a colloidal dispersion. Foams are 

closely associated with emulsions and can even be considered interchangeably in some 

contexts, but the large difference in viscosity between the continuous phase and the 

dispersed gas phase can cause the behavior of foam to be strikingly different. Foams are 

found in many aspects of our daily lives from the head of a beer to the soapsuds of 

shampoo. Foams also have important industrial applications from mineral flotation to 

enhanced oil recovery. Despite consisting of Newtonian fluids, foam has complex flow 

properties which make it an exciting area of soft matter research.  

 
 

Fig. 1 A section of a foam column depicting wet foam at the solution/foam interface and 

dry foam (resulting from drainage) farther up. Associated with [3].  
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1.1. Foam Structure  

The fundamental property of foam that governs its structure is the liquid volume 

fraction Φl (Fig. 2). For dry foams, the tightly packed bubbles are polyhedral cells with 

thin film surfaces (i.e. the faces of the cell). Bubble edges are referred to as Plateau borders 

and their junctions constitute vertices as shown in Fig. 2a. The equilibrium structure of dry 

foam is governed by Plateau’s laws: three films must meet at each Plateau border at mutual 

120° angles and four Plateau borders must form symmetric tetrahedral vertices. A foam is 

considered dry for Φl up to a few percent.4 Thus, the Plateau borders swell to contain the 

liquid and take the form of channels of finite width. As Φl increases, this swelling causes 

the sharp edges and corners of the polyhedral cell to round off and bubbles become fully 

spherical in the wet limit. The equilibrium rule for wet foam has been expressed as “where 

a Plateau border joins an adjacent film, the surface is joined smoothly, that is, the surface 

normal is the same on both sides of the intersection.”5 Thus, the Plateau borders terminate 

in sharp cusps as shown in Fig. 3. If Φl is increased to the point that bubbles are no longer 

in contact, then the foam loses its rigidity and is considered a bubbly liquid. The studies of 

the present work are entirely on wet foams. 

 
 

 

Fig. 2 The typical 3-D structure of (a) dry foam and (b) wet foam with appoximately 

spherical bubbles. Taken from [2]. 

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 3 A two-dimensional wet foam simulation depicting the smooth joining of Plateau 

borders to adjacent films. Taken from [5].  

It is worth noting that investigating the structure of foams is inherently challenging as 

foams are metastable. The energy of rearranging bubbles in real foams is orders of 

magnitude greater than thermal fluctuations, so bubbles have no means to explore the full 

energy landscape and are trapped in a local minimum of energy. Thus, the global energy 

minimum can only be discovered for small bubble clusters or some periodic structures. 

From the other perspective, this means that the structure of a foam is largely determined 

by the history of its formation rather than the minimization of energy.4,5 

1.2. Two-Dimensional Foam  

      As already demonstrated by Fig. 3, confining foam to two dimensions greatly simplifies 

the depiction, visualization, measurement, simulation, and general physics of foam. As 

with any subject, the study of two-dimensional foam (including the present work) is 

intended to provide insight into the three-dimensional case. Conventionally, there are three 

different configurations of 2-D foam: floating bubbles on the surface of surfactant solution 

(“bubble raft”), trapping the floating bubbles below a glass plate (“liquid-plate 

configuration”), and squeezing the foam between two parallel glass plates (“plate-plate or 

Hele-Shaw configuration”). The structure of 2-D foam varies widely based on the method 

of generation as shown in Fig. 4. Blowing gas through a circular nozzle at a constant 
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pressure into a surfactant solution (also referred to as bubbling) is an important laboratory 

technique for generating foam with equal sized bubbles (i.e. a monodisperse foam). The 

size of bubbles is on the order of millimeters, and only one bubble size can be generated 

per nozzle in the quasistatic limit. Large bubbles can be generated by using an inclined 

plane above the nozzle to reduce the effective buoyancy of the bubbles. The angle of the 

plate can then be changed to control the bubble size over several orders of magnitude up 

to a few centimeters.4 

 
 

Fig. 4 Two-dimensional macroscopic foams generated by various methods. The top row 

techniques are typically used to prepare laboratory samples, whereas everyday foams are 

produced by the bottom row processes. Adapted from [5].  

      A 2-D depiction of dry foam in the ordered hexagonal honeycomb structure (the model 

system of minimal edge length for cells of equal size) is shown in Fig. 5. Thus, the thin 

liquid films, which in two dimensions are the lines of the cell boundaries, still follow 

Plateau’s law. A lamella can be defined as the thin film region, including the two interfaces 

on either side and part of the Plateau borders to connecting lamellae (Fig. 5). For wet foam 

in two dimensions, bubbles are simply circular rather than spherical. 
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Fig. 5 An illustration of a 2-D dry foam system with a depiction of a foam lamella. Taken 

from [1].  

1.3. Monodisperse Foam  

      Typically, foams are disordered and polydisperse (i.e. having a wide distribution of 

bubble sizes) as shown in Fig. 4. However, monodisperse foams are receiving increasing 

scientific interest for several reasons.4 Monodisperse foams represent a simple state for the 

study of fundamental properties of all types of foam in theory, simulation, and experimental 

work. Increased understanding of the stability and physical chemistry of foam has extended 

the lifetime of these foams to weeks or even months. New foam generation techniques have 

enabled the precise production of monodisperse foams at relatively high rates. 

Monodisperse foams self-assemble into periodic structures under confinement, making the 

nature of the confinement a matter of both investigation and exploitation for practical 

applications (e.g. highly structured porous solids from foam templates6). In fact, these two 

aspects are the key components of foam research in microfluidics, which is the basis of this 

work and will be discussed at length in the coming chapters. The physics of monodisperse 

foam is also closely tied to several types of systems: atomic crystals, granular media, and 

cellular structures.4 In fact, the analogies between foam and granular materials can be quite 

strong despite the lack of stiffness and frictional interactions for bubbles.7  
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1.4. Foam Stability 

1.4.1. Surface Tension and Surfactants 

Since the attractive forces on molecules at a liquid-gas interface are unbalanced, the 

liquid surface contracts from the net inward pull on these molecules. This contracting force 

is referred to as surface tension. Surface tension can also be considered as surface (free) 

energy as the surface is energetically unfavorable, which thus requires a minimization in 

the surface area. In two dimensions, the perimeter or edge length is minimized. Since 

bubbles in foam have a large surface area, surfactants (short for surface active agents) are 

necessary to reduce the surface tension. Surfactants are amphiphilic, i.e. they contain a 

molecular group which has affinity to nonpolar media and one that has affinity for polar 

media, so they spontaneously absorb at the liquid-gas interface.1 The surfactant partitions 

between the two phases to keep its hydrocarbon chain (tail) in the gas and the hydrophilic 

head group in the liquid, which is the most energetically favored configuration (Fig. 6). 

Surfactants can be categorized based on their charge: anionic, cationic, zwitterionic or 

amphoteric (having both positively and negatively charged groups), and nonionic.  

 
 

Fig. 6 Surfactant adsorption at the liquid-air interface stabilizes the thin films between 

bubbles. Taken from [5]. 
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The surface tension is reduced with increasing surfactant concentration until a 

monolayer covers the entire surface. Subsequent increases in surfactant concentration do 

not change the surface tension as surfactant molecules aggregate and form clusters called 

micelles within the bulk of the liquid. The inception of micelle formation is known as the 

critical micelle concentration (CMC). All surfactants concentrations used in the present 

work are well above the CMC.   

1.4.1.1. Capillary Pressure 

Capillary pressure is defined as the pressure difference due to surface tension between 

adjoining gas and liquid phases. Capillary pressure is given by the Young-Laplace 

equation: 

𝑃c = Δ𝑃 = 2γ𝐻 = 𝛾 (
1

𝑅1
+

1

𝑅2
) 

Equation 1 

where 𝐻 is the mean curvature and 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 are the principal radii of curvature. Thus, 

the pressure is greater on the concave side of the curved interface (i.e. inside of a bubble). 

1.4.2. Film Thinning and Rupture 

Gravity and capillary suction can cause drainage, where the liquid flows through the 

continuous network of Plateau borders and vertices leading to film thinning. Capillary 

suction is the transport of liquid from a film into the neighboring Plateau border due to the 

pressure gradient resulting from differences in the radii of curvature as given by the Young-

Laplace equation. Thin film stability is promoted by the intermolecular interactions 

between surfactant molecules known as a disjoining pressure: van der Waals forces, 

electrostatic repulsions, and steric interactions. However, the film will rupture upon 

reaching a critical thickness. Film rupture is also referred to as coalescence as film rupture 
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can lead to two or more bubbles combining to form a single, larger bubble with a 

corresponding reduction in the total surface area. The probability of film rupture is 

proportional to the film area making the rupture of small bubbles more difficult. 

Film rupture can be prevented by the Gibbs-Marangoni effect (Fig. 7). The thinnest 

part of the film has a reduced concentration of surfactant at the interfaces due to the 

increased surface area. The resulting increased local surface tension causes the surface to 

contract, which entrains the bulk liquid along with it due to viscous forces by the Gibbs-

Marangoni effect. This effect is probably significant only for rapid deformation or for 

stabilizing very thin films. The surface dilatational modulus, the real part of which is 

referred to as the surface dilatational elasticity, refers to the resistance against creation of 

surface tension gradients. Thus, a low surface dilatational modulus indicates the fast 

relaxation of the surface tension following rapid deformation, i.e. a greater ability to 

withstand deformations without rupturing. 

 
 

Fig. 7 An illustration of the Gibbs-Marangoni effect. Taken from [1].  
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1.4.3. Coarsening 

As given by the Young-Laplace equation, diffusive gas exchange between neighboring 

bubbles occurs as bubbles are at different pressures. Consequently, large bubbles grow at 

the expense of smaller bubbles which ultimately vanish. This topological change is known 

as a T2 process in a dry foam (Fig. 8). The T2 process is not well defined for wet foam. T1 

processes take place during coarsening whereby neighbor switching occurs between 

bubbles. T1 topological rearrangements also occur when a macroscopic strain is applied to 

the foam and will be discussed in more detail in the next section. The term coarsening 

reflects the increase in the average bubble size and the process is sometimes referred to as 

disproportionation to reflect the widening of the bubble size distribution. In fact, 

coarsening has been found to lead asymptotically to a scaling state where the bubble growth 

is statistically self-similar (when drainage and coalescence are not significant). Thus, the 

distribution of bubble sizes becomes independent of time and initial conditions when 

normalized by their average value.  

 

Fig. 8 An illustration of the T2 process in dry 2-D foam. The grey bubble indicates the 

bubble that dissapears. Taken from [2]. 

 In principle, a monodisperse foam with identical bubble topologies (e.g. the idealized 

honeycomb structure shown in Fig. 5) would never coarsen as all bubbles are at the same 

pressure. However, a real foam can never be made without defects and coarsening occurs 

typically on the order of minutes, tens of minutes, or hours depending on the foam system. 

Therefore, foam is technically not metastable as it is constantly evolving, but foam remains 
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close to a true equilibrium except where a local topological change is occurring as the 

process is relatively slow. The rate of coarsening decreases with gases of lower solubility 

in water as well as with increasing Φl. In a wet foam diffusion takes place only through the 

thin films of bubbles, whereas the (pseudo) Plateau borders effectively block diffusion by 

shortening the length of the films where bubbles are in contact.    

1.5. Foam Rheology 

The mechanical behavior of foam is largely governed by the applied shear stress and 

Φl. For low applied stress (small quasistatic shear strain), foam behaves as an elastic solid 

as the surface tension of the films acts as the restoring force in response to small strains. 

Thus, the elastic shear modulus scales with the surface energy density (i.e. inversely 

proportional to the average bubble radius). For a typical detergent foam, the elastic 

modulus is on the order of 10 Pa.5  

 
Fig. 9 Illustration of a T1 event from quasistatically increasing strain in 2-D dry foam. 

The topological rearrangement causes the bubbles to switch neighbors as the bubbles 

highlighted in blue are no longer bordering after the T1 process. Taken from [8].  

Considering the honeycomb lattice as a model dry foam, the Plateau rules must hold so 

deformation is not affine. As shown in Fig. 9, foam undergoing increasing quasistatic shear 

strain leads to the lengthening of some films while the central film shrinks to zero length. 

The meeting of four films is unstable and the bubbles rearrange, which forms a new film. 

For a dry 3-D bubble cluster the rearrangement is an unstable fourfold junction evolving  
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Fig. 10 Illustration of a T1 event from shear flow of a 2-D wet foam. (a) A localized region 

of perfect packing. (b-d) Neighbor switching occurs as two initially adjacent bubbles (2,3) 

diverge as the other two secondary neighbor bubbles (1,4) converge. The meeting of four 

films occurs through a range of bubble configurations (contrary to the case of a dry foam), 

prior to (e) restoration of perfect packing. Taken from [10]. 

into two threefold junctions.9 This topological rearrangement whereby neighbor switching 

occurs between bubbles is the T1 process that was previously noted to occur during 

coarsening. The analogous process for 2-D wet foam is depicted in Fig. 10 whereby the 

meeting of four films occurs through a range of bubble configurations.10 The foam structure 

has undergone permanent plastic strain. The stress reaches a maximum value known as the 

yield stress, which corresponds to the onset of foam flow (Fig. 11). Thus, foams at the 

macroscopic scale are non-Newtonian and shear-thinning. For small applied strain rates, 

bubble rearrange intermittently, but for higher strain rates the flow is more laminar as 

rearrangements overlap in space and time. Although the T1 process for wet foam is not 

instantaneous, the number of T1 events per bubble per unit strain in a steady shear system 

has been shown to be insensitive to gas area fraction between 0.85 to 1.11 

 
 

Fig. 11 Representative stress-strain curve for a liquid foam. Taken from [5]. 
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1.6.   Thesis Overview  

Two microfluidic projects on bubble-bubble interactions in 2-D wet foams are 

presented. Densely packed monodisperse foam is subjected to expansion-contraction flow 

to study crystalline deformation via localized T1 topological rearrangements from 

extensional and compressive stresses. Systematic bubble-bubble splitting is facilitated by 

the rapid flow of bubbles into an expansion and regulated by the downstream positioning 

and shapes (i.e. the template) of the bubbles.  

Chapter 2 provides an introduction into the design and fabrication of microfluidic 

devices. The contemporary origins of flow-focusing for bubble generation are discussed 

with emphasis on the fundamental controllable parameters and the governing fluid 

dynamics at the microfluidic level. The production of bubbles with non-uniform sizes is 

briefly reviewed. 

Chapter 3 explores plastic deformation events in flowing wet foams within an 

expansion-contraction microfluidic geometry for expanded visualization and analysis. 

Dislocation glide, reflection, nucleation, and dipole transformations from extensional and 

compressive stresses are examined. A model crystalline system with cyclically reflecting 

dislocations in tension or compression within two independent rearrangement zones is 

selected by tuning the properties of the foam. Homogeneous dislocation nucleation could 

replace a dislocation that does not reflect into the compression rearrangement zone or form 

a reactant dislocation that changes the direction of the gliding dislocation upon collision. 

The gradient in crystalline alignment from the asymmetric design has numerous effects on 

dislocation mobility and plastic deformation. Dislocation dipoles are found to dissociate 
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via intermediate structures with applications to defect synthesis in graphene. The 

Appendix contains information on the MATLAB code developed for the analysis of the 

fundamental bubble, foam, and crystalline properties.  

Chapter 4 presents bubble-bubble pinch-off in symmetric and asymmetric expansion 

channels. The dynamics of the system are examined to elucidate the fundamental 

characteristics of the pinch-off regimes. The mechanism of pinch-off is determined from 

scaling analysis of the neck width of the bubble undergoing splitting. The frequency and 

(to a lesser extent) the precision of pinch-off is dictated by the relationship between the 

capillary number and the bubble extension upstream of the expansion inlet. The accuracy 

of pinch-off in an asymmetric expansion exhibited a strong negative correlation with the 

size of the bubbles generated from flow-focusing. The banded size segregation of 

fragmented and intact bubbles is passive, and the system acts as a generator of ordered bi- 

or tridisperse foam that can be utilized for future studies on dynamic bubble interactions 

and ordered, multidisperse foam deformation. The Appendix contains information on the 

MATLAB code developed for the analysis of the fundamental bubble and foam properties, 

including a breakdown of the code used for designating objects as bubbles and performing 

size distribution analysis. 

Chapter 5 examines a wide range of dynamic bubble interactions fostered by the 

trapping of bubbles in surface energy wells within flowing monodisperse foam. The wells 

are created in a two-step lithography process whereby the traps are roughly 5 μm higher 

than the surrounding channel. The efficacy of trapping as well as growing bubbles from 

diffusive gas exchange is related to the 2-D geometry of the traps. Multiple bubbling 

trapping is facilitated using both connected individual traps and large collective traps. 
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Trapping and growing bubbles enables the study of a near ideal foam system: monodisperse 

foam with isolated defect bubbles of larger size. Coalescence, bubble-bubble breakup, 

Ostwald ripening and large bubble migration are potential areas of further research.   

Chapter 6 provides concluding remarks, a summary of the key points discussed, and a 

brief outlook of future work in these projects. 
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Chapter 2 

Microfluidics 

Microfluidics, the precise handling and manipulation of liquids and gases in channels 

of micrometer size (10-100 µm), is utilized in many different scientific and technological 

areas ranging from biomedicine to environmental testing to chemical synthesis.12 Since its 

origins in the 1970s, microfluidic devices have been fabricated using techniques 

established for microelectronics: photolithography and etching glass and silicon.12 

However, soft lithography techniques, i.e. making a device from an elastomeric polymer 

mold, have become the standard among academic researchers in the past twenty years due 

to several advantages over its predecessors. The foundations of soft lithography12-14 and 

the fundamentals of flow-focusing for bubble generation will be discussed in the context 

of the present research.  

2.1. Design and Fabrication 

Rapid prototyping describes the general procedure that allows for a design idea to be 

tested in roughly a day (Fig. 12). A drafting software such as AutoCAD is used to turn a 

design into a digital image file. For mask photolithography (maskless photolithography 

will be described in Chapter 3), a commercial image setter prints the design on a 

transparency for use as the photomask. This step is a key component of rapid prototyping 

as a chrome mask was conventionally used for photolithography, which would take weeks 

to obtain rather than days (or even hours). The photomask leaves only the design pattern 

exposed on a silicon wafer covered with a thin, dry film of negative photoresist (a liquid 
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photocurable epoxy). UV light etches the design to create the master (pattern) and the 

unexposed resist is removed. Thicknesses between 1 um and 200 um can be obtained using 

different photoresists.13  

 
 

Fig. 12 Rapid prototyping basis of soft lithography. Taken from [14]. 

      The master is used for casting of devices in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), a polymeric 

organosilicon material (silicone), by replica molding (REM). The low viscosity 

prepolymer, a mixture of PDMS monomer and cross-linking agent determined by the user, 

is poured onto the master and cured in an oven to make a negative replica of the pattern. 

PDMS is elastomeric, conforming and peeling from the silicon substrate easily (Fig. 13, 

parts 1-3). This technique reproduces the features of the master pattern with high resolution 

and allows for the formation of over a hundred devices over the lifetime of the master. The 

cycle life of the master ends from either the user breaking the silicon wafer or the 

photoresist releasing from the wafer due to repeated handling.12 

A borer is used to punch inlet and outlet holes from the cured PDMS.12 PDMS consists 

of repeating -O-Si(CH3)2- units and is naturally hydrophobic. PDMS must be rendered 

hydrophilic for use with aqueous solutions, most commonly by means of air (oxygen) 
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plasma.13,15,16 Plasma converts surface methyl groups to silanol groups (Si-OH). The 

treated PDMS mold is then brought into contact with a treated glass slide or flat section of 

PDMS to irreversibly bond by formation of covalent siloxane (Si-O-Si) bonds by 

condensation reactions (Fig. 13, parts 4-6). The seal can tolerate pressures between 30-50 

psi, which is much higher than commonly encountered pressures.12 The PDMS surface 

exhibits hydrophobic recovery in air, but remains sufficiently hydrophilic for conducting 

experiments over several hours after fabrication when left in contact with a polar liquid, 

such as water or surfactant solution.12,17,18     

 
 

Fig. 13 (1-3) Illustration of replica molding to create PDMS mold after master pattern 

fabricated from photolithography. (4-6) Illustration of sealing of PDMS mold to glass 

substrate to form a working device. Taken from [19]. 

2.1.1. Soft Lithography 

Soft lithography has several advantages over conventional lithography techniques. The 

process of fabricating, testing, and disposing of microfluidic devices is fast and inexpensive 

as the processes and materials are much cheaper than traditional methods. REM enables 

fabrication of several devices out of inexpensive silicone with the more expensive silicon 

wafer only used for creating a master pattern. Fabrication also does not require the use of 
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hazardous chemicals, e.g. hydrofluoric acid. The sealing of devices does not require a 

cleanroom, high temperatures, or extended periods of time.13 The use of plasma treatment 

for sealing also allows for tunable wettability of the devices. PDMS also has several 

favorable material characteristics. It is optically transparent down to 280 nm, which 

facilitates visual processing and reduced analysis time.12 PDMS is chemically inert, 

nontoxic, homogeneous, and isotropic.14 It is more physically robust than glass and silicon, 

which makes handling simple. However, important limitations are its incompatibility with 

organic solvents (due to swelling) and high temperatures as well as high permeability to 

gases.12 

2.2. Motivation and Fundamentals 

McDonald et al. note that a key area of work with microfluidic devices is in 

fundamental research.12 But what are the principal characteristics of microfluidics that 

make it useful for fundamentally studying bubbles and foam? An elegant answer that has 

been put forth is that “[…] microfluidics makes it possible to investigate the physics of 

complex systems such as foams at scales where the capillary forces become dominant, in 

model experiments involving few well-controlled parameters” (Fig. 14).20 The low values 

of the relevant dimensionless quantities is clear indication that flow is laminar with surface 

tension and viscous forces dominating. Consequently, flow is without instabilities and is 

much more reproducible than at macroscopic (centimetric) scales.21 Microfoams are also 

very stable due to the lack of gravity drainage. Additionally, confinement results in rich 

behavior of foam, which can be studied with only a few simple tuning parameters (namely 

fluid flow rates and properties as well as the geometrical dimensions of the device).    
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Fig. 14 Controllable parameters in microfluidic experiments and associated 

dimensionless numbers with approximate ranges of values. Taken from [20]. 

2.3. Flow-Focusing Bubble Generation 

Flow-focusing22 is the most widely used and studied method of microfluidic bubble 

(and droplet) generation. Prior to the first integration of a flow-focusing geometry into a 

microfluidic device,23 the modern resurgence and popularization of the technique resulted 

from flow-focusing using axisymmetric capillary tubes.24 Gas was continuously supplied 

from a capillary tube that was positioned a few hundred micrometers upstream of an orifice 

with a diameter of 100 or 210 µm in a fifty micron thick metal plate. Liquid was forced 

around the capillary and through the orifice, which focuses the tip of the gas stream into a 

cusp-like geometry containing a narrow gas thread that protrudes through the orifice. 

Regular breaking of the gas thread in the fluid downstream of the orifice forms 

monodisperse bubbles with diameters ranging from roughly 5 to 120 µm (Fig. 15a).  

                          
 

Fig. 15 (a) An illustration of an axisymmetric flow-focusing device. Taken from [26].  

(b) Monodisperse bubbles form a “mesocrystal foam” in a bath of liquid downstream of 

the orifice (db = 75 μm, water with 45% glycerol). Taken from [24]. 

(a) (b) 
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Liquid and gas flow rates ranged from 160 to 1200 mL h-1 and 1.1 to 144 mL h-1 

respectively.24-26 Thus, in this experimental set-up inertial forces dominate flow with Re 

ranging from 50 to 1400 and We numbers between 2 and 17 using the jet diameter as the 

characteristic length.26 The size of the bubbles was determined by equating inertial stresses 

from the growing bubble on the fluid downstream (unsteady term with orientation 

upstream) and the fluid passing through the orifice on the growing bubble (convective term 

with orientation downstream).25,26 A range of liquid solutions were used in the study with 

variable density, viscosity, and interfacial tensions.24,25 Bubble size was found to be 

independent of the liquid properties, but proportional to the flow rates of the fluids:  

𝑑b

𝐷
∝ (

𝑄g

𝑄l
)

2
5

 

Equation 2 

where 𝑑b is the bubble diameter, D is the diameter of the circular orifice, 𝑄g is the gas flow 

rate, and 𝑄l is the liquid flow rate.24-26 

      A flow-focusing geometry was incorporated into a PDMS microfluidic device and the 

relationship between liquid viscosity and bubble size was tested.27 Three surfactant 

solutions, 2 wt% Tween 20, with viscosities ranging over a magnitude were used: water, 

52 wt% glycerol, and 62 wt% glycerol. The surfactant solutions flow through two out 

channels and focus a nitrogen stream from an inner channel into a small orifice. The width 

of the rectangular orifice, D, was varied from 30 to 120 µm by 30 µm. The width of the 

outlet channel, W, varied from 250 to 1000 µm by 250 µm. The height, h, of devices used 

was 28 µm (Fig. 16).  

      Bubbles periodically broke from the tip of the gas stream to form monodisperse bubbles 

for a broad range of flow parameters with the attainable production rate exceeding 105 
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Fig. 16 Micrograph of a flow-focusing device with D = 60 µm and W = 1 mm. Modified 

from [26].  

 monodisperse bubbles per second. The hydrophilic nature of the channel walls allowed for 

the liquid to surround the gas thread, but bubbles were thought to break largely due to the 

instability created by the high surface energy of this configuration.27 The bubble size and 

gas volume fraction Φg were found to be tunable at a fixed gas pressure, 𝑃g, by altering the 

liquid flow rate. Bubble diameters observed ranged from 10 to 1000 µm with the 

polydispersity index σV (the standard deviation of bubble volume divided by the mean 

volume) less than 2%. Bubbles organized into highly, ordered flowing lattices 

characterized by 2-D hexagonal close packing, with noncircular (hexagonal) bubbles 

separated by thin liquid films found at very high Φg (Fig. 17). However, at a critical liquid 

flow rate, two bubbles are formed in each cycle with σV reaching 15% (<5% for each 

bubble size separately). Rather than retracting, the gas stream was found to stay in the 

orifice and continue elongation before breaking a second time.  
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Fig. 17 Flowing lattices observed in outlet channel with W = 750 µm, D = 30 µm, and   

Pg = 276 mbar. From top to bottom, liquid flow rates in mL h-1: (a) 0.7, (b) 0.5, (c) 0.1,   

(d) 0.02, (e) 0.01. Taken from [27]. 

      In contrast to flow-focusing with capillary tubes, the researchers found that the volume 

of the disk bubbles, 𝑉b ≈ π𝑟b
2ℎ, was not independent of the properties of the liquid: 

𝑉b ∝
𝑃g

𝑄lμliq
 

   Equation 3 

where μliq is the liquid viscosity.26,27 The volume scaling equation can be deduced from 

construction of the three-stage pinch-off mechanism in a flow-focusing geometry.26,28 First, 

the gas stream advances through the orifice and inflates a bubble. The gas thread is 

“squeezed” upstream of the orifice as the hydrostatic pressure is increased from the 

inhibition of the liquid flow through the orifice. The minimal width of the gas thread wm 

remains roughly equal to D (less the thin liquid films wetting the walls) such that the 

volume of the generated bubble scales with the volume of the orifice. In the second stage, 

the thinning results in a discernable neck (Fig. 18) and wm decreases at a constant rate with 

linear dependence on Ql. The thinning condition holds for strong confinement by the walls 

of the microchannels and low capillary numbers, Ca ~ O(10-2). Lastly, the narrowing neck  
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Fig. 18 Schematic of the gas-liquid interface in the orifice region. Modified from [26]. 

becomes unstable by a Rayleigh-Plateau instability and rapid breakup occurs with 

negligible impact on the resulting bubble size. Therefore, Vb is simply proportional to the 

product of the flow rate of the gas through the collapsing neck (proportional to 𝑃g/μliq by 

the Hagen-Poiseuille equation) and the time interval of collapse (inversely proportional to 

Ql) as stated above by Equation 3. 

2.3.1. The Role of Geometrical Parameters 

There has been significant work to characterize how the geometrical parameters of the 

device affect the structure of bubbles and foams. The process of flow-focusing bubble 

pinch-off was studied for variable aspect ratios of the orifice, λ.29 Keeping a constant orifice 

length of 50 µm, three configurations were used: a long rectangle (D = 30 µm, h = 6 µm, 

λ = 0.2) (Fig. 19), a short rectangle (D = 30 µm, h = 20 µm, λ = 0.66), and a square                  

(D = h = 20 µm, λ = 1). Bubble breakup was characterized by two regimes (Fig. 20): a slow  

      

Fig. 19 Snapshot of generation of monodisperse (disk shaped) bubbles where D = 30 µm 

and h = 6 µm. Modified from [29].  
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Fig. 20 Snapshots of the gas thread collapsing. (a) The thread is squeezed inwards from 

the sides linearly with time by the focusing liquid. Cross section of 2-D collapse regime. 

(b) Fast pinch off of gas thread. Cross section of 3-D collapse showing radial squeezing 

of thread. Modified from [29].    

linear 2-D collapse of the gas thread (on the order of 100µs in rectangular configurations) 

and a fast, unstable 3-D  pinch-off (about 20 µs) when wm = h (i.e. the latter process is the 

only one observed in the square configuration).  

The polydispersity index σA (the standard deviation in bubble area divided by the 

average area) was found to decrease with increasing λ: 0.1% ± 0.1% (λ = 0.2), 0.3% ± 

0.1% (λ = 0.66), and 1.0% ± 0.1% (λ = 1). Thus, for more elongated orifices there is higher 

monodispersity as fluctuations are dissipated by the viscosity of the continuous phase 

whereas for shorter (square) orifices there is higher bubbling frequency. After further study 

of the 3-D  pinch-off, the researchers discovered the presence of two subregimes: a “filling” 

subregime, wherein there is pressure driven liquid flow permeating into a thin layer around 

the neck region, and a spherical collapse as the neck actually becomes less slender.30 

Therefore, the governing factors of pinch-off are first surface tension and viscosity until 

ultimately liquid inertia drives the final stage of pinch-off (although surface tension is non-

negligible). The radius of the neck scales with an exponent of 1/3 in the first subregime 

and 2/5 in the second subregime with the latter in agreement with the Rayleigh-Plesset 

equation for spherical bubble collapse.  

(a) (b) 
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The effects of the outlet channel aspect ratio on the resulting foam structure was 

characterized to verify geometrical arguments establishing the boundaries of the 

bubble/foam structure regimes.31 These arguments allowed for the terms “bubble” and 

“droplet” as well as “foam” and “emulsion” to be used interchangeably as the shape of 

“bubbles” and the structure of “foam” were taken to be independent of fluid properties. 

The foam is assumed to be static, which was considered a reasonable assumption due to 

low residence times (approximately 1s) in the microchannel such that significant volume 

(<3%) or structure change did not occur. The relevant dimensions of the devices were as 

follows: D = 50 µm, h = {80, 100, 200} µm, and W = {100, 200, 400, 500, 1000} µm, 

where Λ = {0.1, 0.2, 1} were the only studied aspect ratios.  

 
 

Fig. 21 Monodisperse bubble shapes and foam structures, qualitatively categorized by 

gas volume fraction and bubble size (volume).Taken from [31]. 

The five discrete monodisperse shapes and structures generated were dripping bubbles, 

slugs, alternating foam, packed foam, and bamboo foam (Fig. 21). A few clarifications on 

these structures are needed. Pancake bubbles are when 𝑑b > h and can be observed in 
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dripping bubbles, alternating foam, or packed foam. Slugs are when the pancake diameter 

is greater than W (the bubble fills the cross-section) and are principally another form of 

dripping. Bamboo foam is a single row of packed slug-shaped bubbles where the projected 

diameter of the bubble is larger than W (a distinction not always made in the literature32). 

Limitations of the study are that the cross-sectional view of the microchannel was not 

imaged such that the transition from sphere to pancake shape as well as the model of the 

pancake shape could not be experimentally observed.31   

Experimental results were overlaid onto the predicted bubble/foam structure regime 

map determined from geometrical arguments. A dimensionless bubble volume was 

defined, V∗ ≡ 𝑉b/𝑊
2ℎ, such that bubble volume was a function of Λ. An example diagram 

with the lowest studied aspect ratio, Λ = 0.1, is shown below (Fig. 22). The sawtooth 

boundary between alternating and packed foam is a result of the discrete values of the 

maximum of n, the number of row of bubbles. As shown above in Fig. 22, dripping 

(sphere), packed foam (sphere), and bamboo foam were not observed for Λ = 0.1 due to 

experimental instability in these regimes that prohibited generation of monodisperse 

bubbles. The square channel (Λ = 1) precludes the existence of pancake-shaped bubbles 

with the pancake region of the regime maps becoming wider as the outlet channel aspect 

ratio decreases. The best agreement between the predicted and experimental results were 

found for Λ = 0.1 and the geometrical model was deemed to be quite accurate, especially 

considering its simplifying assumptions. In the context of the present work, the geometrical 

model used by the researchers estimated the volume of a pancake bubble:31 

𝑉b,pancake =
πℎ3

6
+

πℎ

4
(𝑑b,pancake − ℎ) (

πℎ

2
+ 𝑑b,pancake − ℎ) 

   Equation 4 
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Fig. 22 Bubble/foam structure regime map for Λ = 0.1 where Φd is dispersed volume 

fraction. Filled symbols for flow-focusing with (♦) dripping, (■) slugs, (●) alternating 

foam, (▲) packed foam, and (▼) bamboo foam. Co-flow generation is indicated by x-

filled symbols. Taken from [31].   

2.3.2. Complex Designs 

The use of complex flow-focusing geometries for generation of bubble trains and 

ordered foams of higher dispersity has been examined. Utilization of a multisection flow-

focusing design allowed for the generation of bubble trains with mono-, bi-, and tri-disperse 

bubbles to be effectively controlled.33 In the simplest modified design, the junction 

constricts flow in two stages where a throat precedes the traditional orifice (Fig. 23a). 

Bidisperse bubbles can be formed via two ways: bidisperse (1-2) where the breakup 

occurred in the throat followed by in the orifice and bidisperse (2-1) where the pinch-off 

occurred in the orifice prior to in the throat. A paired set of bidisperse bubbles was 

generated roughly ten times per second. Monodisperse bubbles could be formed from gas 

thread collapse in either the throat or the orifice. The initial breakup happens in the throat 

at relatively high flow rates and in the orifice at relatively low flow rates (Fig. 23b). A 

three-section flow-focusing design was employed to produce tridisperse bubble trains.          
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Fig. 23 (a) Illustration of the two-section flow-focusing design with bidisperse (2-1) 

bubbles in the outlet channel. (b) A bubble formation phase diagram for a two-section 

flow-focusing design. Adapted from [33]. Note: 1 psi ≈ 69 mbar.  

The use of flow-focusing generators in parallel have also been studied for both those 

with independent34 and shared continuous fluid inlets.35 The former design had high 

sensitivity to flow adjustments due to strong, complex coupling between neighboring 

generators that made independent control of each generator problematic.34 An illustration 

of the latter parallel flow-focusing generators discussed herein is presented in Fig. 24.35  

Parallel generators consisting of two and four units were compared to a single generator. 

 
 

Fig. 24 Illustration of flow-focusing generators studied. (a) a single generator. (b,c) parallel 

generators where two adjacent generators receive continuous phase from a shared inlet 

channel with twice the width of the inlet channel used for a single generator. For foam 

studies the continuous phase (CP) was 2 wt% Tween 20 and the dispersed phase (DP) was 

nitrogen supplied from a single compressed gas tank. Taken from [35]. 

(a) (b) 
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      Formation of monodisperse bubbles at low pressures (Fig. 25a-d top) and co-laminar 

flow (gas thread does not break in the orifice) at high pressures (Fig. 25e top) was observed 

in the one-orifice system. For the case of two generators, there were four regimes of bubble 

formation at constant liquid flow rate for increasing gas pressure: disordered, polydisperse 

(Fig. 25a,b center); ordered, multidisperse (Fig. 25c center), ordered, monodisperse (Fig. 

25d center), and co-laminar (Fig. 25e center). For the ordered, multidisperse regime, the 

bubbles formed from each generator were either monodisperse or bidisperse (as in Fig. 25c 

center) with different bubble sizes between generators. Additionally, metastable oscillatory 

cycles were observed for constant flow parameters. Thus, by application of an external 

perturbation, these long-term stable states could be switched back and forth. For the 

ordered, monodisperse regime, the bubbles sizes were indistinguishable. In both of these 

ordered regimes, bubbles were alternately generated and packed in staggered patterns in 

the channel. The pulsating flow was due to a feedback loop between generators due to 

pressure and liquid fractional flow fluctuations.35  

 
 

Fig. 25 Optical micrographs showing representative formation regimes for the three 

microfluidic systems studied. Ql is held constant and Pg is increased stepwise from left to 

right. The square brackets indicate the flow parameters [psi, mL h-1]. The two generator 

and four generator systems show complex dynamic responses. Taken from [35]. 
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      The dynamic responses of the four generator system were similar to the case of two 

generators. However, the two inner generators and the two outer generators acted in distinct 

ways. At low pressures the system was aperiodic with bubbles only forming regularly from 

the middle generators and small bubbles occasionally forming from the outer generators 

(Fig. 25a,b bottom). At intermediate pressures, bubble formation was polydisperse (Fig. 

25c bottom) or multidisperse (Fig. 25d,e bottom). Bubbles of four different sizes (Fig. 25d 

bottom) and two sets of monodisperse bubbles forming a bidisperse foam (Fig. 25e bottom) 

were detected. For these cases, the formation of bubbles was in phase for every other 

generator (i.e. 1 with 3 and 2 with 4). Lastly, co-laminar flows were observed at high 

pressures (Fig. 25f bottom).35 
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Chapter 3 

Plastic Deformation of Crystalline Foam 

Monodisperse foams are heralded as simple model systems for the study of complex 

foams, atomic crystals, granular media, and cellular structures.4 In fact, it was the 

groundbreaking work on the crystalline structure of wet foams36 that prompted the 

invention of the flow-focusing method22 seventy years ago. The plastic deformation of 

crystalline foam has garnered significant attention for applications in materials science as 

dislocation dynamics play an important role across crystalline systems such as charged 

colloids,37 magnetic Janus particles,38 graphene,39 and tubular structures (e.g. carbon 

nanotubes).40,41 However, the examination of plastic deformation in foam has largely 

occurred outside of the microfluidic domain. For this reason, densely packed wet foam was 

subjected to gradual expansion and contraction in a wide (1400-1800 μm) microfluidic 

channel to study localized plastic deformation events within the monodisperse bubble 

matrix. Dislocation glide, reflection, nucleation, and dipole transformations from 

extensional and compressive stresses were analyzed across a range of fluid flow rates and 

bubble packing densities. Disparate, cyclic reflections occurred in two independent regions 

of the flowing foam, and the mechanisms of dislocation reflection under tension were 

expanded. 7/7 dipoles were found to rearrange to a more stable configuration aligned with 

the foam flow before dissociating. Dislocations comprising 5/5 dipoles (resembling the 

Inverse-Stone-Wales defect in carbon nanostructures) were discovered to pass through one 

another via intermediate ring structures.42 
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3.1. Foam Crystalline Phenomena  

3.1.1. Bubble Rafts 

The first interest in the crystalline behavior of foams was in the late 1940s as 2-D 

metallic crystal analogs.36 Bragg and Nye generated bubbles from a fine pipette at a 

constant air pressure beneath the surface of a soap solution (≈ 45 vol% glycerol) to form 

monodisperse, wet foams. Bubbles diameters ranged from 0.1 – 2.0 mm. Interestingly, the 

researchers reported that the size of bubbles was roughly independent of the applied 

pressure or the depth of the orifice and only dependent on the size of the aperture. A rotating 

vessel was used to generate bubbles under 0.6 mm, such that the background circulation of 

liquid rapidly broke bubbles of equal size. The presence of various types of defects as well 

as the processes of plastic deformation and recrystallization could be observed in the 2-D 

crystalline structures that formed. An edge dislocation, a linear defect around an area of 

bubble misalignment (see Section 3.2.4 for a brief description of fundamental crystalline 

phenomena related to edge dislocations), can be seen in Fig. 26. Longer dislocations were 

detected for crystals of smaller bubbles due to the greater rigidity of the bubbles. The 

motion of dislocations (i.e. glide) was observed from the slip (i.e. plastic deformation) of 

a row of bubbles moving across the neighboring row. A short description of the generation 

of 3-D crystalline foam, including the presence of face-centered cubic (fcc) and hexagonal 

closed packed (hcp) structures as well as dislocations, was also given. 

 

Fig. 26 An edge dislocation with a length of about fifty bubbles (db = 0.30 mm). Taken 

from [36].    
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Fig. 27 Bubble rafts undergoing recrystallization (db = 0.60 mm). (left) 33 seconds after 

stirring. (right) 14 minutes after stirring. The grain at AA has become more equiaxed, the 

grain at BB has shrunk, and the grain at CC has disappeared. Taken from [36]. 

A bubble raft was vigorously stirred with a glass rake and then left at rest to observe. 

Fig. 27 shows a representative bubble raft 33 seconds (left) and 14 minutes (right) after 

stirring. Grain boundaries, interfacial (planar) defects separating crystallites of different 

crystallographic orientations, are readily observed. The researchers found that the width of 

grain boundaries generally increased with smaller bubbles. Over short time periods 

recrystallization, the formation of strain-free and equiaxed grains, of the rafts occurred.36       

           

Fig. 28 (a) Illustration of experimental apparatus for bending bubble rafts. (b) Two 

nonconservative dislocation reflections (in an expansion at left and a contraction at right) 

before a dislocation reaction forms dislocation CPC'. Modified from [43]. 

Fukushima and Ookawa introduced grain boundaries by bending a single bubble raft.43 

The experimental apparatus consisted of two frames with adjustable relative orientation 

and displacement (Fig. 28a). Grain boundaries of three types were observed based on the 

angle of crystallographic misalignment between the grains. Relative displacement of the 

(a) (b) 
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second frame across the first frame (Fig. 28a, arrow at far right) was used to access how 

the grain boundaries behaved under an applied shear stress. In the context of the present 

work, the researchers gave the first depiction of dislocation reflections at a physical wall 

(Fig. 28b). 

More recently, pulling apart the confining walls of monodisperse and polydisperse 

bubbles rafts at constant velocity has shown a competition between two failure modes for 

foam under tension: brittle fracture for high deformation rates (Fig. 29b,e) and plastic 

pinch-off at low deformation rates (Fig. 29c,f).44,45 Fracture is distinguished by the opening 

of holes within the foam, which grow until the bubble raft splits into multiple sections. For 

pinch-off (see Section 4.2.5), the minimum width of the foam scales as a power-law in time 

with an exponent of 0.8 (where 0.75 is the expected value for 2-D inviscid fluids46).44 In 

polydisperse rafts, the transition from pinch-off to fracture is governed by T1 topological 

rearrangements (see Sections 1.5 and 3.2.4).45 The voids created during fracture arise from 

failed T1 events, rather than the popping of groups of bubbles. Conversely, the dynamics 

of monodisperse rafts is dominated by the highly correlated motion of T1 chains due to the 

presence of grain boundaries (Fig. 29e,f) and dislocations. As such, the boundaries of 

monodisperse rafts are rough rather than smooth even in the case of pinch-off (Fig. 29c,f). 

For constant initial dimensions, the critical pulling velocity for the transition from pinch-

off to fracture is higher for polydisperse rafts. Additionally, below a minimum value of the 

ratio of the bubble raft length to width pinch-off is not observed in monodisperse systems. 

The researchers concluded that grain boundaries lower the nucleation energy of crack 

formation and cause fracture to arise before monodisperse rafts are sufficiently narrow for 

pinch-off in suitably wide initial systems. 
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Fig. 29 Representative images of the failure modes of (a-c) polydisperse and (d-f) 

monodisperse bubble rafts with the same initial dimensions (60 x 80 mm) and characteristic 

bubble radius (0.33 mm). Fracture in (b) the polydisperse raft with pulling velocity of 4.29 

mm s-1 and (e) the monodisperse raft with pulling velocity of 3.42 mm s-1. Pinch-off in (c) 

the polydisperse raft with pulling velocity of 3.42 mm s-1 and (f) the monodisperse raft 

with pulling velocity of 2.57 mm s-1. For constant initial dimensions, the critical velocity 

for the transition from pinch-off to fracture is higher for polydisperse rafts. Taken from 

[45].  

Nanoindentation of fcc metals was simulated by utilization of a bubble raft in order to 

visualize homogenous dislocation nucleation, which is the source of discrete jumps in 

displacement from an indentation load.47,48 By relating the interbubble potential (surface 

tension attractive forces and internal pressure repulsive forces) to the interatomic 

potential of fcc crystals,49 db = 1 mm corresponded to an atomic diameter of 0.3 nm and the 

tip radii of the indenters scaled as 8 and 28 nm. Homogeneous nucleation occurred at a 

depth of 0.78a, where a is the contact half-width, at the maximum of the in-plane shear 

stress beneath the indenter (Fig. 30). The resulting dislocation dipole separated with one 

dislocation gliding into the crystal and the other gliding to the free surface. 
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Fig. 30 Homogeneous dislocation nucleation in an initially defect-free bubble raft 

subjected to indentation. (a-b) Nucleation occurs at a depth of 0.78a irrespective of the 

size of the indenter tip radius. Scale bar is 10 mm which scales to 3 nm (see text). 

Adapted from [47]. 

3.1.2. Liquid-Plate Configuration 

      The work of Fukushima and Ookawa43 was also expanded to characterize the 

movement of dislocations in a monodisperse two-dimensional hexagonal packed wet 

foam.50 A monolayer of foam was generated between a detergent solution and a glass plate 

(Fig. 31a). For this experiment, two parallel solid walls on each side of the glass plate 

bound the foam, where one wall was adjustable to enable deformation of the foam in 

tension and compression (Fig. 31b).  

 

Fig. 31 (a) Illustration of monolayer foam formation. Bubbles bridge the liquid-plate 

configuration upon rising to the surface with the gap determining the size of bubbles 

(inversely related to Φl due to gravity drainage). The height could be adusted from 2-5 

mm. Taken from [51]. (b) Sketch of experimental set-up. Foam is bounded by two parallel 

walls, where one wall is adjustable to allow for variable separation. Taken from [50]. 

At critical separation distances (i.e. the elastic limit), dislocations nucleate at the 

periphery of the foam and then rapidly glide along paths at 60° angles from the wall via 

(a) (b) 
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successive plastic events (i.e. T1 topological rearrangements). As perfect packing in a 

monodisperse foam is hexagonal (see Fig. 5 and 17c), the core of a dislocation is comprised 

of a 5/7 neighbored pair of bubbles. Bubble area as well as the total number of bubbles was 

conserved during deformation. The researchers determined that dislocations reflected at 

the walls with different mechanisms depending on the direction of the stress. The 

conservative reflection in tension is depicted in Fig. 32 and the non-conservative reflection 

in compression is illustrated in Fig. 33 (conservation is based on the Burgers vectors of the 

dislocations before and after reflection, see Section 3.2.4). In tension, the number of close-

packed rows of bubbles parallel to the walls increases until a neck (i.e. thin film) forms 

between the two halves as in the final stage of pinch-off of a bubble raft44,45 depicted in 

Fig. 29f.  

 

Fig. 32 Conservative reflection of a 5/7 dislocation at the bounding wall in tension.              

(a-b) The dislocation glides to the wall before (c) formation of two new dislocations and 

(d) reflection of a dislocation back into the bulk (see arrows for the respective gliding 

directions). (e-h) The dislocation left at the wall glides along the wall in the direction 

opposite of the reflected dislocation until exiting the foam. Bold edges indicate the location 

of the subsequent neighbor switching (i.e. T1 topological rearrangement). Taken from [50].  
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Fig. 33 Non-conservative reflection of a 5/7 dislocation at the bounding wall in 

compression. (a-c) The dislocation glides to the wall before (d) transformation into a 5w/3w 

pair from migration of the bulk 5-neighbored bubble in (c) to the wall. (e-f) Non-

conservative reflection of a dislocation back into the bulk (see arrows for gliding directions 

encompassing the reflection) as no dislocation is left at the wall. Bold edges indicate the 

location of the subsequent neighbor switching (i.e. T1 topological rearrangement). Adapted 

from [50].    

3.1.3. Hele-Shaw Cell 

A Hele-Shaw cell (or plate-plate configuration) was employed to relate the velocity of 

dry foam (gas fractional flow fg = 0.911) to the distribution and orientation of plastic events 

within a convergent channel (32 cm to 2.2 cm) with half-angle of 26°.52 The researchers 

demonstrated that the kinematics of the flowing foam are unchanged by the presence of 

plastic deformation events. By testing two surfactant solutions, the rate of plastic events 

was found to directly correlate with the deformation rate given by the simple velocity field 

when the wall friction is negligible. Bubbles preferentially diverged along the direction of 

elongation and converged along the direction of compression. 

The flow of dense, polydisperse emulsions (Φg,a > 0.90) in a thin chamber with a 

constricting hopper shape (Fig. 35) has demonstrated that localized plastic events reduce 
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and redistribute stress.53,54 The deformation of the droplets from circular shapes is averaged 

as a function of time to quantify the global stress changes. By counting T1 events across 

the same time period, the researchers determined that plastic events happen more 

frequently (i.e. occur in bursts) during large drops in stress. In fact, the resulting decrease 

in the inter-droplet forces lessens the deformation of nearby droplets as far as three 

diameters away. T1 events were discovered to be spatially correlated, occurring in small 

clusters (mean value of roughly 2) particularly where the global stress decreases the most.54 

 

Fig. 34 (a) Variable-sized disk shaped oil droplets between parallel glass microscope 

slides (gap of 0.10 ± 0.2 mm) are driven by a syringe pump at a constant flux rate.         

(b) Double-sided adhesive tape is cut to form a convergent channel where localized 

plastic events are visualized within the polydisperse emulsion. Taken from [54]. 

3.1.4. Simulation 

The quasistatic flow of wet foams between parallel walls was investigated using a 

modified Surface Evolver simulation, and the y-coordinates of the onset of T1 events was 

recorded.10,55 Plastic events were found to occur primarily near the wall (as previously 

observed in the liquid-plate configuration56), but the localized shear band was found to 

widen with increasing gas fraction from 0.88 to 0.94 in polydisperse foams. In between the 

shear bands, the foam exhibited plug flow. As T1 events can cause an increase in the local 

velocity of bubbles, plastic events occurring between the first and second layers of bubbles 
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nearest the walls led to an instantaneous increase in the slip velocity as fast-moving bubbles 

in the second layer cause the wall bubbles to slip. 

3.1.5. Microfluidic Work 

Flow-focusing is an effective method for generating 2-D and 3-D crystalline structures 

outside of microfluidic devices onto a liquid surface (see Fig. 15b).24,57-62 The focus here 

will be on 2-D crystals within microfluidic devices (as in Fig. 17a). Crystalline defects (i.e. 

vacancies, dislocations, and grain boundaries) were generated in a 2 mm wide channel with 

h = 100 μm (h = 50 μm for flow-focusing section) etched in silicon and fg ~ 0.80.63 

Similarly, in a 1 mm wide channel with h ≈ 10-20 μm, dislocation lines were found to move 

and hexagonally packed grains were found to reorganize as the bubbles flowed downstream 

for Φg ≈ 0.80-0.90.64 When Φg ≈ 0.91, these grains joined together as a single lattice 

encompassing the entire channel with minimal defects (Fig. 35).  

 

Fig. 35 Single bubble lattice structure in 1 mm wide outlet channel (h = 16 µm). The 

liquid flow rate was 0.1 mL h-1 and 650 mbar with Φg = 0.91. Taken from [64].   

It was observed that if bubbles reached a certain size (db ≈ 12 µm), then the wide 

channel did not provide adequate confinement as bubbles near the center of the channel 

flowed faster than bubbles near the walls. In order to lower the density of defects and 

stabilize the bubble packing for a larger range of flow parameters, the outlet channel was 

changed to an array of parallel channels with W = 200 µm. The channels were separated 
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by walls of 20 µm width and the total width of the array was 3.5 mm. Consequently, the 

microfluidic bubble lattice structures were demonstrated as tunable diffraction gratings. 

A range of flowing foam crystals with Φg ≈ 1 have also been observed in a wide 

microchannel (W = 750 µm, h = 25 µm).65 The bubbles self-organized into metastable, 

periodic lattices corresponding to local minima of interfacial energy. Based on the 

experimental bubble size and channel width, 31 possible topologically distinct, 2-D lattices 

(of maximum three bubbles per column) were found by numerical simulation.66 These 

lattice structures were related to the global minimum in interfacial energy of unbounded 

foam by scaling the perimeter of the unit cell of N bubbles to the perimeter of N regular 

hexagons of the same surface area as the unit cell.  

 

Fig. 36 (a-e) Optical micrographs of flowing lattices at 𝑃g = 110 kPa and 𝑄l = 1.8 ml/hr. 

The lattices are organized from top to bottom by decreasing energy. (f) The probability Pi 

of formation of each lattice with respect to 𝑃g (𝑃g/𝑄l is constant). Taken from [65]. 

Out of the 31 possible lattices, only five were observed in the micromodel experiment 

(Fig. 36a-e). The hex three configuration has the lowest interfacial energy of the 31 possible 

lattices, but the other configurations are scattered across the energy landscape with hex one 

having the highest interfacial energy of the set. The researchers concluded that it is the 

dynamic stability of the cyclic formation process that governs the appearance of a lattice. 
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Thus, the structure formed is a consequence of introducing bubbles into the channel already 

filled with ordered foam, i.e. the lattice acts as its own template. By recording 5000 images 

at 10 ms intervals the probability of observing each of the five lattice structures was 

assessed (Fig. 36f). The researchers found that the type of lattice formed was influenced 

by the speed of the self-assembly, such that the fluid flow rates could be altered to impact 

the relative stabilities. Higher energy structures were observed more frequently at higher 

flow rates.65  

 
 

Fig. 37 Transitions between gel emulsion structures flowing through a wedge-shaped 

channel indicated by dashed lines where (a) Φd = 0.74 (no hysteresis) and (b) Φd = 0.96 

(strong hysteresis). Adapted from [68].   

The transitions between 2-D monodisperse foam67 or emulsion68 columnar structures 

of increasing and decreasing bubble or droplet number in a wedge-shaped channel have 

been studied for a range of Φd. By comparison of the transition locations (i.e. the ratio of 

the bubble or droplet diameter to the channel width) for the opening taper with those of the 

closing taper, the magnitude of the hysteresis was found to increase with increasing Φd. 

The researchers concluded that the bubbles of wetter foam can explore the energy 

landscape more easily.67 For droplets, hysteresis only occurred when Φd > 0.8 (Fig. 37a,b) 

as emulsions had a higher probability of retaining a specific droplet arrangement.68 The 

hysteresis is caused by the finite energy necessary for topological rearrangements, such as 

the T1 process.    

(a) 

(b) 
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Fig. 38 The spatial distribution of dislocations throughout the tapered channel. The slip 

planes are indicated by green lines. (a) The direction of motion (green arrow) with respect 

to the Burgers vectors (pink arrow) of each dislocation. (b) The droplet pairs actively 

involved in a T1 process along each slip plane are colored yellow and purple. For each 

cluster, the droplet pair opposite the direction of movement shown in (a) comprises the 

dislocation. For these droplet pairs, yellow and purple indicate fewer neighbors and more 

neighbors than perfect packing respectively. Modified from [69]. 

      Dislocation dynamics within a concentrated, monodisperse emulsion undergoing 

extrusion flow in a tapered channel were shown to be highly ordered with applications to 

flow control systems.69 Dislocations were found to cyclically glide and reflect (analogous 

to compression in the liquid-plate configuration50) in distinct regions where the number of 

droplet rows along a slip plane decreased by one (Fig. 38). In these localized sections of 

the channel the misorientation of the crystal is too high to be alleviated by the elastic 

deformation of the droplets. The independent “rearrangement zones” arise from the 

resolved shear stress as the compressive stress is larger in the y-direction than in the x-

direction. The researchers determined five conditions to prevent dislocations from 

interacting with each other across the rearrangement zones: half-angle of the tapered 

channel less than approximately 8°, ratio of channel width to droplet diameter less than 

about 12, σV less than 3%, Φd between roughly 80-92%, and Re less than about 10 as well 

(a) 

(b) 
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as Ca less than about 10-2 as measured at the constriction.69,70 Once all these conditions 

are met, the dislocation motion within each rearrangement zone exhibited spatiotemporal 

periodicity (Fig. 39).   

 

Fig. 39 The spatiotemporal periodicity of the dislocation dynamics within each 

rearrangement zone (as indicated by N, the number of droplet rows). The y-position of 

dislocations is scaled to give equivalent relative distances across the channel width for 

each rearrangement zone. The period scales linearly with (N–1/2)2. Adapted from [69].  

      The previous works have been recently extended to illustrate that the dense emulsion 

system in the tapered channel can be categorized into three different flow regimes.71 The 

first two regimes correspond to a solid-like emulsion where the T1 events occur in localized 

rearrangement zones and the time-averaged flow profile is plug-like. In regime 1                    

(10-7 < Ca < 10-6), the repulsive forces due to the direct contact of drops at high volume 

fraction dictate the motion of the drops. In regime 2 (10-6 < Ca < 10-3), the frictional forces 

between the drops as well as between the drops and the walls becomes increasingly 

significant. As Ca increases to between 10-3 and 10-2 in regime 3, the emulsion transitions 

to liquid-like (parabolic flow) and the spatial distribution of T1 events is no longer 

localized in distinct rearrangement zones (i.e. T1 events also occur along the direction of 

flow due to increased frictional stress from the channel walls and increased viscous 
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dissipation among drops). By defining control volumes with widths of 5 droplet diameters 

(representing rearrangement zones in regimes 1 and 2) as illustrated in Fig. 40a, the 

researchers demonstrated that the frequency of T1 events scaled with respect to the number 

of advected drops has a distinct relationship with Ca for each regime (Fig. 40b).   

 

Fig. 40 (a) Depiction of control volumes (CVs) within the tapered channel with widths of 

5 droplet diameters. The blue markers indicate the location of T1 events after 2000 drops 

advected through the field of view from an emulsion system in flow regime 2. (b) Scaled 

T1 count PT1, the number of T1 events per drop advected through a control volume, with 

respect to Ca. The three flow regimes are readily identified: regime 1 (10-7 < Ca < 10-6), 

regime 2 (10-6 < Ca < 10-3), and regime 3 (10-3 < Ca < 10-2) where PT1 is insensitive to, 

slightly increases with, and steeply increases with increasing Ca respectively. Modified 

from [71].  

3.2. Dislocation Mechanisms in Monodisperse Wet 
Foams within an Expansion-Contraction Geometry 

 

The microfluidic investigation of foam lattices has largely focused on the fluid and 

channel properties for optimizing and characterizing the process of formation. Only within 

the past few years has plastic deformation from compressive stresses and dislocation 

dynamics been studied within flowing emulsions in constricting microfluidic channels. 

Utilizing more complex channel geometries is paramount to advancing the study of 

crystalline foam deformation as the majority of plastic events occur in the regions near the 

walls when foam flow is confined between parallel boundaries. In order to broaden the 

liquid-plate work of Rosa and Fortes50 (i.e. include extensional deformation and reflection 
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in tension) to the microfluidic domain, densely packed wet foam was subjected to gradual 

expansion and contraction to study localized plastic events within the monodisperse bubble 

matrix. Upon optimization of the fluid flow rates, the foam exhibited various crystalline 

phenomena including dislocation glide, reflection, nucleation, and dipole transformations 

(the last topic is discussed separately after a brief introduction to relevant phenomena in 

graphene, see Section 3.3). The use of an asymmetric channel created a dichotomy in the 

model crystalline system between straighter, aligned bubble rows and curved, misaligned 

rows due to the corresponding streamlines within the channel. The resulting gradient in 

crystalline alignment had numerous effects on dislocation mobility and the various forms 

of plastic deformation.  

Section 3.2.3 introduces the experimental flow and foam parameters that support the 

formation of microfluidic crystalline lattices. Section 3.2.4 provides a condensed 

background regarding the link between dislocation theory and T1 topological 

rearrangements that is fundamental to the dislocation glide discussed in Section 3.2.5. 

Section 3.2.6 describes the various dislocation reflection mechanisms observed in tension, 

expanding on the work of Rosa and Fortes.50 Section 3.2.7 briefly details the previously 

established form of dislocation reflection in compression at a physical wall.50,69 Section 

3.2.8 explains the presence of homogeneous dislocation nucleation in isolated regions of 

the channel. 

3.2.1. Materials and Methods 

The microfluidic device was fabricated using standard soft lithography methods (see 

Section 2.1).13 The microfluidic pattern was created with AutoCAD and transferred onto a 

4” silicon wafer by maskless photolithography via the SF-100 (Intelligent Micro Patterning 
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LLC now known as Advanced Micro Patterning LLC of Bruker Semiconductor). Briefly, 

maskless lithography involves rastering across the virtual image of the design and 

projecting a subsection onto the silicon wafer. Each portion is individually exposed for a 

predetermined time (e.g. 30 seconds) until the entire design is recreated onto the substrate 

with 5 µm resolution. The wafer had been spin-coated with SU-8 50 photoresist to a 

thickness of 50 µm. Monodisperse bubbles were generated using a flow-focusing geometry 

adapted from a prior design in our lab.72 The flow-focusing orifice is 20-25 µm wide and 

the connected narrow channel is 60 µm wide before expanding with 45° walls to a 1600 

µm width 5000 µm downstream of the orifice (Fig. 41).    

 

Fig. 41 Microfluidic design with surfactant inlet (leftmost) and air inlet preceding a flow-

focusing section (20-25 µm orifice) connected to a narrow channel (60 µm) with 

symmetric 45° expansion to a 1600 µm width. Following the expansion, the 10,000 µm 

long channel consists of a horizontal wall and a sinusoidal wall. Scale bar is 2000 µm. 

Following the expansion, the 10,000 µm long channel consists of one horizontal wall 

and one sinusoidal wall (Fig. 41). The parameters of the sinusoidal wall are a vertical shift 

of 1600 µm, an amplitude of 200 µm, and a period of 4000 µm. Therefore, the channel 

consisted of three valleys (1800 µm wide) and two peaks (1400 µm wide). The period of 

the sinusoidal wall was optimized to observe the central valley from slightly farther than 

peak to peak (see Fig. 42). The utilization of a sinusoidal wall enables gradual (rather than 

sudden or abrupt73-75) expansion and contraction of the densely packed foam to preserve 

the crystalline structure.  
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The devices were fabricated from PDMS (Slygard 184 silicone elastomer) using a 5:1 

base to curing agent ratio for improved stability against wide (>1000 µm) channel collapse 

as the elastic modulus is roughly 1.6 times greater than conventionally used 10:1 PDMS.76 

PDMS was cured 16-20 hours (90 minutes has since been determined sufficient in the 

studies pertaining to the next chapter) on the master pattern at 80°C. The designs were 

bonded to a microscope slide using oxygen plasma for 20 seconds. DI water was manually 

flushed through devices within 20 minutes of bonding. Bubble generation was achieved by 

supplying surfactant solution and air to independent inlets. 1% alpha olefin sulfonate 

(AOS) 14-16 surfactant solution was injected by a syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus PHD 

2000) and air was supplied using a microfluidic pressure pump (Fluigent MFCS-8C). The 

device was visualized on an inverted microscope (Olympus IX71) at 4x magnification. The 

foam flow was recorded by a high-speed camera (Phantom V4.3) at 400 fps for conditions 

at or below 1 mL h-1 and 800 fps above 1 mL h-1. A 20 mL glass vial is used to collect the 

effluent from the device. 

There are two effects to increasing the gas pressure at a constant surfactant solution 

flow rate: the volume of each bubble increases and fraction of gas in the channel 

increases.64 Starting at a low surfactant solution flow rate (e.g. 0.3 mL h-1), the pressure of 

the gas was increased until Φg,a > ~0.90 in order for crystalline deformation to occur. Steady 

state recordings were taken at 25 or 50 mbar pressure intervals. The surfactant solution 

flow rate was increased once gas streaming occurred up to a maximum of 2 mL h-1. The 

model crystalline system was found to be at 1 mL h-1 and 500 mbar air (see Section 3.2.3). 

Limited crystalline deformation was also analyzed for experimental conditions with less 

optimal bubble packing.  
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3.2.2. Image Processing 

MATLAB image processing of the recorded videos was used to determine the bubble 

properties (e.g. areas, centroid positions, and eccentricities) and foam properties (e.g. gas 

area fraction) for each experiment. Centroid positions were used to track bubbles and 

calculate instantaneous velocities. Voronoi diagrams were constructed to highlight 

crystalline deformation as dislocations located in the bulk of the crystal have a 5/7 nearest 

neighbor pair at the core (see Section 3.2.4). The convention used in the present work:                       

5-neighbor bubbles were colored blue, 7-neighbor bubbles were colored red, and 8-

neighbor bubbles were colored green (Fig. 42). Perfect packing for bubbles adjacent to a 

wall is 4 neighbors such that blue and red correspond to 3-neighbor and 5-neighbor wall 

bubbles respectively. Bubbles along the wall were manually colored accordingly due to 

limitations in the automatic extraction of the nearest neighbors from the Voronoi diagrams. 

Additional complications arose as 5-neighbor bubbles could remain within (see Fig. 51e,f) 

or enter (see Fig. 54d) the wall row without contacting the wall of the microfluidic channel. 

Therefore, these 5-neighbor bubbles have a surplus of neighbors (colored red) rather than 

the automatically identified deficit (colored blue) compared with perfect packing. Videos 

were reformed from the frames with colored bubbles for analysis of the crystalline 

phenomena. The Appendix following the chapter contains more information on the 

MATLAB code described above. The MATLAB particle image velocimetry(PIV)77 based 

toolbox PIVlab was utilized to measure instantaneous and averaged flow properties (e.g. 

velocity, strain rate, and shear rate) using black and white images.78,79 

A scaled T1 event count PT1, the number of T1 events per bubble, was defined in a 

similar fashion as previously performed for drops in a tapered microfluidic channel.71  
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Fig. 42 The region of the channel from peak to peak was designated as the control volume 

(dashed white box) used for observing the number of T1 events (i.e. when the colored 

dislocations comprise a new pair of bubbles) and advected bubbles. In the model crystalline 

system (1 mL h-1 surfactant solution, 500 mbar air) depicted above, 295 – 305 bubbles were 

contained within the control volume (as measured by the bubble centroids) for each frame. 

However, a major difference in the present calculation compared with the previous  

emulsion work was that the control volume for observing the number of T1 events and 

bubbles was the length of the channel from peak to peak (Fig. 42) rather than an individual 

rearrangement zone. In the model crystalline system (1 mL h-1 surfactant solution, 500 

mbar air, see Section 3.2.3), 295 – 305 bubbles were contained within the control volume 

(as measured by the bubble centroids) for each frame. The time required for 300 bubbles 

to advect past the downstream edge of the control volume was measured and the 

corresponding number of T1 events within the control volume in that timeframe 

(approximately 0.26s in the model system) was recorded. PT1 was calculated with the 

number of bubbles as roughly 600 (i.e. double the peak to peak bubbles as the control 

volume is effectively replaced with a new set of bubbles in that time interval). PT1 for the 

model crystalline system was determined after tracking a total of 3000 bubbles. 

3.2.3. Model Crystalline System 

The channel design supported characterization of crystalline deformation over a range 

of experimental conditions. In addition to limited dislocation interactions, a metric for 
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defining packed crystalline systems was the presence of dislocation reflection in tension 

(by a similar mechanism as evidenced in the liquid-plate configuration50 as depicted in Fig. 

32) in the expansion region of the central valley. Hereafter within Chapter 3, “expansion” 

will refer to the central valley opposed to the region at the inlet of the wide channel. A high 

overall gas area fraction was required to offset the increased channel area in the expansion 

and the reduced nearest neighbors of wall bubbles. Thus, a packed crystalline system was 

defined as having a gas area fraction, Φg,a > ~0.93. The highest Φg,a achieved was 0.96, but 

these systems had larger, more deformable (i.e. less circular) bubbles that made these 

conditions less ideal for studying the full range of crystalline deformation phenomena.  

Contrary to a succession of compression rearrangement zones,69 a single tension 

rearrangement zone in series with a single compression zone (dashed boxes in Fig. 43,  47 

and 48) was fostered by the gradual expansion and contraction of the wet foam through 

combination of a sinusoidal wall and a horizontal wall. These rearrangement zones were 

further probed to analyze the distinctive forms of dislocation glide (Section 3.2.5) and 

reflection (Section 3.2.6 and 3.2.7). The properties of the channel and the foam crystalline 

systems are readily comparable to the conditions necessary to prevent dislocations from 

interacting with each other across the rearrangement zones within the emulsion crystal in 

the tapered microfluidic channel.69,70 The average wall angle from peak to valley was 

approximately 11.3° with a maximum of 17.4°. The angle between the walls is in 

accordance with the maximum half angle of 8.2° for a tapered channel to prevent a high 

density of dislocations and undesired interactions. The spacing of ~8-10 bubble diameters 

between the gliding dislocations within the rearrangement zones (see Fig. 46) enables the 

dislocation in each region to act independently of one another, although a nucleation event  
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Fig. 43 Rearrangement zones69 marked by dash boxes) containing cyclic dislocation glide 

and reflection in tension (left) and compression (right). (a) The model crystalline system at 

1 mL h-1 surfactant solution, 500 mbar air and Φg,a = 0.94. A dislocation is gliding to the 

horizontal wall in the tension rearrangement zone and another is gliding towards the 

sinusoidal wall in the compression rearrangement zone. Scale bar of 250 μm corresponds 

to roughly two bubble diameters. (b) A representative average velocity plot of the model 

system generated in PIVlab.77 The velocity profile transitions from nearly parabolic above 

the upstream peak to more plug-like within the rearrangement zones in accordance with 

the solid-like state of the foam.71 The circular region of high velocity above the downstream 

peak is a nucleation hotspot (see Section 3.2.8). (c) Streamlines generated by overlaying 

centroid markers from one second (400 frames) of foam flow. The markers change from 

blue to purple to red as a function of recorded time. The large variance in bubble position 

and streamline forking prior to the valley and downstream peak corresponds with a 

transition of +1 and -1 in the number of bubbles in a column respectively. 

can be triggered in a specific configuration of the dislocations (see Fig. 56). For the 

crystalline systems studied, the number of bubbles in an alternating column (i.e. a zig-zag 

configuration opposed to a diagonal configuration along a slip plane69) ranged from 9-13 

over a peak and 10-15 over a valley with the typical differential being a single bubble. The 

rearrangement zones can be prevented in systems with Φg,a ~0.96 as cyclic dislocation glide 

and reflection does not occur when bubbles are large enough to span the peak and valley 
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regions with the same number of bubble rows. The optimal packed system was found to be 

at 1 mL h-1 surfactant solution, 500 mbar air and Φg,a = 0.94 with the bubbles in a column 

transitioning from 11 over a peak to 12 over a valley (Fig. 43a). The width of 12 bubble 

diameters for the foam crystal is consistent with the upper bound of more dynamically 

controllable emulsion crystals, but the packing fraction is beyond the ~0.80 < Φd < ~0.92 

necessary to preserve hexagonal packing in the tapered channel geometry.69,70 The process 

of dislocation glide and reflection is cyclic in the expansion-contraction geometry, but the 

progressions do not maintain temporal long-range order as in the previous emulsion 

studies.69-71  

In the model crystalline system, the velocity profile transitions from nearly parabolic 

above the upstream peak to more plug-like within the rearrangement zones (Fig. 43b). 

Taking the characteristic length l as the minimum width of the channel and the 

characteristic velocity v from the bubbles in the contraction region, Re = ρvlμliq ~ 30 and 

Ca = μliqv/γ ~ 10-4, where ρ, μliq, and γ is the density, dynamic viscosity, and surface tension 

of the surfactant solution respectively. Bubbles within the monodisperse foam primarily 

follow the streamlines with significant departure in the two regions where bubble column 

length changes (Fig. 43c). All of these properties signify the solid-like state of the flowing 

foam with these systems corresponding to the solid-like subregime where frictional forces 

between bubbles are significant (i.e. regime 2, 10-6 < Ca < 10-3).71 The frequency of the T1 

topological rearrangements responsible for dislocation glide (and the additional dislocation 

mechanisms observed) was analyzed for the model crystalline system. T1 events occurred 

766.2 ± 80.9 s-1 (1.92 ± 0.20 per time interval at 400 fps) with PT1 = 0.33 ± 0.03. The 

corresponding value in the tapered microfluidic channel was roughly 0.2 (see Fig. 40b).71 
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The difference in PT1 can be attributed to the altered definition of the control volume (see 

Section 3.2.2), the dissimilar geometry of the microfluidic channel, and the extended 

dislocation mechanisms exhibited in the present work compared with the previous 

emulsion study71 (e.g. reflection in tension generates an additional dislocation compared 

with the exclusively observed reflection in compression in the tapered channel).     

3.2.4. Dislocation Theory and T1 Topological Rearrangements 

Considerable information can be found about edge dislocations,80 but some 

fundamental topics will be subsequently noted.50,69 A hcp crystal lattice has three close-

packed directions in a 2-D plane at 120° intervals with the convention herein that direction 

1 is parallel to the horizontal wall and positive against the foam flow (Fig. 44a). More 

accurately, direction 1 is aligned with the streamlines of the flowing bubbles comprising a 

perfect crystal, which may have curvature depending on the location within the channel 

(Fig. 43a,c). As shown in Fig. 44c, the relative positioning of the close-packed directions 

within defect-free areas of the flowing crystal is distorted by the expansion-contraction 

flow.  

The Burgers vector gives the magnitude (scaling with the bubble diameter) and 

direction of the crystal lattice distortion (the pair of extra half-rows being in the other two 

directions). At the core of a dislocation is a 5/7 nearest neighbor pair connected along the 

Burgers vector (Fig. 43b). The sign of the dislocation is given by the orientation of the 5/7 

neighbor pair with a positive dislocation having the seven-neighbor bubble positioned 

clockwise from the positive orientation of the close-packed direction containing the 

Burgers vector.50 Dislocation glide is the movement of a dislocation on the slip plane 

containing the Burgers vector, which primarily occurs at 60° relative to the horizontal wall 
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in the present work. The resistance to dislocation motion is the Peierls-Nabarro stress, the 

inherent lattice friction of the crystalline structure, which decreases with increasing 

distance between the rows of bubbles comprising the crystalline lattice.80 

 

Fig. 44 (a) Three close-packed directions at 120° intervals for a 2-D hexagonally packed 

crystal lattice. (b) Idealized 5/7 nearest neighbor pairs with corresponding Burgers vectors 

along the closed-packed directions. (c) Representative closed-packed directions in defect-

free regions of the model crystalline system undergoing expansion-contraction flow. The 

hexagonally packed crystal is not distorted near the walls in the region around the 

maximum expansion of the channel. Distortions in the first direction occur from the 

curvature of the bubble rows aligned with the sinusoidal wall. The greatest distortions 

occur in the curved rows within the regions surrounding the inflection points of the 

sinusoidal wall. The compression of the crystal in the regions around the contractions 

results in distortions in the third direction. 

Elementary T1 topological rearrangements are central to the crystalline 

deformation described herein. The stages of the T1 process for a two-dimensional wet foam 

were recently illustrated in the study of pipe flow10 (see Fig. 10). The T1 process consists 

of neighbor switching between four bubbles such that two initially adjacent bubbles 

diverge as the other two secondary neighbor bubbles converge. The shearing of two bubble 

lanes along a close-packed direction is the means of dislocation glide via successive T1 
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topological rearrangements termed T1 cascades (Fig. 45). Dislocation interactions 

complicate an otherwise simple system for observing plastic deformation. These 

interactions were most prevalent in the more disordered (lower Φg,a) systems than the 

model system and will not be discussed in detail. The primary form of these interactions 

was dislocation reaction, i.e. the combination of two or three dislocations by vector 

addition of the Burgers vectors. Thus, the combination of dislocations of matching sign in 

each close-packed direction is an annihilation reaction resulting in perfect packing.  

 

Fig. 45 The stages of the T1 process for a 2-D wet foam where the four films undergo 

several different configurations. (a) A localized region of perfect packing. (b-e) Neighbor 

switching occurs as two initially adjacent bubbles (2,3) diverge as the other two secondary 

neighbor bubbles (1,4) converge. As the T1 rearrangement progresses, a –b⃗ 1 dislocation 

glides from left to right in the direction of the Burgers vector such that (f) the localized 

region returns to perfect packing. 

3.2.5. Dislocation Glide 

The use of an asymmetric channel in expansion-contraction flow enhances the study of 

dislocation glide. The process is itself asymmetric as dislocation glide originating from the 

sinusoidal wall results in misalignment or curving of the bubble rows whereas glide away 

from the horizontal wall leads to realignment or straightening. Fig. 46 illustrates the relative 

curvature of a central bubble row at two different states of the model crystalline system 

compared to a reference black bar for a horizontal bubble row. Fig. 46a depicts the 

misaligned state after gliding dislocations have moved through the central row towards the 

horizontal wall in both rearrangement zones. Fig. 46b illustrates the more aligned  
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Fig. 46 Comparison of the relative curvature of a central bubble row marked in yellow in 

the (a) misaligned state and (b) aligned state. The upper black bars correspond to the 

analogous straight bubble row (the slight downward slope of the wall is due to the 

orientation of the device). The maximum misalignment is roughly (a) two bubble diameters 

(nearly 80% of the average wall angle from peak to valley) and (b) one bubble diameter 

(under 40% of the average wall angle). Experimental conditions:1 mL h-1, 500 mbar and 

Φg,a = 0.94.     

condition once a gliding dislocation has straightened the row in the tension rearrangement 

zone and prior to misalignment in the compression rearrangement zone.  

The asymmetry of the crystalline alignment fundamentally dictates the dislocation 

dynamics. Dislocations gliding towards the horizontal wall remain localized, being unable 

to penetrate multiple aligned bubble rows (Fig. 47 and Fig. 48 for the dislocation in the 

tension and in the compression rearrangement zone respectively). The dislocation gliding 

in tension away from the horizontal wall becomes more localized with the associated strain 

rates reducing from between ‒40 and ‒50 s-1 to between ‒10 and ‒20 s-1 as the bubble rows 

near the sinusoidal wall cannot be straightened (Fig. 48). The strain rates for the flowing 

foam are one to two orders of magnitude greater than those previously estimated for a 

monodisperse emulsion system in  a tapered microfluidic channel.69 

The compression rearrangement zone has the greatest dichotomy in dislocation 

glide. Strain rates for glide away from the horizontal wall reach as high as 60‒65 s-1 (Fig. 

47d) as the plastic deformation is facilitated by the extended misalignment of the bubble 

rows. The dislocation can travel over 500 μm (4 bubble diameters) upstream before 

reaching the wall bubbles at the sinusoidal wall. In contrast, glide away from the sinusoidal  
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Fig. 47 Strain rate of gliding dislocations in the tension and compression rearrangement 

zones (marked by dashed boxes) in between reflections at the wall. (a-h) The localized 

dislocation in tension (blue) remains at a nearly constant x-position within the channel 

while gliding towards the horizontal wall. (c-h) The gliding dislocation in compression 

(red) stretches across multiple bubble rows assisted by the extended misalignment of the 

bubble rows away from the horizontal wall. Plots are generated in PIVlab with every other 

vector displayed for visual clarity.78 Strain rates are calculated as ∂u/∂x - ∂v/∂y, the strength 

of the velocity gradient along the direction of the local velocity.77 Elapsed time between 

images is 2.5 ms. Experimental conditions:1 mL h-1, 500 mbar and Φg,a = 0.94.     

wall is discontinuous with the x-position of the dislocations drifting downstream due to the 

foam flow (Fig. 48). The increasing Peierls-Nabarro stress from the increasing alignment 

of the bubble rows leads to stick-slip dislocation movement. The dislocation velocity along 

the width of the channel is two to three times smaller and the duration of the gliding 

between reflections is over three times as long. 
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Fig. 48 Strain rate of gliding dislocations in the tension and compression rearrangement 

zones (marked by dashed boxes) in between reflections at the wall. (b,c) The gliding 

dislocation in tension (blue) stretches across multiple bubble rows while pulling misaligned 

bubble rows into alignment. (g) Strain rate is negligible before (h) the reflection process 

begins at the sinusoidal wall. (a-h) The localized dislocation in compression (red) moves 

in a stick-slip manner due to the increasing Peierls-Nabarro stress from the increasing 

alignment of the bubble rows. The discontinuous glide results in the bubbles comprising 

the dislocation being advected downstream while traveling towards the horizontal wall. 

Plots are generated in PIVlab with every other vector displayed for visual clarity.78 Elapsed 

time between images is 5.0 ms. Experimental conditions:1 mL h-1, 500 mbar and                 

Φg,a = 0.94.     

3.2.6. Dislocation Reflection in Tension 

The expansion created by the sinusoidal wall subjects the foam to tension and we will 

first focus on reflections that occur at the horizontal wall. For packed crystalline systems 

(Φg,a > ~0.93), dislocation glide in the negative third direction (i.e. partially against flow) 
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can result in conservative reflection. Three different profiles of conservative reflection in 

tension were observed. The first reflection, comparable to the one observed by Rosa and 

Fortes,50 will be termed the standard reflection. The seven-neighbor (red) bubble of the 

gliding dislocation retreats into the bulk upon reaching the bubble row at the wall, which 

extends the (starred) wall bubble positioned along the slip plane (Fig. 49a-c). The 

dislocation reaches the wall as a 5w/3w pair (Fig. 49c) and reflects conservatively (Fig. 49d). 

The conservative reflection can be expressed as b⃗ 3 → −b⃗ 1 − b⃗ 2.  

 

Fig. 49 The standard reflection in tension at the horizontal wall. The reflection is 

conservative as a dislocation is left at the wall and a dislocation glides back into the bulk. 

(not shown) The dislocation at the wall glides in the same lateral direction (i.e. against 

flow) as the reflected dislocation, contrary to reflection in the liquid-plate configuration50 

and dislocation reflection far from the horizontal wall (see Section 3.2.6.3). Experimental 

conditions:1 mL h-1, 500 mbar and Φg,a = 0.94 with elapsed time of 20 ms (where two 

bubble diameters correspond to roughly 250 μm). 

As the reflected dislocation glides into the bulk, the bubbles converge in the 

interstitial space between the wall row and the adjacent row. The extended wall bubble is 

forced against the wall and the 3w/7 dislocation shifts back along the positive first direction 

(Fig. 49e,f) before moving along the wall against flow. The dislocation at the wall glides 

opposite the direction of the Burgers vector (see Fig. 45 for comparison) due to the local 

flow conditions as bubbles in the wall row move slower than those in the adjacent row. 

Another difference from the reflection in the bounded liquid-plate configuration50 is the 

shifting of the dislocation positioned at the wall, which aligns the seven-neighbor bubbles 

of each dislocation along the same side of the slip plane of the reflected dislocation (Fig. 
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49f). The shifting of the wall dislocation is a function of the reduced bubble packing density 

at the wall, rather than the flow conditions governing the subsequent dislocation movement 

(see Section 3.2.6.3). 

  

Fig. 50 (a-e) The dislocation-union reflection and (i-v) dislocation-split reflection 

in tension (elapsed time 15 ms for each sequence). In both cases, the final configuration 

of the dislocations is identical to the standard reflection. Experimental conditions:1 mL  

h-1, 500 mbar and Φg,a = 0.94 (where two bubble diameters correspond to roughly 250 μm). 

The other two reflection profiles (also occurring in systems with higher Φg,a than 

the model crystalline system) are the result of the higher local packing density of the wall 

row. Specifically, the (starred) wall bubble positioned along the slip plane is less elongated 

(as measured by the  y-coordinate of the centroid) at the time the gliding dislocation reaches 

the bubble row at the wall as well as throughout the reflection process. As such, the gliding 

dislocation never reaches the wall as a 5w/3w pair despite the convergence of bubbles as in 

the standard reflection. These profiles will be termed “dislocation-union” and “dislocation-

split” reflections. For dislocation-union reflections (Fig. 50a-e), the analogous (starred) 

wall bubble extends without impeding the converging bubbles. A temporary union forms 
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with the reflected dislocation and the dislocation at the wall sharing a single eight-neighbor 

bubble (Fig. 50d). For dislocation-split reflections (Fig. 50i-v), the extending bubble is 

adjacent to the analogous (starred) wall bubble in the direction of flow (Fig. 50ii). The 

reflected dislocation originates at the wall (Fig. 50iii) instead of in the adjacent row (Fig. 

49d and 50d). The equivalent eight-neighbor bubble is subsequently shared as in 

dislocation union reflection, although the configuration was often to transitory to be 

recorded at 400 fps. In both cases, the dislocation at the wall is generated at the final 

position rather than shifting back along the positive first direction as in the standard 

reflection. 

3.2.6.1. Hopping 

Rosa and Fortes coined the term “hopping” in relation to the phenomenon subsequently 

described.50 The researchers noted that dislocation reflection in tension resulted in high 

energy free space (in the form of large Plateau borders for dry foam, see Fig. 5) between 

the wall row and adjacent row since the latter shrinks from the retreating bubble. A bubble 

may hop from the wall row into the adjacent row to return the system to the close-packed 

configuration, and successive hopping occurred with the equivalent appearance of a gliding 

dislocation. Therefore, these events were viewed as distinct from gliding dislocations and 

no further information was given regarding the timing of hopping.50 In the present system, 

hopping occurs in place of a conservative reflection in tension. Hopping was the only form 

of reflection in the expansion when Φg,a < ~0.93 due to the reduced packing density of 

bubbles near the wall row. Additionally, only hopping occurred when the dislocation 

approaching the horizontal wall was gliding in the positive second direction (i.e. partially 

with flow) as the result of an undesired dislocation reaction. In fact, hopping was the most 
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commonplace mechanism (>50%) at the horizontal wall in the tension rearrangement zone 

of the model system. 

 

Fig. 51 (a-d) Reflection in tension is replaced by (e-h) non-conservative hopping where a 

wall bubble displaces into the adjacent row of bubbles to return the system to the close-

packed configuration (elapsed time 50 ms). (e-f) The surrounding dislocations around the 

(starred) 5w/3w dislocation are extraneous as (g-h) perfect packing is restored at the wall 

and in the adjacent row once hopping is completed. The bubble displaced from the second 

row by the hopped bubble becomes the five-neighbor bubble of the resulting dislocation. 

The reflected dislocation shifts one bubble in the positive first direction due to the hopping 

bubble (note the relative location of the starred bubble to the slip plane of the reflected 

dislocation in g vs. d). Experimental conditions:1 mL h-1, 500 mbar and Φg,a = 0.94 (where 

two bubble diameters correspond to roughly 250 μm).  

Hopping at the horizontal wall starts analogously to the standard reflection (Fig. 

51a-d) prior to the extended (starred) wall bubble relocating into the free space in the 

adjacent row (Fig. 51e). The (starred) hopping bubble remains part of the 5w/3w pair with 

b⃗ 3 orientation while entering the adjacent row (Fig. 51e,f vs. Fig. 51c). The reflected 

dislocation is formed as the hopped bubble displaces a bubble from the adjacent row into 

the third row (Fig. 51f,g). The displacing of a bubble is distinctive from the mechanism 

described by Rosa and Fortes whereby the hopped bubble enters the free space of the 
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neighboring row by separating two bubbles in the direction perpendicular to the hopping.50 

Therefore, hopping at the horizontal wall results in the non-conservative reflection of   

b⃗ 3 → −b⃗ 2 as a −b⃗ 1 dislocation is not left at the wall. The reflected dislocation is shifted 

one bubble in the positive first direction compared with the standard reflection. The nearby 

dislocations in Fig. 51e,f are not part of the overall reflection and these configurations 

(along with the configuration in Fig. 51d) were often to transitory to be recorded at 400 

fps.  

3.2.6.2. Dislocation Reflection in Tension at Sinusoidal Wall 

Reflection in tension or hopping can take place at the sinusoidal wall with the most 

commonplace event (>50%) being a combination of both. A b⃗ 1 dislocation formed upon 

reflection at the sinusoidal wall will oscillate around a central position upstream of the base 

of the valley (see Fig. 46a,b). The sinusoidal wall acts a well with the relatively static 

position of the dislocation due to the competing forces of dislocation glide and advection 

of the bubbles comprising the dislocation. Dislocation glide against flow is hindered by the 

curvature of the bubble rows near the sinusoidal wall as the Burgers vector is increasingly 

misaligned with the close-packed direction of bubbles (see Fig. 44c). Near the base of the 

valley, dislocation glide is facilitated due to the straighter bubble rows and the increased 

free space from the reduced elongation of the wall bubbles (see Fig. 46a,b). Once a ‒b⃗ 2 

gliding dislocation reaches the wall bubble row, an interaction with the trapped b⃗ 1 

dislocation (when present) generally ensues (Fig. 52b,c). Glide of the trapped dislocation 

(assisted by the free space around the ‒b⃗ 2 dislocation) is sufficiently fast in the model 

system to disrupt the reflection process even when the trapped dislocation is located 

multiple bubbles downstream. 
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Fig. 52 (a-c) A hopping event occurs after bubbles of the –b⃗ 2 and b⃗ 1 dislocation become 

neighbors. The (starred) wall bubble between the 5/7 neighbor pair of the –b⃗ 2 dislocation 

hops into the adjacent row due to the high energy free space resulting from the dislocation 

positioned at the wall and the retreating seven-neighbor (red) bubble of the –b⃗ 2 dislocation. 

(d) Hopping eliminates the dislocation at the wall and forms a new –b⃗ 2 dislocation shifted 

one bubble in the positive first direction (against the direction of foam flow). (e-g) The new 

dislocation undergoes standard reflection, −b⃗ 2 → b⃗ 1 + b⃗ 3. The extended wall bubble 

(colored red in part e) is forced against the wall and the 3w/7 dislocation shifts back along 

the positive first direction. The total elapsed time is 60 ms. Experimental conditions:1 mL 

h-1, 500 mbar and Φg,a = 0.94 (where two bubble diameters correspond to roughly 250 μm).   

The wall bubble between the 5/7 neighbor pair of the –b⃗ 2 dislocation hops into the 

adjacent row due to the high energy free space partially created by the dislocation 

positioned at the wall (Fig. 52c,d). Under these conditions, hopping does not displace an 

additional bubble from the adjacent row into the third row as in instances at the horizontal 

wall. The hopped bubble fills the space left behind by the retreating seven-neighbor (red) 

bubble of the –b⃗ 2 dislocation and can foster this retreatment while moving into the adjacent 

row. Hopping eliminates the dislocation at the wall and forms a new –b⃗ 2 dislocation shifted 

one bubble in the positive first direction. The new dislocation undergoes standard reflection 

(Fig. 52e-g). A second hopping can also occur and prevent the standard reflection. In the 

case of two consecutive hops, the second hop proceeds in a similar manner to hopping at 

the horizontal wall with the additional bubble displacement (see Fig. 51). The dislocation 

destroyed by the first hopping event is not replaced due to the nonconservative reflection. 

The reflected dislocation is shifted by two bubbles in the positive first direction compared 

to a standard reflection without hopping. 
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3.2.6.3. Dislocation Reflection in the Bulk 

Reflection in tension can transpire away from a wall and this phenomenon occurs 

when a dislocation is gliding into a region of crystalline alignment (e.g. the portion of the 

channel above the black reference bars in Fig. 46). In the model system, this mechanism 

prevents ~25% of the dislocations gliding towards the horizontal wall from reflecting at 

the wall. Fig. 53 highlights how reflection can occur several bubble rows away from a wall. 

Dislocation glide is depicted in Fig. 53a,b wherein the seven-neighbor bubble moves 

against the gliding direction. The effective edge length between bubbles 2 and 3 reduces to 

zero as a T1 topological rearrangement occurs in the interstitial space ahead of the gliding 

dislocation. A different T1 topological rearrangement occurs between Fig. 53b and Fig. 

53d similar to the standard reflection in tension (see Fig. 49c,d). The bubbles behind the 

gliding dislocation converge in the interstitial space and cause bubble 1 to no longer 

neighbor bubble 3 contrary to the case of dislocation glide.  

 

Fig. 53 (a,b) Dislocation glide where bubble 3 has retreated into the bulk in the same 

manner as the seven-neighbor bubble in Fig. 49a,b. (b-d) Dislocation reflection in the bulk 

(elapsed time 15 ms) where the (unlabeled red) bubble in the negative second direction of 

bubble 1 converges with bubble 4. Dislocation glide would have resulted in bubble 1 

moving analogously to bubble 3 with the two bubbles remaining neighbors. Dislocation 

reflection in the bulk can occur when a dislocation is gliding into a region of crystalline 

alignment. Experimental conditions:1 mL h-1, 500 mbar and Φg,a = 0.94 (where two bubble 

diameters correspond to roughly 250 μm). 

In the standard reflection, the (starred) wall bubble in the analogous position to 

bubble 1 is forced against the wall by the motion of the bubbles opposite of the direction 
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of reflection (see Fig. 49d-f). For reflection in the bulk, bubble 1 can remain offset relative 

to bubble 2 in the y-direction (Fig. 53d), which prevents the ‒b⃗ 1 dislocation from shifting 

back along the positive first direction as in the standard reflection. The ‒b⃗ 1 dislocation 

glides against flow (as in reflection in tension) when spanning the second and third rows 

from the horizontal wall. Farther in the bulk, the dislocation moves with flow from a 

combination of dislocation glide and advection of the bubbles comprising the dislocation 

until a breakup reaction (i.e. −b⃗ 1 → b⃗ 2 + b⃗ 3) occurs from the compressive forces in the 

region of the contraction. The initial shift against flow of the ‒b⃗ 1 dislocation has been 

observed prior to the dislocation moving with flow, supporting the shifting action as 

separate from dislocation movement against flow for the case of the standard reflection 

(see Fig. 49e,f). 

The strain rate profile (as calculated in PIVlab78) around the gliding dislocation prior 

to reflection in the bulk corresponds with that of a dislocation which continues gliding 

towards the horizontal wall. Thus, reflection in the bulk occurs primarily due to the local 

packing of bubbles around the gliding dislocation. The dislocation gliding towards the 

horizonal wall in the tension rearrangement zone is intermittently out of ideal alignment. 

The angle between the y-axis and 5/7 dislocation pair reaches as high as 70° opposed to 

60° (note the higher angle between the centroids of bubbles 1 and 2 in Fig. 53b compared 

with bubbles 3 and 4 in Fig. 53a). Dislocation glide can temporarily stall as the seven-

neighbor bubble moves against the gliding direction into the optimal configuration. The 

temporary lapse in dislocation glide is not sufficient for dislocation reflection in the bulk 

to occur. The process of reflection in the bulk is aided by the increasing alignment of the 

bubble rows near the horizontal row. The alignment resists dislocation glide due to the 
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increased Peierls-Nabarro stress and facilitates the convergence of bubbles behind the 

dislocation due to the decreased curvature of the rows with respect to the rows near the 

sinusoidal wall. Specifically, the bubbles behind the dislocation are more aligned along the 

direction of flow as the dislocation approaches the horizontal wall. More research on the 

localized factors leading to dislocation reflection in the bulk needs to be conducted to 

elucidate any predictive measures. 

3.2.7. Dislocation Reflection in Compression 

The foam is subjected to compression upon exiting the expansion from the contraction 

generated by the sinusoidal wall. There is no difference in the mechanism of reflection for 

the horizontal wall and the sinusoidal wall. The reflection profile is equivalent to the one 

first outlined by Rosa and Fortes50 and observed for an emulsion in a tapered microfluidic 

channel.69 The wall bubble along the glide direction of the seven-neighbor bubble extends 

into the free space around the dislocation (Fig. 54b). The gliding dislocation becomes a 

5w/5 pair and the adjacent (starred) wall bubble in the positive first direction adopts a 

horizontally elongated, elliptical orientation from the vacated space and the compressive 

forces in the contraction (Fig. 54c). The five-neighbor bubble of the gliding dislocation and 

the elliptical (starred) bubble become a 5w/3w pair as the wall row gains a bubble (Fig. 

54d,e). The resulting dislocation reflection is not conservative and can be expressed as 

− b⃗ 3 → b⃗ 2 for the horizontal wall.  

As discussed in Section 3.2.6, conservative reflection in tension creates a dislocation 

at the horizontal wall that glides against flow. Prior to reflection at the horizontal wall, the 

dislocation gliding in the compression rearrangement zone can combine by vector addition 

with the dislocation gliding along (or near) the wall that resulted from reflection in tension  
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at the wall (or in the bulk) downstream. The reaction can be expressed as − b⃗ 3 + − b⃗ 1 →

b⃗ 2 and creates an equivalent dislocation as reflection in compression. Less commonly the 

identical reaction takes place with the − b⃗ 1 dislocation originating from upstream 

reflection in the bulk (see Section 3.2.6.3). These reactions prevent >~50% of the 

dislocations gliding towards the horizontal wall from reflecting in compression For the 

sinusoidal wall, the slope causes the process of the wall row gaining a bubble during 

reflection in compression to occur almost horizontally (see Fig. 43c for the centroid 

positions between the bottom two streamlines in the compression rearrangement zone). 

 

Fig. 54 Reflection in compression at the horizontal wall (elapsed time 40 ms). (a-c) As the 

gliding dislocation approaches the wall, the (starred) wall bubble along the slip plane 

adopts an elliptical orientation. (c-d) Once the gliding dislocation reaches the wall, the 

(blue) five-neighbored bubble with less than six nearest neighbors becomes a (red) five-

neighbored wall bubble with more than four nearest neighbors. (d-e) Thus, the reflected 

dislocation is formed, but the reflection is not conservative as no dislocation is left at the 

wall. Experimental conditions:1 mL h-1, 500 mbar and Φg,a = 0.94 (where two bubble 

diameters correspond to roughly 250 μm). 

3.2.8. Dislocation Nucleation 

In addition to being the mechanism of dislocation glide, T1 topological rearrangements 

lead to homogeneous dislocation nucleation in an area of perfect crystal. The most frequent 

and fundamental in the present system is b⃗ 2 dislocation nucleation. These nucleation events 

are analogous to those observed from nanoindentation of a bubble raft, wherein a positively 

and negatively oriented dislocation pair form at four neighboring bubbles and separate by 
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gliding in opposite directions47,48 (see Fig. 30). In the microfluidic system, the peak of the 

sinusoidal wall acts as the indenter.  

 

Fig. 55 Multiple b⃗ 2 nucleation events occurring in succession within the region of the 

contraction. These events transpire due to the reduction of bubbles in an alternating column 

(12 to 11 in the model system shown above) taking place in upstream proximity of the peak 

(within two bubble diameters). The dislocation pairs separate as the seven-neighbor (red) 

bubbles converge along the direction of compression. (a,b) A b⃗ 2 nucleation event followed 

by (c,d) a coupled event and (e) a subsequent pair of events. (f) Grain boundaries around 

an area of misaligned crystal are briefly formed. (g-h) The –b⃗ 3 dislocation observed at the 

horizontal wall in (c-f) reflects downstream of the peak and is annihilated by a nucleated 

dislocation from the final event. The opposite dislocation of the final event reflects off the 

sinusoidal wall, which restarts the cyclic reflection in compression process (elapsed time 

75 ms). Experimental conditions:1 mL h-1, 500 mbar and Φg,a = 0.94 (where two bubble 

diameters correspond to roughly 250 μm). 

As demonstrated in Fig. 55, b⃗ 2 nucleation occurs in a localized region immediately 

prior to a peak (within two bubble diameters). A nucleation event is triggered when the 

reduction of bubbles in an alternating column occurs at the downstream end of the 

compression rearrangement zone (Fig. 55a,b). Bubbles in the misaligned crystal near the 

sinusoidal wall adopt a horizontally elongated, elliptical orientation as the longer bubble 

column is squeezed within the region of the contraction. The local packing density is 

reduced, and the bubbles preferentially converge along the direction of compression. Strain 
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rates prior to the T1 topological rearrangement responsible for nucleation were calculated78 

between 15‒25 s-1 in the model system. The initial nucleation event only transpires when 

the crystal around the contraction is misaligned, which for the model system predominately 

occurs when the dislocation undergoing cyclic compression is gliding towards the 

horizontal wall and within 0-2 rows of the wall bubbles (Fig. 55a). The glide away from 

the horizontal wall after reflection in compression and the resulting reduction of rows in 

the region of the contraction inhibits b⃗ 2 nucleation as the transition in bubble column length 

takes place farther upstream. 

These nucleation events often occur in pairs along adjacent slip planes with the 

sequence occurring against flow and 0-2 rows above the previous nucleation (Fig. 55c,e). 

The subsequent events are induced in the same manner as the initial nucleation (note the 

relative position along the direction of flow for the nucleation events in Fig. 55a vs. Fig. 

55e). Strain rates from these nucleation events were calculated78 between 30‒60 s-1 in the 

model system. Nucleation ceases once a dislocation reflects in compression off the 

sinusoidal wall (Fig. 55g,h). Thus, b⃗ 2 nucleation acts as a source of the dislocation that 

undergoes cyclic reflection in compression, replacing the preceding dislocation at the 

horizontal wall that is either annihilated after a delayed reflection (Fig. 55g,h) or unable to 

reflect due to insufficient compressive forces after the contraction. The compression 

rearrangement zone is not disrupted when b⃗ 2 nucleation occurs simultaneously or 

immediately following the reflection in compression at the horizontal wall. In the model 

system, b⃗ 2 nucleation occurs with roughly the same frequency as dislocation reflection at 

the horizontal wall in the compression rearrangement zone.  
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The b⃗ 1 nucleation events occur in a localized area between the rearrangement zones 

across experimental conditions (Fig. 56) due to the interplay between the otherwise 

independent gliding dislocations. First, the dislocation in the compression rearrangement 

zone reflects at the sinusoidal wall. As the row of bubbles along the wall gains a bubble 

and the dislocation reflects, a rapid downward shift of bubbles along the slip plane of the 

reflected dislocation occurs. The extent of this shifting determines the relative y-position 

of the b⃗ 1 nucleation (primarily the fourth and fifth bubble rows from the sinusoidal wall 

irrespective of bubble size). The b⃗ 1 nucleation events are not as frequent as b⃗ 2 nucleation 

events, requiring the dislocation in the tension rearrangement zone to pass through the 

corresponding rows of bubbles at approximately the same time as the dislocation in the 

compression zone.  

 

Fig. 56 A b⃗ 1 nucleation event due to the interplay between the dislocation gliding from 

compression and the one gliding from tension across various experimental conditions. 

Following nucleation, the b⃗ 1 dislocations separate by gliding in opposite directions and 

may react with the dislocations gliding under tension and compression. (a) 0.45 mL h-1, 

300 mbar and Φg,a = 0.93; 10 to 11 bubbles in an alternating column from peak to valley. 

(b) 0.75 mL h-1, 400 mbar and Φg,a = 0.93; 10 to 12 bubbles. (c) 1 mL h-1, 500 mbar and 

Φg,a = 0.94; 11 to 12 bubbles. 

The mechanism of nucleation is unchanged whether the dislocation undergoing 

tension is gliding towards the horizontal or sinusoidal wall (Fig. 56a vs. 56b,c). The 

shearing of these rows is the result of the dislocation in the tension rearrangement zone 

creating excess free space from the altered alignment of the rows. The direction of the 
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gliding motion does not impact the b⃗ 1 nucleation event since the top row is either 

straightened (shortened) first as the dislocation glides to the sinusoidal wall or curved 

(lengthened) second as the dislocation glides towards the horizontal wall. Thus, the top row 

is accelerated across the row below in both cases (as in Fig. 45). Shear rates from these 

nucleation events were calculated78 as high as ‒45 s-1 in the model system. These nucleation 

events do not fundamentally alter the system as reactions with the dislocations gliding 

under tension and compression solely switch the subsequent reflection to the opposite wall. 

3.3. Dislocation Dipoles 
 

The decade-long surge of research in graphene81,82 and related single sheet materials 83 

furthers the renewed demand for studying 2-D crystalline phenomena. The expansion-

contraction geometry enabled the formation of dislocation dipoles across a range of 

experimental conditions following irregular dislocation events. A dipole is formed upon 

collision between approaching dislocations of opposite Burgers vector on adjacent slip 

planes. The extensional and compressive stresses within the crystalline foam facilitate the 

study of the temporal evolution of dislocation dipoles. Herein, dipoles will be referred to 

by the neighboring bubbles, e.g. 7/7 dipoles have the seven-neighbor bubbles sharing a 

common edge. 7/7 dipoles were found to rearrange to a more stable configuration aligned 

with the foam flow before dissociating. Dislocations comprising 5/5 dipoles (resembling 

the Inverse-Stone-Wales defect in carbon nanostructures) were discovered to pass through 

one another via intermediate ring structures. The inertness of graphene has created 

difficulties in controlling its properties, and the controlled introduction of defects that 

violate the “isolated pentagon rule” regarding the stability of fullerenes84-86 (such as the 

Inverse-Stone-Wales defect) can provide reactive sites for improved performance.81 
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3.3.1. Carbon Nanostructures 

A brief description of defect structures observed in carbon nanostructures (with an 

emphasis on graphene) related to the dislocation dipoles visualized in monodisperse wet 

foams within an expansion-contraction geometry is presented below. In addition to the 

dipoles found in foam, information is provided to show a more complete range of the types 

of structures discovered in graphene. Principal among these supplementary structures, is 

one most fundamental: the Stone-Wales defect. Interestingly, a more complicated and 

difficult to create structure, the Inverse-Stone-Wales (ISW) defect is readily formed within 

foam (see Section 3.3.1.2, 3.3.2.2, and 3.3.2.3). 

3.3.1.1. 7/7 Dipoles 

The Stone-Wales [SW or SW(55-77)] defect87 (also known as Stone-Thrower88-Wales 

or STW defect) has been extensively studied in graphene81,82,89 and carbon nanotubes.40 

Fig. 57 illustrates the SW defect in nearly planar graphene where the five-neighbor atoms 

are aligned along the shared edge of the seven-neighbor atoms without requiring the 

removal or addition of atoms to form the non-hexagonal units. Researchers discovered that 

following formation of the dipole structure the dislocations do not separate, but rather 

anneal to restore the unperturbed crystalline lattice. The formation energy of a SW defect 

in a graphene layer is 4.5-5.0 eV due to the deformation of the bonds, most notably the 

central rotated bond which is compressed by almost 10%.82 However, the energy barrier to 

restore pristine graphene enables the SW defect to be stable at room temperature after 

formation under nonequilibrium conditions.81  

Dislocations comprising a dislocation dipole were found to separate in reduced 

graphene oxide sheets due to sufficient strain.39 The 7/7 dipole (Fig. 58) is not a SW defect  
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Fig. 57 The SW defect (a) with and (b) without atomic configuration superimposed in 

nearly planar graphene. The color convention is different than outlined in Section 3.2.2 

with six-neighbors being blue and five- and seven-neighbors being green and red 

respectively. Modified from [89]. 

 

Fig. 58 (a) A V2(55-77) divacancy structure90 and (b) separated dislocations after two 

minutes due to sufficient strain. The color convention is different than outlined in Section 

3.2.2 with five- and seven-neighbors being purple and green respectively. Red dashed 

lines indicate distortions in the hexagonal lattice. Scale bars are 1 nm. Adapted from [39]. 

structure as observed in irradiated graphene,89 but rather a V2(55-77) divacancy structure.90 

Threshold energies to transition between defect structures in graphene has been 

systematically examined.90 In the context of the present work, the important 

transformations to note are between the V2(55‒77) (Fig. 59 center) and V2(5‒8-5) 

structures (Fig. 59 left of center) indicating that the V2(5‒8-5) structure is more stable. The 

transformation of the V2(5‒8-5) structure to the V2(55‒77) structure as depicted in Fig. 59 

proceeds by rotation of the bond at the bottom right of the 8-membered unit.91  
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Fig. 59 Threshold energies for various irradiation-induced processes.90 Atom emission 

processes are labeled by red arrows and bond rotations by black arrows. The color 

convention is different than outlined in Section 3.2.2 based on number of neighbors: yellow 

for 5, white for 6, blue for 7, purple for 8, green for 9, and red for 10. Values for energies 

from single-impact from the e-beam are associated with the migration of a defect (i.e. 

different atoms comprise the same structure) arising from bond breaking and reforming. 

Taken from [82]. 

3.3.1.2. 5/5 Dipoles 

Unlike the SW defect, the Inverse-Stone-Wales (ISW) defect (or ISTW defect)92,93 

requires the addition of two atoms that reside above the graphene plane. The incorporation 

of interstitial atoms within graphene would result in straining the local structure beyond 

energetic feasibility.81 The ISW defect is designated as a 16-atom “blister” with a height 

of 2.1 Å,92 and modifies the structure of the lattice edges94 (Fig. 60). The formation energy 

of 6.22 eV is roughly 1 eV higher than that of a SW defect,95 but ISW defects can develop 

in graphene under nonequilibrium conditions (remaining immobile under ambient 
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conditions).81 A related structure is the partially dissociated ISW defect, which comprises 

24-atoms, has a height of 1.9 Å, and has three-fold symmetry93,95 (Fig. 61). The formation 

energy for the partially dissociated ISW defect is 6.68 eV and consequently the six-

membered ring was not theorized to evolve directly from the ISW defect.95 A pathway was 

instead proposed to synthesize the ISW defect by first transforming an SW defect into the 

partially dissociated ISW defect (accordingly also known as the ISTW-STW blister). 

 

Fig. 60 The ISW defect (added atoms colored red) (a) from top with an imprint of 

12.2 x 7.1 Å2 and (b) from side with a height of 2.1 Å. Unlike the SW defect (see Fig. 57 

and 59 top right), the ISW defect causes distortion in four neighboring hexagonal units. 

Corrected from [93]. 

    

Fig. 61 The partially dissociated ISW defect (a) from top with larger imprint than the 

ISW defect and (b) from side with a height of 1.9 Å. The bond marked in green originates 

from the central bond of a SW defect. Adapted from [95]. 

3.3.2. Dislocation Dipoles in Monodisperse Wet Foam 

The extensional and compressive stresses within the crystalline foam in an expansion-

contraction geometry facilitate the study of the temporal progression of dislocation dipoles. 
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As dipoles have reduced local packing densities, studies were conducted at the highest 

attainable Φg,a (i.e. greater than the 0.94 of the model crystalline system) to ensure adequate 

characterization of the evolution of dipoles in a crystalline environment. Dislocation 

dipoles are found to dissociate via intermediate structures. The formation and stability of 

the ISW defect in monodisperse wet foam within a rectangular channel is also 

demonstrated (see Section 3.3.2.3). 

3.3.2.1. 7/7 Dipoles in an Expansion-Contraction Channel 

7/7 dipoles resembling the V2(55‒77) divacancy structure90 of graphene formed in the 

expansion region after the collision of oppositely oriented dislocations created as a result 

of (otherwise undesirable) dislocation interactions. The stability of 7/7 dipoles was 

dependent on the direction of the constitutive Burgers vectors. For example, b⃗ 3 dislocations 

may approach one another on adjacent slip planes until the seven-neighbor bubbles meet 

(Fig. 62a,b). Upon formation of the 7/7 b⃗ 3 dislocation dipole, the joint retraction of the 

seven-neighbor bubbles of each dislocation initiates a different T1 topological 

rearrangement (Fig. 62c-d) than dislocation glide or reflection in the bulk (see Fig. 53). A 

new 7/7 dipole is formed with b⃗ 2 orientation consisting of the same five-neighbor bubbles 

Fig. 62d vs. Fig. 62b). A single 5/8/5 structure is formed (Fig. 62e) as the bubbles 

undergoing retraction diverge farther with a calculated78 strain rate of ‒65 s-1. A 7/7 b⃗ 2 

dislocation dipole is temporarily reformed with the dislocations switching signs (Fig. 62f 

vs. Fig. 62d) as the bubbles aligned with the direction of flow converge in the empty space 

adjacent to the 5/8/5 structure. These b⃗ 2 dislocations have been observed to glide away 

from each other under less optimal conditions (i.e. reduced packing density, nearby 
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dislocations along a slip plane, and/or transitioning alignment of the bubble rows from 

expansion-contraction flow).  

 

Fig. 62 (a-c) Formation of a 7/7 b⃗ 3 dislocation dipole which (d) temporarily reforms with 

b⃗ 2 orientation. (d-f) The dislocations comprising the dipole effectively pass through one 

another [the dipole in (f) has different five-neighbor bubbles than the dipole in (d), 

switching the respective signs of the dislocations] via an intermediate 5/8/5 structure. The 

dislocations do not undergo separation due to the high packing density of the bubbles.       

(g-h) A 7/7 b⃗ 1 dislocation dipole develops from the convergence of the seven-neighbor 

bubbles in the direction of flow. The bubbles of the 7/7 b⃗ 1 dislocation dipole are identical 

to the initial 7/7 b⃗ 3 dislocation dipole with the number of nearest neighbors inverted.          

(h-l) The resulting dipole dissociates as the b⃗ 1 dislocations pass through one another and 

separate. Experimental conditions: 0.75 mL h-1, 450 mbar and Φg,a = 0.96 with elapsed time 

of 85 ms. 

A T1 topological rearrangement (driven by the upstream seven-neighbor bubble 

moving with flow) forms a new 7/7 dipole with b⃗ 1 orientation consisting of the same five-

neighbor bubbles (Fig. 62h vs. Fig. 62f). Thus, 7/7 b⃗ 1 dislocation dipoles are the most 

stable, being most aligned with the flow and least aligned with the tensile forces of the 

expansion. As the straighter row containing the seven-neighbor bubbles accelerates past  

and glide in opposite directions (Fig. 62h-l). Rearrangement to the more stable b⃗ 1 

configuration before dissociation also occurs when the initial 7/7 dipole has b⃗ 2 orientation. 
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In both cases, the Burgers vector is conserved (remaining zero), but the direction of lattice 

distortion has changed. Dislocation pass through via an intermediate 5/8/5 structure follows 

the direct formation of a 7/7 b⃗ 1 dislocation dipole. Therefore, 7/7 b⃗ 3 dislocation dipoles 

are the least stable whereas 7/7 b⃗ 1 dislocation dipoles are the most stable based on the 

temporal evolution of the dipole orientation. 

3.3.2.2. 5/5 Dipoles in an Expansion-Contraction Channel 

5/5 dipoles resembling the ISW defect92,93 of graphene generally formed in in the region 

downstream (Fig. 63 and 65) or upstream (Fig. 64) of a contraction (as a result of otherwise 

undesirable dislocation interactions) with calculated78 strain rates of 40-50 s-1. The bubble 

packing density and the location within the channel determined the temporal evolution of 

these dipoles. 5/5 dipoles either separated (Fig. 63) or one dislocation passed through the 

other via an intermediate ring structure (Fig. 64 and 65). In a case of dipole separation, b⃗ 2 

dislocations approach one another on adjacent slip planes until the five-neighbor bubbles 

meet (Fig. 63a,b). The five-neighbor bubbles adopt a semicircular configuration upon 

formation of the dipole, generating a large contact line as the respective surfaces are 

flattened and extended (Fig. 63c,d). Proximal to the dipole, the adjacent bubbles to the five-

neighbor bubbles adopt a similar semicircular configuration consistent with the 

corresponding distortion of the lattice structure in graphene (see Fig. 60a). The deformation 

required for the bubbles to remain in this configuration is indicative of an energetically 

unfavorable structure. Once the dipole reaches the expansion region, a T1 topological 

rearrangement occurs as the (starred) upstream seven-neighbor bubble preferentially 

diverges along the direction of tension with the semicircular bubble proximal to the dipole 
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(Fig. 63d-f). The dislocations separate and move apart opposite of the original respective 

gliding directions. 

 

Fig. 63 (a-c) Formation of a 5/5 b⃗ 2 dislocation dipole resembling the ISW defect92,93 of 

graphene (see Fig. 60a), (d-e) which is subsequently advected by the foam. Prior to 

separation the dipole rotates to align with the flowing foam. (f) Once the dipole reaches the 

expansion region, a T1 topological rearrangement occurs as the (starred) upstream seven-

neighbor bubble preferentially diverges along the direction of tension with the bubble in 

the positive third direction. The dislocations separate and move apart opposite of the 

original respective gliding directions (elapsed time 40 ms). Experimental conditions: 1 mL 

h-1, 550 mbar and Φg,a = 0.96. 

Dislocations comprising a 5/5 dipole can pass through each other via an intermediate 

ring structure resembling the partially dissociated ISW defect93,95 of graphene (Fig. 64). 

The bottommost five-neighbor bubble of the dipole preferentially converges along the 

direction of compression with the (green starred) bubble two rows below (Fig. 64b,c). The 

T1 topological rearrangement forms an intermediate six-membered ring structure (Fig. 

64d), comprised of three dislocation pairs around a triangular-shaped central bubble. The 

hexagonal geometry of perfect packing is vertically stretched, giving the ring structure a 
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Fig. 64 (a-b) Formation of a 5/5 b⃗ 3 dislocation dipole, (c) which is advected by the foam 

before the bottommost five-neighbor bubble preferentially converges along the direction 

of compression with the (green starred) bubble two rows below. (d) An intermediate six-

membered ring structure is formed (resembling the partially dissociated ISW defect93,95 of 

graphene, see Fig. 61), comprised of three dislocation pairs around a triangular-shaped 

central bubble. A second T1 topological event transpires as the central bubble diverges 

from the (unstarred) upstream seven-neighbor bubble and (e) a new 5/5 dipole forms with 

equivalent orientation (albeit different positioning due to the different alignment of the 

surrounding crystal). The dislocations have passed through each other [the 5/5 dipole in (e) 

has the identical bubbles comprising the upstream dislocation, which in (b,c) were formerly 

part of the downstream dislocation]. (f) These dislocations separate and glide away from 

one another (elapsed time 30 ms). Experimental conditions: 1 mL h-1, 550 mbar and          

Φg,a = 0.96. 

kite shape. The central bubble subsequently diverges from the (unstarred) seven-neighbor 

bubble in the negative third direction, which forms a new 5/5 dipole (Fig. 64e). The 

calculated78 strain rates (or shear rates as in Fig. 65) associated with the shifting of the 

central bubble with respect to the surrounding five-neighbored bubbles were 30-35 s-1. The 

dislocations of the reformed 5/5 dipole have the orientation of the initial dipole, but one 

dislocation has passed through the other as the new dipole contains only two of the initial 

bubbles (Fig. 64c vs. Fig. 64e). These dislocations separate and glide away from one 
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another. Therefore, the partially dissociated ISW defect evolved directly from the ISW 

defect in the monodisperse foam, contrary to the pathway proposed for graphene to 

synthesize the ISW defect from the partially dissociated defect.93 

 

Fig. 65 (a-d) Formation of a 5/5 b⃗ 1 dislocation dipole from two dislocations with b⃗ 2 

orientation and (e-g) subsequent dissociation via an intermediate ring structure consisting 

of three dislocation pairs around a triangular-shaped central bubble. (g-h) The separated b⃗ 1 

dislocations move away from one another against the respective gliding directions due to 

local flow conditions and interactions with nearby dislocations (elapsed time 70 ms). 

Experimental conditions: 1 mL h-1, 500 mbar and Φg,a = 0.94. 

As dipoles have reduced local packing densities, additional complexities in the 

temporal progression often occur for conditions at or below the gas area fraction of the 

model system (i.e. Φg,a ≤ 0.94). Formation of a 5/5 dipole with different orientation than 

the initial gliding dislocations can occur in the region downstream of a contraction in the 

model system due to the reduced bubble packing density. For example, a 5/5 b⃗ 1 dislocation 

dipole can form from two dislocations with b⃗ 2 orientation (Fig. 65a-d). The slanted 

orientation of the bubble rows in the region downstream of the contraction (Fig. 65a,b) 

misalign the bubbles between and comprising the two dislocations (note the characteristic 
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orientation of the perfectly packed crystal in the same region of the channel for (Fig. 65c-

h). The bubbles are more vertically orientated in comparison to conditions with higher  Φg,a 

(see Fig. 63a,b for the orientation of the foam prior to and upon formation of a 5/5 b⃗ 2 

dislocation dipole albeit the location is closer to the horizontal wall and farther from the 

expansion). The 5/5 dipole forms with b⃗ 1 (rather than b⃗ 2) orientation as the dislocations 

swap five-neighbored bubbles (Fig. 65c-d). The intermediate six-membered ring structure 

forms (Fig. 65e) as the upstream semicircular bubbles proximal to the dipole diverge along 

the direction of tension in the positive third direction (see Fig. 63e,f where the analogous 

T1 topological rearrangement results in direct dissociation of the dipole when one of the 

diverging bubbles is part of the dipole). 

A second T1 topological rearrangement occurs as the central bubble inside the ring 

diverges with the bubble in the positive third direction and a new 5/5 b⃗ 1 dislocation dipole 

forms (Fig. 65e,f). The dislocations have passed through each other as the starred 

dislocation formerly on the upstream side of the dipole resides on the downstream side. 

These b⃗ 1 dislocations separate and move away from one another against the respective 

gliding directions due to local flow conditions and interactions with nearby dislocations 

(Fig. 65g-h). The sequence of events following the formation of a 5/5 b⃗ 1 dislocation dipole 

is unchanged when formed from two b⃗ 1 dislocations in the same region of the channel. 

Dislocation pass through after formation of a 5/5 dipole was only observed through an 

intermediate ring structure (analogous to pass through after formation of a 7/7 dipole by 

means of a 5/8/5 structure). In the present work, the largest ring structure was observed 

under the reduced packing density of the model system at the downstream end of the 

tension rearrangement zone (Fig. 66 a-e). The eight-membered ring structure is comprised 
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of four dislocation pairs surrounding both five-neighbor bubbles of the initial 5/5 dipole 

(Fig. 66c). Thus, a 5/5 dipole is not reformed and the dislocations that separate under these 

conditions are composed of entirely different bubbles than the initial dipole (Fig. 66d,e). A 

similar ring structure in graphene has been observed during the reconstruction process after 

damage by irradiation96 (Fig. 66f).  

 

Fig. 66 (a) Formation of a 5/5 b⃗ 3 dislocation dipole in the reduced local packing density at 

the downstream end of the tension rearrangement zone. (b-c) Two simultaneous T1 

topological rearrangements occur as the semi-circular neighbors outside of the dipole 

diverge while the initial five-neighbored bubbles are forced into close contact. (c-e) Two 

simultaneous T1 topological rearrangements occur as each central bubble within the ring 

converges with a five-neighbored bubble (top bubble in the direction of flow and bottom 

bubble against the direction of flow). The calculated78 shear and strain rates associated with 

the shifting of the central bubbles were ‒40s-1 and ‒50 s-1 respectively. Contrary to previous 

pass through events, the dislocations that separate are composed of entirely different 

bubbles than the initial dipole (elapsed time 15 ms). Experimental conditions: 1 mL h-1, 

500 mbar and Φg,a = 0.94. (f) A comparable ring structure in graphene after damage by 

irradiation. The color convention is as outlined in Section 3.2.2 with six-neighbors being 

yellow. Part (f) is modified from [96].  

3.3.2.3. 5/5 Dipoles in a Rectangular Channel 

Dislocations can form within the 45° expansion prior to a wide collection channel (e.g. 

Fig. 41). The expansion fosters a diagonal alignment of the bubbles along the walls which 

competes with the formation of bubble rows along the horizontal flow direction. 

Consequently, dislocation and dislocation dipoles (under suitably dense bubble packing 

conditions) can be observed when a straight (1600 or 2000 μm wide) channel follows the 

expansion. The dislocation mobility is less well-defined in this system due to the lack of 
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expansion-contraction flow. However, the formation and stability of the ISW defect and 

the partially dissociated ISW defect within a rectangular channel was examined. It is 

important to note that each experimental condition described in this section comes from a 

separate device.   

 

Fig. 67 (a-c) Offset b⃗ 3 dislocations prior to (d) formation of the ISW defect. (e-f) The 

ISW defect structure is advected by the foam. Experimental conditions: 0.3 mL h-1, 300 

mbar. The time interval between images is (a-c) 125 ms and (c-f) 62.5 ms. Scale bar is 

250 μm. 

Across experimental conditions, a delay in the formation of a 5/5 b⃗ 2 or b⃗ 3 dislocation 

dipole (i.e. the respective glide of the dislocations was not along the direction of flow) was 

observed. As previously discussed, the ISW defect is an energetically unfavorable structure 

due to the deformation of the five-neighbor bubbles as well as the two pairs of bubbles 

neighboring these bubbles. As such, the dislocations that form the dipole can remain offset 

around a six-neighbor bubble for an extended period of time before overcoming the 

formation energy (Fig. 67a-c). The barrier in forming the ISW defect is most notable at 
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low flow rates (i.e. less kinetic energy of the bubbles) and small bubble sizes (i.e. more 

rigid bubbles have a greater resistance to deformation). Upon the formation of the ISW 

defect, the lack of expansion-contraction flow in the rectangular channel often led to a 

stable structure (Fig. 67d-f). 

      Although the ISW defect can remain stable in the rectangular channel, the partially 

dissociated ISW defect was also observed (Fig. 68e-j). The six-membered ring structure 

could also remain stable for extended periods of time rather than act only as an intermediate 

structure in expansion-contraction flow (i.e. remain stable for approximately 5 ms). 5/5 b⃗ 2 

and b⃗ 3 dislocation dipole formation events were observed under the same experimental 

conditions and two of the four dipoles evolved into the partially dissociated ISW defect. 

The transformation between structures occurred 50-200 ms after formation of the ISW 

defect. By comparing ISW defects at time of formation for structures that remain stable vs. 

those that transform before exiting the field of view, a possible predictor is the initial 

configuration of the bubbles. ISW defects with a central axis more aligned with the 

touching interfaces of the proximal bubbles neighboring the five-neighbor bubbles may 

have a greater probability of undergoing the necessary T1 topological rearrangement to 

become partially dissociated (Fig. 68b vs. Fig. 68d). Many interrelated factors could be 

studied in the future including the orientation of the ISW defect, the positioning of the 

proximal bubbles, the curvature of the five-neighbor bubbles, the length of the contact line 

between the five-neighbor bubbles, and the area of the five-neighbor bubbles (i.e. indirectly 

comparing the 3-D component of the defects).  

      The stability of 5/5 b⃗ 1 dislocation dipoles is markedly different than 5/5 b⃗ 2 or 5/5 b⃗ 3 

dislocation dipoles. The transformation to a partially dissociated ISW defect occurred 15- 
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Fig. 68 (a-b) Formation of a 5/5 b⃗ 2 dislocation dipole (the ISW defect) which (b-e) 

undergoes a T1 topological rearrangement as the bubbles above the defect diverge along 

the direction of flow. (e-j) The resulting partially dissociated ISW defect is advected by the 

foam until out of the field of view, remaining stable at least 25x longer than in the 

expansion-contraction channel. (c-d) Formation of a 5/5 b⃗ 2 dislocation dipole which (e-j) 

is advected by the foam until out of the field of view without forming the six-membered 

ring structure. Experimental conditions: 0.5 mL h-1, 400 mbar. The time interval between 

images is 18 ms. Scale bar is 250 μm. 
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30 ms after formation of the ISW defect (Fig. 69c-e). In these instances, the partially 

dissociated ISW defect is stable for 5-10 ms before a new ISW defect is formed with the 

seven-neighbor bubbles along the direction of flow (Fig. 69e-h). The aligned defect 

structure remained stable before exiting the field of view (after 100-300 ms). 

 

Fig. 69 (a-c) Formation of a 5/5 b⃗ 1 dislocation dipole (the ISW defect) which (c-e) 

undergoes a T1 topological rearrangement as the upstream semicircular bubbles proximal 

to the dipole diverge (as in Fig. 65c-e) to form the six-membered ring structure. (e-g) A 

ISW defect aligned with the flow is formed after the five-neighbor bubbles converge above 

the central bubble of the partially dissociated ISW defect (a different T1 event than depicted 

in Fig. 65e-f) which (h) is advected by the foam. Experimental conditions: 0.8 mL h-1, 500 

mbar. The time interval between images is (a-e) 13.33 ms and (e-h) 6.66 ms. Scale bar is 

250 μm. 

 

3.4. Conclusions and Future Work 

      By subjecting densely packed wet foam to expansion-contraction flow, dislocations 

were found to cyclically reflect in tension or compression within two independent 

rearrangement zones of the monodisperse bubble matrix. The mechanisms of reflection 

under tension were expanded as dislocations can reflect “at the wall” without penetrating 
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the wall bubble row by either a “dislocation-union” or a “dislocation-split” reflection. 

Hopping50 (arising from the reduced packing density of bubbles at the wall) was established 

as a form of dislocation reflection in an expansion, which shifts the reflected dislocation 

against flow to the adjacent slip plane. Homogeneous dislocation nucleation was observed 

in isolated regions of the channel. The nucleated dislocation either acted as a source to 

replace a dislocation that does not reflect into the compression rearrangement zone or as a 

reactant that changes the direction of a gliding dislocation upon collision. 

      The use of an asymmetric channel created a dichotomy in the model crystalline system 

between straighter, aligned bubble rows near the horizontal wall and curved, misaligned 

rows near the sinusoidal wall due to the corresponding streamlines within the channel. 

Dislocation glide away from the sinusoidal wall misaligns the crystal structure and glide 

away from the horizontal wall realigns the bubble rows. Localized dislocations gliding into 

the aligned rows of the crystal moved by stick-slip motion in the contraction region and 

could undergo premature dislocation reflection within the foam in the expansion region. 

The impact of the gradient in alignment on dislocation glide, reflection, and nucleation 

cannot be studied from commonly used symmetric designs.   

      Bubbles and foams have a long record of being employed as model crystalline systems, 

but the examination of plastic deformation in foam has largely occurred outside of the 

microfluidic domain (e.g. bubble-rafts, liquid-plate configurations, Hele-Shaw cells, and 

simulations). The ability to tune the foam properties and construct an asymmetric channel 

geometry enabled the creation of a suitable model system, reaffirming the principal features 

required for studying the plastic deformation of monodisperse emulsions from compression 

in tapered microfluidic channels.69-71 Historically, the majority of foam research focused 
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on the static properties of dry foams,5 creating a continued need for work on the rheology 

of wet foams (and emulsions).7,8,10,11,43-45,47-50,53-56,67,69,71,73,97-102 Future microfluidic work 

could make use of a wedge-shaped channel67,68 to attempt the creation of multiple 

independent tension rearrangement zones. A hindrance could be the reduced mobility of 

the dislocations left at the wall during the reflection process. An extended expansion region 

to force the flowing crystal out of long-range order to study 2-D phase transitions,103 

specifically melting into an expansion region and recrystallization into a contraction 

region, could be another promising area of research.   

     Within the expansion-contraction channel, 7/7 dipoles were found to rearrange to a 

more stable configuration aligned with the foam flow through directional changes in the 

constitutive Burgers vectors before dissociating. The dislocations pass through each other 

via an intermediate 5/8/5 structure and glide away from one another. For all experimental 

conditions studied, dislocations comprising 7/7 dipoles were unable to pass through each 

other in the expansion region along the direction of tension. 5/5 dipoles resemble the 

Inverse-Stone-Wales defect92,93 of graphene with the five-neighbor bubbles of the tightly 

coupled dislocations adopting semicircular configurations. The dislocations of the 5/5 

dipole were discovered to only pass through each other via intermediate ring structures. 

The most common ring structure consisted of three dislocation pairs around a triangular 

central bubble, resembling the partially dissociated ISW defect93,95 in graphene. The 

stability of the partially dissociated ISW defect was at least 25x longer under certain 

conditions within a rectangular channel compared with in the expansion-contraction 

channel. The relationship between 5/5 dipoles and intermediate ring structures may shed 

light on a method of precise synthesis of the ISW defect, which promotes a favorable 
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increase in the reactivity of graphene. Future microfluidic work could study the formation 

energy of the ISW defect in foam as well as the deformation and curvature of the bubbles 

in the various observed configurations.   
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Appendix 

      I have conducted analysis of the fundamental bubble, foam, and crystalline properties 

using the CrystalAnalysis.m file transcribed below. The code was originally adapted from 

Charles Conn, a former member of the Biswal group. I will (roughly) sequentially outline 

the key components of the code herein. The code loads a video file, allows the user to input 

which frames to process, and creates a cell array “MasterData” to store key bubble and 

foam properties for each processed frame. The “level” sets the luminance value to 

determine how to construct a black and white image from each processed frame where 

white sections are objects. “NegSpace” is the part of an image outside of the channel used 

to calculate “ChannelSpace” from the total pixels of the image. The code allows the user 

to directly write video from MATLAB processed images using “VideoWriter.” The code 

enables the user to specify properties to determine what objects are bubbles and even 

exclude bubbles if they do not meet certain criteria (see “TargetBubbles”). These criteria 

were augmented for the model crystalline system of 1 ml/hr 500 mbar. Future versions 

could incorporate the graphic user interface developed in the code beginning with 

“ClickPinchAnalysis” or “CPA” (i.e. the acronym) for bubble-bubble pinch-off. The code 

creates two images for each frame with Lam#.png showing the combined inner areas and 

outer areas (i.e. lamellae) used to calculate gas fraction from the calculated channel space.  

      The code creates a black and white image vor#.png of the inner spaces of bubbles (also 

used for calculations in PIVLAB78) where the corresponding data from “MasterData” is 

used to make the Voronoi diagrams. The object number for five-neighbor, seven-neighbor 

and eight-neighbor bubbles in the bulk are stored in “lowNeighbors”, “highNeighbors,” 

and “highestNeighbors” respectively. The Voronoi diagram is overlaid on top of the image 
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generated from each processed frame of the video. As noted in Section 3.2.2, bubbles along 

the wall were manually colored accordingly due to limitations in the automatic extraction 

of the nearest neighbors from the Voronoi diagrams. This task was accomplished by 

appropriating the ClickAreaAnalysis.m code developed by Vidya Giri for the bubble-

bubble pinch-off work (see the Appendix following Chapter 4). The user is prompted in 

two rounds to click the missing bubbles to add to “lowNeighbors” and “highNeighbors” 

with assistance from the overlaid Voronoi diagram displayed on the screen.  A third round 

is included if the user wants to select certain bubbles to highlight (see Fig. 46). The 

processed frames can be saved as a cropped image or incorporated into the direct video 

from MATLAB (must close “writerObj”). 

      After every frame has been processed, the code creates two cell arrays 

“MasterBubblePosPixel” and “MasterBubblePosMicro” to store the position of each 

bubble in pixels and microns across frames. The code tracks each bubble by comparing the 

distances across sequential frames and finding the closest bubble in the positive direction 

of flow. The user may pick one of the tracked bubbles to display on the first and final 

processed frame. A cell array “MasterTrackedBubblePosMicro” is created that removes 

the empty data points from frames that a bubble has exited the field of view. A quiver plot 

is generated to show bubble velocities with a legend created to approximately represent the 

slowest velocity (i.e. near the horizontal wall above the expansion as shown in the PIVLAB 

generated plot77 Fig. 43b). An example series of quiver plots is shown in Fig. A1. The 

centroid positions stored in “MasterData” are plotted as colored dots on a graph where the 

color of the dots changes based on the relationship between the frame number and the 

number of processed frames (see Fig. 43c). The centroid markers slowly change from blue 
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to purple to red. The markers for every processed frame can also be overlaid on the initial 

image of the video to highlight streamlines with the context of the channel boundaries.  

 

Fig. A1 Bubble velocity plots corresponding to the glide and standard reflection at the 

horizontal wall of a b⃗ 3 dislocation with subsequent glide of a −b⃗ 2 dislocation in the tension 

rearrangement zone alongside glide and reflection at the sinusoidal wall of a b⃗ 2 dislocation 

with subsequent glide of a −b⃗ 3 dislocation in the compression rearrangement zone. 

Experimental conditions: 1 mL h-1, 500 mbar. The time interval between images is 7.5 ms. 

The arrow in the legend represents 13.6 mm s-1.  
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CrystalAnalysis.m 
% Original code for video processing by Charles Conn in 2014.  
% Created by Daniel Vecchiolla. Current version as of June 2019. 
% Loads a video. Allows the user to specify which frames to process.  
% Stores the bubble properties for every processed frame in a master 
% structure. Allows the user to directly write video from the processed  
% images using VideoWriter. Enables the user to specify properties to  
% determine what objects are bubbles and even exclude bubbles if they  

% do not meet certain criteria. Creates two images for each frame with    

% Lam#.png showing the combined inner areas and outer areas (i.e.  

% lamellae) used to calculate gas fraction from the calculated space in 

% the channel. Creates an image vor#.png of the inner spaces of bubbles 

% used to make the Voronoi diagrams. Overlays the Voronoi diagram on    

% the image to be processed from the video with five-neighbor, seven-  

% neighbor, and eight-number bubbles in the bulk colored blue, red, and 

% green respectively. Limitations in the automatic extraction of the   

% nearest neighbors for wall bubbles requires the user to select three-

% neighbor and five-neighbor bubbles with assistance from the overlaid 
% Voronoi diagram. The processed frames can be saved as a cropped image 
% or incorporated into the direct video from MATLAB (must close        
% "writerObj". Tracks each chosen bubble by comparing the distances    

% across sequential frames and finding the closest bubble in the       

% positive direction of flow. Stores the position of each bubble in     
% pixels and microns across frames in two master structures. Allows the 
% user to highlight one of the tracked bubbles at the starting and     
% ending position on the first & last image respectively. Restores the 

% micron positions in a new master structure that removes frames that a 

% bubble has exited the field of view. Generates a quiver plot of      
% bubble velocities from the data of tracked bubble positions. Plots   
% the centroid positions of every bubble of every processed frame in a   
% graph or on the first image where the markers change color from blue    

% to purple to red based on the frame number.  

  
close all %close open figure windows 
clear all %clear workspace variables 
clc %clear command window 

  
%Load Video 
filePath = 'E:\Crystalline Deformation\Expansion Contraction 

Work\Experiments\12-11-15 For Paper\'; 
fileName = '1 mlhr 500 mbar Exp 400 pps';  
fileExt = '.mp4'; 
vidFile = VideoReader([filePath,fileName, fileExt]); 

  
%Parameters 
frameRate = 400; 
frameStart = 2065; 
frameStep = 1; 
timeStep = frameStep/frameRate; 
frameMax = frameStart+2;%vidFile.NumberOfFrames; %MUST BE ADDING AN  
                % EVEN NUMBER FOR PROPER PROCESSING FOR QUIVER PLOT 
frameTot = floor(1+(frameMax-frameStart)/frameStep); %total processed  
frameReport = 100; % Specifies how to report processing progress 

  
%Create Video and Read Data. Load the video file, pre-allocate space 
disp(['Reading video file data... ',num2str(frameTot),' frames']); 
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mov(1:frameMax) = struct('cdata',... 
    zeros(vidFile.Height,vidFile.Width,3,'uint8')); 
tic 

  
for k = frameStart:frameStep:frameMax 
    vidFrames = read(vidFile,k); 
    mov(k).cdata = vidFrames(:,:,:); % read data from each frame 
end 

  
toc 

  
disp(' '); 
disp('    ======== STARTING DATA PROCESSING ========'); 
disp(' '); 

  
screen_size = get(0,'ScreenSize'); %1920 x 1080 pixels 
MasterData = struct('Frame',zeros([1, frameTot]), 'Areas', ... 
             {cell(1, frameTot)}, 'Eccs', {cell(1, frameTot)}, ... 
             'Centroids', {cell(1, frameTot)}, 'NumberOfBubbles', ...  
             zeros([1, frameTot]), 'GasFraction', zeros([1, 

frameTot])); 

  
% MasterData holds all of the important bubble and foam properties for  
% every processed frame. A cell array is an array of arrays which can   

% have variable lengths. {} gives cell contents instead of cell itself 

          
level = 0.4; %luminance where 0.5 is midway between black (0) &  

 %white (1)  
negSpace = 140531+134464+16+5+21+2+1+3+1+43+3+1+1+11+2+3; 
channelSpace = 800*600-negSpace; 

  

areaMin = 200; % px of smallest bubble area 
areaMax = 400; % px of biggest bubble area 
areaMinEdge = 75; 
%centroidX_left = 50; %smallest x-coordinate of centroid position  
%centroidX_right = 750; %largest x-coordinate of centroid position 
centroidX_leftEdge = 15; %smallest x-coordinate of edge bubble 
centroidX_rightEdge = 785;%largest x-coordinate of edge bubble  
centroidY_top = 175; %smallest y-coordinate of bubble centroid position 
centroidY_bot = 475; %largest y-coordinate of bubble centroid position 

  
%writerObj = VideoWriter('Testing.mp4'); 
%writerObj.FrameRate = 1; 
%open(writerObj); 

  
tic 
for f = frameStart:frameStep:frameMax 
    frameNum = ((1+(f-frameStart)/frameStep)); %frame # of frameTot 
    if  f==1 || rem(f,frameReport) < frameStep  
       disp(['Processing frame ',num2str(f),' of ',num2str(frameMax)]); 
    end 
    BW = im2bw(mov(f).cdata, level); % Convert the image to a logical  
                    % array using luminance threshold, white = object  
    %imshow(BW)  
    %keyboard 
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    BWLam = 1 - BW; %Lamallae are objects  
    %imshow(BWLam)  
    %keyboard 
    L = bwlabel(BW,8); %Matrix containing labels of connected objects.  
                       % 8-connected is default & can be omitted 
    Stats = regionprops(L, 'Centroid', 'Eccentricity', 'Area');  
                       % Measure the properties of the image's regions 
    Areas = [Stats.Area]; %vector of bubble areas 
    Centroids = [Stats.Centroid]; %vector of centroid positions where  
                           % odd indices are x & even are y positions  
    CX = Centroids(1:2:end); % x positions 
    CY = Centroids(2:2:end); % y positions 
    Eccentricities = [Stats.Eccentricity]; 
    minThresh = (Areas > areaMin); %returns logical vector 
    maxThresh = (Areas < areaMax); %returns logical vector 
    EccMaxThresh = (Eccentricities < 0.85); 
    %centLThresh = (CX > centroidX_left); 
    %centRThresh = (CX < centroidX_right); 
    %centTThresh = (CY > centroidY_top); 
    %centBThresh = (CY < centroidY_bot); 
    %{ 
    if ismember(f, [733, 1656, 1922, 2295, 2296]) %for 1 mlhr 500 mbar 
        minThresh = (Areas > 185); 
    end 
    if f == 852 %for 1 mlhr 500 mbar 
        EccMaxThresh = (Eccentricities < 0.75); 
    elseif ismember(f, [583, 830, 831, 832, 833, 834, 835, 836, ...  

        840, 841, 842, 843]) 

            EccMaxThresh = (Eccentricities < 0.775); 
    elseif ismember(f, [837, 838, 839, 853, 1262, 1267, 1707, 1709, ... 
                    1710, 1711, 1713, 2329]) 
            EccMaxThresh = (Eccentricities < 0.82); 
    elseif ismember(f, [13, 118, 264, 748, 786, 886, 887, 888, 889, ...  
                   891, 894, 897, 898, 903, 941, 942, 989, 1086, ... 

 1087, 1088, 1089, 1112, 1113, 1115, 1193, 1422, ...  

 1778, 1779, 2276, 2298, 2299, 2300, 2301, 2447]) 
            EccMaxThresh = (Eccentricities < 0.87); 
    elseif ismember(f, [707, 901, 902, 2410, 2411]) 
            EccMaxThresh = (Eccentricities < 0.90); 
    end 
    %} 
    targetBubbles = minThresh.*maxThresh.*EccMaxThresh;%.*centLThresh                                

       %.*centRThresh;%.*centTThresh.*centBThresh 

                      % want all of the conditions to be true 
    BW2 = ismember(L,find(targetBubbles)); %find returns vector of  
                           % indices of nonzero elements. ismember for  
                           % data in L found in targetBubbles  
    %{ 
    if ismember(f, [827, 828, 829, 844, 845, 846, 847, 848, 849, ...  
                  850, 851, 886, 1270, 1272, 1273, 1274, 1275, ...   

   1891, 1892, 2333]) %for 1 mlhr 500 mbar  

        L2 = bwlabel(BW2,8); 
        Stats2 = regionprops(L2, 'Perimeter', 'Area', ...  

                  'MajorAxisLength','Centroid');  

    %Perimeter for most broken conditions 

        Areas2 = [Stats2.Area]; %vector of bubble areas 
        Perms = [Stats2.Perimeter]; %For most broken conditions 
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        PermAreaRatio = Perms./Areas2;        
        PermsThresh = PermAreaRatio < max(PermAreaRatio); %For most  
        targetBubbles2 = PermsThresh; 
        if ismember(f, [827, 828, 829, 844, 845, 846, 847, 849, ... 

886, 1270, 1272, 1273, 1274, 1275, 1891, 1892, 2333]) 
           BW2 = ismember(L2,find(targetBubbles2));  
        elseif ismember(f, [848, 850]) 
            Centroids2 = [Stats2.Centroid];  
            CX2 = Centroids2(1:2:end);  
            CY2 = Centroids2(2:2:end);  
            centLThresh2 = (CX2 > 465); 
            centRThresh2 = (CX2 < 485);  
            centTThresh2 = (CY2 > 225);  
            centBThresh2 = (CY2 < 245);  
targetDefects = centLThresh2.*centRThresh2.*centTThresh2.*centBThresh2;  
            BW2 = BW2 - ismember(L2,find(targetDefects));         
        elseif f == 851 
            MAL = [Stats2.MajorAxisLength];  
            AxisThresh = MAL < max(MAL);  
            targetBubbles2Also = AxisThresh;  
        BW2 = ismember(L2,find(targetBubbles2Also)); 
        end 
    end 
    %} 

                                         
    minThreshEdge = (Areas > areaMinEdge); %returns logical vector 
    centLThreshEdge = (CX < centroidX_leftEdge); 
    centRThreshEdge = (CX > centroidX_rightEdge); 
    centTThreshEdge = (CY > centroidY_top); 
    centBThreshEdge = (CY < centroidY_bot); 
    EccMaxThreshEdge = (Eccentricities < 0.925); 
    targetBubblesEdgeLeft = 

minThreshEdge.*centLThreshEdge.*centTThreshEdge.*centBThreshEdge.*EccMa

xThreshEdge; 
    targetBubblesEdgeRight = 

minThreshEdge.*centRThreshEdge.*centTThreshEdge.*centBThreshEdge.*EccMa

xThreshEdge;     
    targetBubblesEdge = targetBubblesEdgeLeft + targetBubblesEdgeRight; 
    BW2Edge = ismember(L,find(targetBubblesEdge));   
    BW2LamNoEdge = BW2+BWLam; 
    KNoEdge = mat2gray(BW2LamNoEdge); 
    imwrite(KNoEdge, ['NoEdge', num2str(frameNum),'.png']);                                     
    BW2Lam = BW2+BWLam+BW2Edge; 
    %imshow(BW2Lam) 
    %keyboard; 
    LLam = bwlabel(BW2Lam);  
    StatsLam = regionprops(LLam, 'Area'); 
    AreasLam = [StatsLam.Area]; %vector of areas 
    %keyboard 
    targetLams = AreasLam > 1000; 
    BW2Lam = ismember(LLam,find(targetLams)); 
    KLam = mat2gray(BW2Lam); 
    imwrite(KLam, ['Lam', num2str(frameNum),'.png']); 
    LLam = bwlabel(BW2Lam); %replace L with objects that meet criteria 
    StatsLam = regionprops(LLam, 'Area'); 
    AreasLam = [StatsLam.Area]; %vector of areas 
    %keyboard 
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    %imshow(BW2Lam)  
    %keyboard 
    L = bwlabel(BW2); %replace L with only objects that meet criteria 
    Stats = regionprops(L, 'Centroid', 'Eccentricity', 'Area'); 
    Area2 = [Stats.Area]; %vector of bubble areas 
    Centroids = [Stats.Centroid]; 

     
    MasterData.Frame(frameNum) = f; 
    MasterData.Areas(frameNum) = {cat(2,Stats.Area)};  

 % combine horizontally 
    MasterData.Eccs(frameNum) = {cat(2,Stats.Eccentricity)}; 
    MasterData.Centroids(frameNum) = {cat(1,Stats.Centroid)};  

 % combine vertically   
    MasterData.NumberOfBubbles(frameNum) = 

length(MasterData.Centroids{frameNum}); 
    MasterData.GasFraction(frameNum) = AreasLam/channelSpace;  

     
    %Voronoi Diagram with assistance from Di Du 
    X_left = 45; 
    X_right = 765;  
    lowNeighbors = zeros(1,MasterData.NumberOfBubbles(frameNum)); 
    highNeighbors = zeros(1,MasterData.NumberOfBubbles(frameNum)); 
    highestNeighbors = zeros(1,MasterData.NumberOfBubbles(frameNum)); 
    K = mat2gray(BW2); 
    imwrite(K, ['vor', num2str(frameNum),'.png']); 
    F = imread(['vor', num2str(frameNum),'.png']);   
    keyboard 
    %Put Bracket Below to Skip Voronoi 
    % 
    Fd = double(F(:,:,1)); 
    [sizx,sizy] = size(Fd); 
    bb = mat2gray(Fd); 
    [vertN, cellN] = voronoin(MasterData.Centroids{frameNum}); 
    voronoi(MasterData.Centroids{frameNum}(:,1), ...  
            MasterData.Centroids{frameNum}(:,2), '-'); 
    set(gca,'YDir','reverse','XAxisLocation','top'); 
    limitx = get(gca, 'XLim'); 
    limity = get(gca, 'YLim'); 
    set(gca, 'Xlim', limitx, 'YLim', limity); 
       for bb = 1:MasterData.NumberOfBubbles(frameNum) 
           if all(cellN{bb}~=1)  
              if length(cellN{bb})>=7 
                 if length(find((vertN(cellN{bb},2)) > 100)) == 

length(cellN{bb})  
                          %excludes wall bubbles based on y-position 
                    if length(find((vertN(cellN{bb},2)) < 500)) == 

length(cellN{bb})  
                          %excludes wall bubbles based on y-position 
                        if length(cellN{bb})==7 
                            

patch(vertN(cellN{bb},1),vertN(cellN{bb},2),'r'); 
                            highNeighbors(bb) = 1; 
                        else 
                            

patch(vertN(cellN{bb},1),vertN(cellN{bb},2),'g'); 
                            highestNeighbors(bb) = 1; 
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                        end 
                    end 
                 end    
              elseif length(cellN{bb})==5  
                 if length(find((vertN(cellN{bb},2)) > 150)) == 

length(cellN{bb})  
                            %excludes wall bubbles based on y-position 
                    if length(find((vertN(cellN{bb},2)) < 450)) == 

length(cellN{bb})  
                            %excludes wall bubbles based on y-position 
                        

patch(vertN(cellN{bb},1),vertN(cellN{bb},2),'b'); 
                        lowNeighbors(bb) = 1; 
                    end 
                 end 
              end 
           end                 
       end 
    set(gca, 'Xlim', limitx, 'YLim', limity); 
    %keyboard 
    close 
    %For Video of Voronoi diagrams, remove close and uncomment the next  
    %three lines and comment out imshow(mov(f).cdata) section 
    %pause(1) 
    %FRAME = getframe(gcf); 
    %writeVideo(writerObj, FRAME); 

     
    BWlow = ismember(L,find(lowNeighbors)); 
    Llow = bwlabel(BWlow,8); %Matrix containing labels of connected  
                    % objects 8-connected is default & can be omitted 
    StatsLow = regionprops(Llow, 'Centroid', 'Eccentricity', 'Area');  
                       % Measure the properties of the image's regions 
    Centroidslow = [StatsLow.Centroid]; %vector of centroid positions  
                       % where odd indices are x & even are y positions  
    CYlow = Centroidslow(2:2:end);  
    CXlow = Centroidslow(1:2:end); % only interested in x positions 
    LThresh = (CXlow > X_left); 
    RThresh = (CXlow < X_right); 
    targetLow = LThresh.*RThresh; 
    BW2low = ismember(Llow,find(targetLow)); 
    blue = cat(3,zeros(size(BW2low)), zeros(size(BW2low)), ...  
              ones(size(BW2low))); 

     
    %Put bracket below to comment out imshow(mov(f).cdata) section 
    % 
    figure() 
    imshow(mov(f).cdata) 
    hold on 
    h_blue = imshow(blue); %handle to blue image 
    set(h_blue, 'AlphaData', BW2low) % Use tracked bubble defects as  
       % AlphaData for blue  image. alpha data maps to a transparency  
       % value analogous to color data maps to color.  

       % http://www.mathworks.com/help/matlab/visualize/mapping-data- 

       % to-transparency-alpha-data.html  
       %http://blogs.mathworks.com/steve/2009/02/18/image-overlay- 
       % using-transparency/  
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    hold on 
    BWhigh = ismember(L,find(highNeighbors)); 
    Lhigh = bwlabel(BWhigh,8); %Matrix containing labels of connected  
                   % objects. 8-connected is default & can be omitted 
    StatsHigh = regionprops(Lhigh, 'Centroid', 'Eccentricity', 'Area');  
                       % Measure the properties of the image's regions 
    Centroidshigh = [StatsHigh.Centroid]; %vector of centroid positions 
                   % where odd indices are x & even are y positions  
    CYhigh = Centroidshigh(2:2:end);  
    CXhigh = Centroidshigh(1:2:end); % only interested in x positions 
    LThresh2 = (CXhigh > X_left); 
    RThresh2 = (CXhigh < X_right); 
    targetHigh = LThresh2.*RThresh2; 
    BW2high = ismember(Lhigh,find(targetHigh)); 
    red = cat(3,ones(size(BW2high)), zeros(size(BW2high)), ...  
          zeros(size(BW2high))); 
    h_red = imshow(red); %handle to red image 
    set(h_red, 'AlphaData', BW2high)     
    hold on 
    BWhighest = ismember(L,find(highestNeighbors)); 
    Lhighest = bwlabel(BWhighest,8);  
    StatsHighest = regionprops(Lhighest, 'Centroid', ... 

'Eccentricity', 'Area');  
                       % Measure the properties of the image's regions 
    Centroidshighest = [StatsHighest.Centroid]; %vector of centroid  
            % positions where odd indices are x & even are y positions  
    CYhighest = Centroidshighest(2:2:end);  
    CXhighest = Centroidshighest(1:2:end);  
    LThresh3 = (CXhighest > X_left); 
    RThresh3 = (CXhighest < X_right); 
    targetHighest = LThresh3.*RThresh3; 
    BW2highest = ismember(Lhighest,find(targetHighest)); 
    green = cat(3,zeros(size(BW2highest)), ones(size(BW2highest)), ... 
               zeros(size(BW2highest))); 
    h_green = imshow(green); %handle to red image 
    set(h_green, 'AlphaData', BW2highest)     

     
    %Put Bracket Below to Skip User Assisted Voronoi Diagrams with 
    %Special Thanks to Vidya Giri 
    %     
    disp('round 1: click on missing low neighbors then press enter:') 
    LLow = bwlabel(BW2); 
    [x, y] = getpts; 
    coord_round1 = [x y]; 
    x=floor(x); 
    y=floor(y); 
    numberofclicks=length(x) 
    num=zeros(numberofclicks,1); 
        for i = 1:numberofclicks 
          xi=x(i); 
          yi=y(i); 
          num(i)= LLow(yi,xi); 
        end 
    num = nonzeros(num);% gets rid of zeros 
    num = unique(num,'sorted'); % gets rid of duplicates/puts in order 
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    %disp('bubble numbers found:') 
    round1num=num; 
    num=num'; 
        emptcheck = isempty(num); 
        if emptcheck==1; 
            num=0; 
        else 
        end 

  
  if num==0 
      bubblesfound=0 
  else 
  bubblesfound=length(num) 
  end 

   
    StatsLow = regionprops(LLow, 'Area'); 
    for i = 1:length(StatsLow) 
        if(i~=[num]) 
            j = find(LLow==i); 
            LLow(j) = 0;               
        end 
    end    
    LLow(find(LLow))=1; 

     
    blue = cat(3,zeros(size(LLow)), zeros(size(LLow)), ...  

         ones(size(LLow))); 

    h_blue = imshow(blue); %handle to blue image 
    set(h_blue, 'AlphaData', LLow)% displays selected bubbles as blue 

     
    disp('round 2: click on missing high neighbors then press enter:') 
    LHigh = bwlabel(BW2); 
    [x, y] = getpts; 
    coord_round1 = [x y]; 
    x=floor(x); 
    y=floor(y); 
    numberofclicks=length(x) 
    num=zeros(numberofclicks,1); 
        for i = 1:numberofclicks 
          xi=x(i); 
          yi=y(i); 
          num(i)= LHigh(yi,xi); 
        end 
    num = nonzeros(num);% gets rid of zeros 
    num = unique(num,'sorted'); % gets rid of duplicates/puts in order 
    %disp('bubble numbers found:') 
    round1num=num; 
    num=num'; 
        emptcheck = isempty(num); 
        if emptcheck==1; 
            num=0; 
        else 
        end 

  
  if num==0 
      bubblesfound=0 
  else 
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  bubblesfound=length(num) 
  end 

   
    StatsHigh = regionprops(LHigh, 'Area'); 
    for i = 1:length(StatsHigh) 
        if(i~=[num]) 
            j = find(LHigh==i); 
            LHigh(j) = 0;               
        end 
    end    
    LHigh(find(LHigh))=1; 

     
    red = cat(3,ones(size(LHigh)), zeros(size(LHigh)), ... 

   zeros(size(LHigh))); 

    h_red = imshow(red); %handle to red image 
    set(h_red, 'AlphaData', LHigh)% displays selected bubbles as red    

     
    %{ 
    disp('round 3: click on desired bubbles then press enter:') 
    LChosen = bwlabel(BW2); 
    [x, y] = getpts; 
    coord_round1 = [x y]; 
    x=floor(x); 
    y=floor(y); 
    numberofclicks=length(x) 
    num=zeros(numberofclicks,1); 
        for i = 1:numberofclicks 
          xi=x(i); 
          yi=y(i); 
          num(i)= LChosen(yi,xi); 
        end 
    num = nonzeros(num);% gets rid of zeros 
    num = unique(num,'sorted'); % gets rid of duplicates/puts in order 
    %disp('bubble numbers found:') 
    round1num=num; 
    num=num'; 
        emptcheck = isempty(num); 
        if emptcheck==1; 
            num=0; 
        else 
        end 

  
  if num==0 
      bubblesfound=0 
  else 
  bubblesfound=length(num) 
  end 

   
    StatsChosen = regionprops(LChosen, 'Area'); 
    for i = 1:length(StatsChosen) 
        if(i~=[num]) 
            j = find(LChosen==i); 
            LChosen(j) = 0;               
        end 
    end    
    LChosen(find(LChosen))=1; 
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    R3 = ones(size(LChosen)); % allows for control of color 
                              % see MATLAB function uisetcolor 
    G3 = R3; 
    %B3 = R3; 
    B3 = zeros(size(LChosen)); 
    for i = 1:size(LChosen) 
       for j = 1:size(LChosen) 
          B3(i,j) = 0.196; 
       end 
    end 
    yellow = cat(3,R3, G3, B3); 
    %yellow = cat(3,ones(size(LChosen)), ones(size(LChosen)), ...  
                 zeros(size(LChosen))); 
    h_yellow = imshow(yellow); %handle to yellow image 
    set(h_yellow, 'AlphaData', LChosen)% displays selected bubbles as  

         % yellow 
    %} 
    %} 
    saveas(gcf, ['Frame', num2str(f),'.png']) 
    I = imread(['Frame', num2str(f),'.png']); 
    croppedImage = imcrop(I, [100 220 1000 480]); 

     %[xmin ymin width height] 
    imwrite(croppedImage, ['Frame', num2str(f),'.png']); 

         
    %keyboard 
    %pause(1) 
    %set(gcf, 'Units','normalized','Position',[0 0.2 1 0.85]); 
         % almost fullscreen 
    FRAME = getframe(gcf); 
    %writeVideo(writerObj, FRAME); 
    %keyboard 

     
    %} 
end 
%close(writerObj); 
toc 

  
% Multiple Bubble Tracking 
%{ 
tic 
bubblePosPix = zeros(frameTot,2); % for storage of a single bubble's  
                        % x,y centroid positions throughout the video 
bubblePosMicro = bubblePosPix;                                
MasterBubblePosPixel = cell(1, MasterData.NumberOfBubbles(1)); 
MasterBubblePosMicro = MasterBubblePosPixel; 
for z = 5:325 % Track Bubbles. Range of 300-350 for 1mlhr 500 mbar.  
              % Avoid cropped bubbles at edges   
    for f = frameStart:frameStep:frameMax 
            frameNum = ((1+(f-frameStart)/frameStep)); %frame # of  

               %frameTot 

            Distances = zeros(1, MasterData.NumberOfBubbles(frameNum)); 
            if frameNum == 1  
                bubblePosPix(frameNum,1) = 

MasterData.Centroids{frameNum}(z,1);  
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                bubblePosPix(frameNum,2) = 

MasterData.Centroids{frameNum}(z,2); 
                bubblePosMicro(frameNum,1) = 

bubblePosPix(frameNum,1)*6.15; 
                bubblePosMicro(frameNum,2) = 

bubblePosPix(frameNum,2)*6.15-6.15*17/799*(bubblePosPix(frameNum,1)-1)-

(169*6.15); 
            else 
                for i = 1:MasterData.NumberOfBubbles(frameNum) 
                        Distances(i) = 

sqrt((MasterData.Centroids{frameNum}(i,1)-... 
bubblePosPix(frameNum-1,1))^2+...                               

(MasterData.Centroids{frameNum}(i,2)- ... 
      bubblePosPix(frameNum-1,2))^2); 
                % calculates the distances between the selected bubble  
                % and all bubbles in the next processed frame 
                end 
                [Min, Index] = min(Distances); %# for closest bubble  
                if MasterData.Centroids{frameNum}(Index,1) < 

bubblePosPix(frameNum-1,1)  
                   %Check to make sure no bubble is tracked backwards 
                    Distances(Index) = max(Distances); %Set to a very  

  % large number before finding new minimum 
                    [Min, Index] = min(Distances); 
                end 
                bubblePosPix(frameNum,1)= 

MasterData.Centroids{frameNum}(Index,1); 
                bubblePosPix(frameNum,2)= 

MasterData.Centroids{frameNum}(Index,2); 
                bubblePosMicro(frameNum,1) = 

bubblePosPix(frameNum,1)*6.15; 
                bubblePosMicro(frameNum,2) = 

bubblePosPix(frameNum,2)*6.15-6.15*17/799*(bubblePosPix(frameNum,1)-1)-

(169*6.15); 
                % 6.15 is pixel to micron conversion. 169 is y-pixel  
                % position of top wall at far-left of image (X=1).  
                % 17/799 adjusts for tilt of picture (186 is y-pixel  
                % position of top wall at far-right of image where  
                % X=800). The "-1" accounts for X = 1 at far-left of  

      % image instead of X = 0. 

                MasterBubblePosPixel{1,z} = bubblePosPix; 
                MasterBubblePosMicro{1,z} = bubblePosMicro; 
                % stores the tracked bubble positions of all relevant  
                % bubbles for each processed frame in pixels & microns 
            end 
    end 
end 
toc 

 
    %For Displaying User Chosen Tracked Bubble on First and Final Frame 
    CXInitial = MasterData.Centroids{1,1}(:,1); 
    CYInitial = MasterData.Centroids{1,1}(:,2); 
    TrackedBubbleNumber = 18; 
    rightPosIntial = (CXInitial == 

MasterBubblePosPixel{1,TrackedBubbleNumber}(1,1) & ...  

CYInitial == MasterBubblePosPixel{1,TrackedBubbleNumber}(1,2)); 
   BW3 = ismember(LInitial,find(rightPosIntial)); % only tracked bubble  
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    subplot(2,1,1), imshow(mov(frameStart).cdata) 
    hold on 
    red = cat(3,ones(size(BW3)), zeros(size(BW3)), zeros(size(BW3)));  
              % red image for highlighting selected bubble at starting  
              % and ending position 
    h_red = imshow(red); %handle to red image 
    set(h_red, 'AlphaData', BW3) % Use tracked bubble as AlphaData for  
                                 % red image.  
        %set(gcf, 'Units','normalized','Position',[0 0.05 1 0.85]);  
                                                  %almost fullscreen 
    hold on     

             
    CXFinal = MasterData.Centroids{1,frameTot}(:,1); 
    CYFinal = MasterData.Centroids{1,frameTot}(:,2); 
    rightPosFinal = (CXFinal == 

MasterBubblePosPixel{1,TrackedBubbleNumber}(frameTot,1) & ... 

CYFinal == MasterBubblePosPixel{1,TrackedBubbleNumber}(frameTot,2)); 
    BW4 = ismember(LFinal,find(rightPosFinal)); % only tracked bubble 
    subplot(2,1,2), imshow(mov(frameMax).cdata) 
    hold on 
     red = cat(3,ones(size(BW4)), zeros(size(BW4)), zeros(size(BW4)));  
              % red image for highlighting selected bubble at starting  
              % and ending position 
     h_red = imshow(red); %handle to red image 
     set(h_red, 'AlphaData', BW4) % Use tracked bubble as AlphaData for  
                                  % red image.  
        %set(gcf, 'Units','normalized','Position',[0 0.05 1 0.85]);  
                                                  %almost fullscreen  
    %keyboard 
    %}   

  
%{ 
% Get rid of above { and { at start of Multiple Bubble Tracking section 
% Velocity Plots of Bubbles 
MasterTrackedBubblePosMicro = 

MasterBubblePosMicro(~cellfun('isempty',MasterBubblePosMicro)); 
%Removes the empty cells that signified which bubbles were not tracked 
MasterCentroids = vertcat(MasterTrackedBubblePosMicro{1,:});  
%Extracts all centroids into a single array in order of tracked bubbles 
CXInterest = MasterCentroids((1+(frameTot-1)/2):frameTot:end,1); 
CYInterest = MasterCentroids((1+(frameTot-1)/2):frameTot:end,2); 
CXInterestMinus = MasterCentroids((1+(frameTot-1)/2)-1:frameTot:end,1); 
CYInterestMinus = MasterCentroids((1+(frameTot-1)/2)-1:frameTot:end,2); 
CXInterestPlus = MasterCentroids((1+(frameTot-1)/2)+1:frameTot:end,1); 
CYInterestPlus = MasterCentroids((1+(frameTot-1)/2)+1:frameTot:end,2); 
PositionsInterest = horzcat(CXInterest, CYInterest); 
PositionsInterestMinus = horzcat(CXInterestMinus, CYInterestMinus); 
PositionsInterestPlus = horzcat(CXInterestPlus, CYInterestPlus); 
InstantVelX = zeros(length(CXInterest),1); 
InstantVelY = zeros(length(CYInterest),1); 
InstantVelMag = InstantVelY; 
for i = 1:length(PositionsInterest) 
    InstantVelX(i) = (CXInterestPlus(i)-

CXInterestMinus(i))/(2*timeStep)*0.001; %mm/s 
    InstantVelY(i) = (CYInterestPlus(i)-

CYInterestMinus(i))/(2*timeStep)*0.001; % mm/s 
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    InstantVelMag(i) = sqrt((InstantVelX(i))^2+(InstantVelY(i))^2); 

%mm/s 
end 
InstantVel = horzcat(InstantVelX, InstantVelY, InstantVelMag); %mm/s 
PositionLegend = [4250, 1600]; %For arrow of known length 
VelocityLegend = [13.6,0];     %For arrow of known length 
CXInterest = vertcat(CXInterest, PositionLegend(1)); 
CYInterest = vertcat(CYInterest, PositionLegend(2)); 
InstantVelX = vertcat(InstantVelX, VelocityLegend(1)); 
InstantVelY = vertcat(InstantVelY, VelocityLegend(2)); 

  
figure(2) % plots centroid markers for all bubbles processed on the  
          % first image 
hq = quiver(CXInterest,CYInterest,InstantVelX.*6,InstantVelY.*6,0,... 
           'LineWidth', 2); %0.5 scale is about 6x no autoscale. 
%toc 
set(gca,'YDir','reverse','XAxisLocation','top'); 
set(gca, 'Xlim', [0 5000], 'Ylim', [0 1800]); 
xlabel('x-position (microns)', 'FontSize', 14) 
ylabel('y-position (microns)', 'FontSize', 14) 
title(['Frame ', num2str(f-1)],'FontSize', 16) %, ' of ', ...  

 num2str(frameMax) 

set(gcf, 'Name', ['Frame ', num2str(f-1)]); %, ' of ', ...  

 num2str(frameMax) 

keyboard 
%saveas(gcf, ['Frame', num2str(f-1),'.png']) 
%} 

  
%{ 
% Streamline Plots of Bubbles 
figure(3) % plots centroid markers for all bubbles processed in a graph           

     % or on the first image 
%imshow(mov(frameStart).cdata) 
%keyboard 
hold on 
%writerObj = VideoWriter('Graph.mp4'); 
%writerObj.FrameRate = 1; 
%open(writerObj); 

  
for f = frameStart:frameStep:frameMax 
    frameNum = (1+(f-frameStart)/frameStep); %frame # of frameTot 
    %17/799 adjusts for tilt of picture and 169 adjusts for position of  
    %top wall. 
    

%plot(MasterData.Centroids{frameNum}(:,1),MasterData.Centroids{frameNum

}(:,2),... 
    plot(MasterData.Centroids{frameNum}(:,1).*6.15,... 
        MasterData.Centroids{frameNum}(:,2).*6.15-

6.15*17/799.*(MasterData.Centroids{frameNum}(:,1)-1)-(169*6.15),... 
        'o',... 
        'MarkerFaceColor',[(f-frameStart)/(frameMax-frameStart) 0 ... 
        (frameMax-f)/(frameMax-frameStart)],... 
        'MarkerEdgeColor',[(f-frameStart)/(frameMax-frameStart) 0 ... 
        (frameMax-f)/(frameMax-frameStart)],... 
        'MarkerSize',3) %on image is 2, in graph is 5 
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    %{ 
    % Version without pixel to micron conversion to display on the  
    % first processed image when imshow(mov(frameStart).cdata) is  

    % uncommented 

    plot(MasterData.Centroids{frameNum}(:,1),...  
         MasterData.Centroids{frameNum}(:,2),... 
        'o',... 
        'MarkerFaceColor',[(f-frameStart)/(frameMax-frameStart) 0 ... 
        (frameMax-f)/(frameMax-frameStart)],... 
        'MarkerEdgeColor',[(f-frameStart)/(frameMax-frameStart) 0 ... 
        (frameMax-f)/(frameMax-frameStart)],... 
        'MarkerSize',2) 
    %} 
    set(gca,'YDir','reverse','XAxisLocation','top'); 
    set(gca, 'Xlim', [0 5000], 'Ylim', [0 1800]); 
    xlabel('x-position (microns)', 'FontSize', 14) 
    ylabel('y-position (microns)', 'FontSize', 14) 
    title(['Frames ', num2str(frameStart),' to ', ...  

 num2str(frameMax)],'FontSize', 16) 

    %title(['Frame ', num2str(f), ' of ', num2str(frameMax)], ... 
          'FontSize', 16) 
    %set(gcf, 'Name', ['Frame ', num2str(f), ' of ', ...  

       num2str(frameMax)]); 

    %keyboard 
    % markers change from blue to purple to red for increasing frame # 
    %text(10,10, ['Frame ',num2str(f)],'HorizontalAlignment','left',... 
        %'Color',[1 0 0],'BackGroundColor',[1 1 1]) 
    %FRAME = getframe(gcf); 
    %writeVideo(writerObj, FRAME); 
end 
saveas(gcf, ['Frames ', num2str(frameStart),' to ', ...  

   num2str(frameMax),'.png']) 

%close(writerObj); 
%hold off 
%} 
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Chapter 4 

Bubble-Bubble Pinch-Off 

As highlighted in the previous two chapters, a prominent feature of microfluidics is the 

ability to generate monodisperse bubbles (or droplets) of tunable volumes and densities, 

which rapidly self-order under the confinement of the channels. However, in microfluidics, 

a relatively unaddressed gap between monodisperse foams and “everyday” foams is 

ordered, bi- and tridisperse foams for studies on dynamic bubble interactions and ordered, 

wet foam applications. By incorporating the techniques of geometrically mediated splitting 

and bubble-bubble breakup, a novel microfluidic foam generation system is presented that 

produces segregated, mono- or bidisperse bubbles at capacities exceeding 10,000 bubbles 

per second. Bubble-bubble pinch-off is precise at high capillary numbers (Ca > 0.065), 

generating monodisperse or bidisperse daughter bubbles for a symmetric or an asymmetric 

expansion respectively. Bi- or tridisperse foam is produced as pinch-off perfectly alternates 

such that the system contains twice the number of fragmented bubbles as intact bubbles.104  

4.1. Bubble and Droplet Splitting 

4.1.1. Geometrically Mediated Splitting 

The motivation for using geometrically mediated splitting is primarily increased 

sample production and decreased reactor volumes for chemical reactions or biological 

assays.105 The technique is passive as it relies only on the shear force induced by the 

channel geometry. Bubble (or droplet, taken as interchangeable herein) splitting is a 
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primary component of research in microfluidic manipulations, which includes fusion, 

sorting, and mixing.105 These manipulations are beyond the scope of the present work, but 

it is noteworthy that utilization of a microfluidic expansion (as in the present work, see Fig. 

77 and 78) has typically focused on droplet fusion106-108 or bubble coalescence109 rather 

than splitting.  

4.1.1.1. T-Junction 

Link et al. demonstrated that size distribution control could be achieved in 

microfluidics by the precise breakup on droplets using symmetric and asymmetric T-

junctions as shown Fig. 70.110 Control of the volume ratio of the daughter droplets is 

achieved by the competing fluidic resistance in the side arms as determined by the Hagen-

Poiseuille equation, namely in proportion to the microchannel length. The authors 

concluded that the stretching was consistent with the Rayleigh-Plateau instability whereby 

a cylindrical liquid thread can break to lower its surface area when its length exceeds its 

circumference. Therefore, splitting always occurred when the initial extension of a bubble 

in the plug-like flow prior to the T-junction, ε = 𝑙b/π𝑤0, was greater than unity. 

Furthermore, by relating the bubble dimensions (Fig. 71a,e) and corresponding stresses 

prior to (shear) and within the junction (extensional), the splitting and non-splitting regions 

could be accurately defined (Fig. 71k) by 

Cacr  =  αε(ε−2/3  −  1)
2
 where α(μ1/μ2,

111 channel geometry) 

  Equation 5 

The critical conditions for splitting were later expanded for related T-junction systems. 

Leshanky and Pismen performed lubrication analysis to demonstrate that splitting is the 

result of increased upstream pressure in strongly confined geometries at small to moderate 

Ca.112 The authors suggested that the previously described mechanism was only applicable  
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Fig. 70 Droplet breakup at T-junctions where (a) the length of the side arms, ℓ1 and ℓ2, 

control the fluidic resistance and the volume ratio of the droplets, θ. (b) ℓ1/ℓ2 = θ = 1,             

(c) ℓ1/ℓ2 = θ = 5.2, d) ℓ1/ℓ2 = 8.1, θ = 7.5. Taken from [110].    

 

     
Fig. 71 (a-e) A non-splitting condition with the maximum bubble extension in the junction 

highlighted in (e). (f-j) A splitting condition with comparable bubble extension prior to the 

T-junction with maximum extension depicted in (j). (k) Critical conditions for splitting 

drops where filled squares indicate no breakup and open circles indicate splitting. The 

circled data points correspond with (a-e) and (f-j) respectively. The curve represents Cacr 

as given by Equation 5 with fitting parameter α (a function of viscosity ratio of the fluids 

and the geometry of the channel) set to 1. Modified from [110].    
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at high Ca (low surface tension) where conditions were comparable to unconfined 

extensional flow. Jullien et al.113 confirmed that the theory of Leshanky and Pismen112 was 

a better fit for a wider range of Ca whereas the theory of Link et al.110 was a suitable fit for 

Ca > 0.01. Analogous observations were also made for T-junction splitting of bubbles.114 

Furthermore, the aforementioned theories were only applicable to the breakup regime 

where a gap or “tunnel” separates the droplet and the wall prior to breakup (see Fig. 71h). 

A new regime with “permanent obstruction” from the droplet (i.e. the droplet touches the 

walls on either side of the T-junction inlet) prior to breakup was defined by a critical droplet 

length.113 The theoretical scaling of the droplet deformation for this regime corroborated 

the experimental breakup results.115 The production of non-uniform droplets was improved 

(smaller breakup time and pressure drop) by using an asymmetric T-junction design with 

different outlet widths.116 The differing theories of droplet breakup110,112 were both found 

to be in agreement for determining breakup of non-uniform droplets in the alternate 

asymmetric T-junction design.117 

4.1.1.2. Branching Channel 

Early interest in bubble splitting in a bifurcating channel (also termed a Y-junction) or 

more generally a branching channel arose from modeling cardiovascular gas bubble 

transport.118 Bubbles in glass tubes (diameters ranging from 1,000-5,000 μm) were 

discovered to split at critical capillary numbers on the order of 10-5-10-4. Ménétrier-

Deremble and Tabeling used a microfluidic λ-junction where the angle of the secondary 

channel was adjusted from 45-135° to determine breakup was controlled by a critical finger 

length into the secondary channel.119 Three-dimensional numerical experiments of a 
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bifurcating channel demonstrated the Rayleigh-Plateau instability as the governing 

mechanism of droplet breakup.120 

4.1.1.3. Coupled Splitting Methods 

Geometrically mediated splitting can be augmented (or superseded) by using active 

splitting techniques. These methods reduce (or eliminate) the dependence of splitting 

accuracy on the initial channel dimensions. Most of these techniques involve an auxiliary 

mechanical or electrical component that is beyond the scope of the present work. In 

contrast, cross-channel flow provides a simpler means to tune the volume ratio of the 

daughter droplets. By using a third inlet located downstream of the bifurcation point, a 

range of droplet volume ratios from 1:1–4:1 could be achieved.121 A 200:1 ratio was 

achieved more recently by moving the third inlet to just upstream of a branching channel.122  

The utilization of cross-channel flow in a K-channel design (Fig. 72), where the droplets 

split and move in directions greater than 90° apart, enabled up to 1:5 droplet volume ratios 

with frequencies from 200-500 Hz.123  

 

Fig. 72 1:1 splitting of droplets under oil flow in a K-channel. Scale bar is 100 μm. Taken 

from [123] 

 

4.1.2. Bubble-Bubble and Droplet-Droplet Breakup 

Understanding the fundamental interactions that govern bubble (or droplet) breakup is 

essential for the optimal design of foam generation systems. As briefly noted in Section 

2.3, the mechanism and scaling of flow-focusing pinch-off has been widely studied to 
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improve the controllability and precision of bubble formation.23-30,63,124,125 Close 

confinement of bubbles can also lead to a secondary generation method via inter-bubble 

breakup, which may or may not be desirable depending on the application. 

4.1.2.1. Breakup in Sheared Foams 

Bubble breakup in sheared foams is not well understood due to the complex dynamic 

interactions between bubbles. Golemanov et al. measured the bubble size distributions 

before and after shearing foam (92% ≤ Φg ≤ 98%) at a constant rate between parallel 

plates of a rotational rheometer to deduce how the initial bubble size distribution relates to 

bubble breakup efficiency.126 A fast bubble breakup process (i.e. a sharp increase in shear 

stress) occurred immediately for a polydisperse foam in contrast to an induction period 

before breakup for a monodisperse foam. A critical dimensionless stress of bubble breakup 

was roughly constant for all experimental conditions.  

 

Fig. 73 (a) High speed video image of a large bubble breaking from interactions with the 

neighboring smaller bubbles. (b) Schematic illustration of bubble breakup in sheared 

foams. Neighboring bubbles press against the thinnest region of the elongated central 

bubble. Taken from [126]. 

Thus, the difference in the kinetics of breakup was due to the difference in the bubble 

size distribution: polydisperse foam had more than 50% by volume of the initial bubbles 

undergoing stress above the critical value compared with 5% in monodisperse foam. The 

researchers estimated that bubble breakup for single bubbles in a sheared Newtonian fluid 

(a) 

(b) 
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with equivalent viscosity ratio would occur for a critical bubble size-dependent stress         

�̃�cr ~ 25. The experimental result of �̃�cr ≈ 0.4, was explained by strong interactions between 

neighboring bubbles in densely populated foams (Fig. 73). Smaller bubbles facilitated the 

breakup of large bubbles under confinement via a capillary instability, which was thus 

termed a “structure-induced capillary instability.”126      

4.1.2.2. Breakup in Microfluidic Constrictions and Junctions 

Bubble-bubble breakup was studied in a microfluidic device with a constricted channel 

as a model of pore space in porous media.127 The researchers discovered two novel 

mechanisms of foam generation (with applications to enhanced oil recovery): neighbor-

wall pinch-off and neighbor-neighbor pinch-off (Fig. 74). The neighbor-neighbor pinch-

off mechanism is similar to the “structure-induced capillary instability” in sheared 

foams,126 but with all the bubbles being monodisperse. In fact, the neighbor-neighbor 

pinch-off mechanism has some resemblance to microfluidic flow-focusing (see Fig. 18-20) 

Neighbor-neighbor pinch-off required a minimum capillary number (Ca ~ 10-2) for 

sufficient shear stress from viscous forces to split the central bubble with the soft surfaces 

of the neighboring bubbles.  

 

Fig. 74 (a) Neighbor-wall pinch-off. (b) Neighbor-neighbor pinch-off. The arrows 

represent qualitative indications of the interactions with the (blue) pinched bubble. Taken 

from [127]. 

(a) (b) 
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      Related work on droplets flowing through a narrow constriction demonstrated that 

droplet breakup probability is positively correlated with flow rate, entrance angle, and 

droplet size (Fig. 75).128, Breakup at or immediately after (< 50 μm) the constriction 

predominantly involved two droplets with the competing time scales of droplet 

rearrangement and relaxation of opposing droplets controlling the occurrence of a breakup. 

The synchronism between droplet pairs or droplet offset (the distance between the leading 

edges of droplet pairs at the constriction entrance) was a key parameter governing the local 

strain rate and deformation of drops that determined the observed splitting behavior. For 

applications requiring that the droplets flowing through the narrowing remain 

monodisperse, the researchers established a maximum constriction velocity ~ 40 cm s-1 

(1.3 mL h-1) for <1% droplet breakup of 40 pL-drops through a 30 μm constriction with a 

5° entrance angle, corresponding to a throughput of approximately 7000 drops per second.  

 
 

Fig. 75 The fraction of droplets split as a function of flow rate at three different (a) 

constriction entrance angles and (b) droplet volumes. Taken from [128]. 

      Droplet-droplet breakup probability through a constriction was also discovered to be 

positively correlated with the viscosity ratio of the fluids.129 The researchers concluded that 

drops at higher viscosity ratios had a higher resistance to shape change and rearrangement 

(a) (b) 
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for inhibition of splitting. The fraction of droplets split was found to  

collapse onto a single curve when plotted with respect to the product of Ca, viscosity ratio, 

and a confinement factor relating the sizes of the droplets and constriction. It was necessary 

for the confinement factor to be a function of both the width and height of the constriction, 

which signified three-dimensional breakup dynamics.   

      The interactions of two droplets converging at a T-junction130 were examined in 

relation to a critical capillary number in connection with the splitting work of Link et al.110 

Droplets were found to coalesce, slip past one another, or split one another for increasing 

collision speed and bubble size. Equation 5 accurately predicted the transition from 

slipping to splitting for increasing bubble size whereas the critical capillary number for 

isolated droplets in a four-roll mill131 accurately separated coalescence and splitting for 

increasing capillary number (Fig. 76). Therefore, Cacr at ε = 1 was nonzero in this system.  

 
 

Fig. 76 Colliding droplet behavior as a function of capillary number and extension. The 

solid curve represents Equation 5 where α = 0.75. The dotted curve depicts the critical 

capillary number for isolated droplets in a four-roll mill.131 Modified from [130]. 
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4.2. Bubble-Bubble Pinch-Off in Expansion Channels 

Geometrically mediated splitting is essentially a binary system in that all bubbles either 

remain intact or are precisely split (see Fig. 71k) before immediately undergoing complete 

separation (see Fig. 70-72). Additional complications for tridisperse foam generation are 

that a single bubble cannot be passively split into three parts nor can an intact bubble be 

easily incorporated amongst split bubbles using these processes. In contrast, bubble-bubble 

or droplet-droplet breakup is complex with variable fraction of splitting (see Fig. 70) and 

generates disordered, polydisperse foams. By incorporating these two techniques, a novel 

ordered foam generation system is presented that produces segregated, mono- or bidisperse 

bubbles at capacities exceeding 10,000 fragmented bubbles per second. Bubble-bubble 

pinch-off is precise at high capillary numbers (Ca > 0.065), generating monodisperse or 

bidisperse daughter bubbles for a symmetric or an asymmetric expansion respectively. Bi- 

or tridisperse foam is produced as pinch-off perfectly alternates near the entrance of the 

expansion region of a wide collection channel, such that the system contains twice the 

number of fragmented bubbles as intact bubbles (Fig. 77). The banded size segregation of 

fragmented and intact bubbles is passive, and the bi- and tridisperse foams remain ordered 

as they flow through the collection channel. 

4.2.1. Materials and Methods 

Microfluidic devices are fabricated using a similar process as described in Section 

3.2.1.  Briefly, the key changes in procedure are noted herein. SU-8 2035 photoresist was 

spin-coated to a thickness of 60 µm for the symmetric expansion devices (or 80 µm for the 

asymmetric devices). A traditional mask aligner (EVG 620) was used to transfer the 

microfluidic design to the silicon wafer. The flow-focusing orifice is 25-30 µm wide and 
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Fig. 77 Monodisperse bubble-bubble pinch-off within a symmetric expansion results from 

the symmetric elongation and critical thinning of a bubble under the confinement of the 

upstream “pincher” bubble and downstream “wall” bubble. The expansion length l is the 

distance within the expansion a bubble travels along the extended narrow channel 

centerline upon reaching a stagnation point and undergoing pinch-off. The illustration 

corresponds with Fig. 80 and  87a-f (12 mL h-1
 and 1050 mbar, ε ≈ 1.23, v ≈ 2.08 m s-1). 

Scale bar is 150 µm. 

the connected narrow channel is 70-75 µm wide. 5,000 µm downstream of the flow-

focusing orifice, the narrow channel expands with 45° walls to a 1600 µm collection 

channel (Fig. 78). Two asymmetric expansions (consisting of a 45° wall and a 60° wall or  

a 60° wall and a 75° wall) were utilized to generate tridisperse foams with the width of the 

collection channel held constant. 

      
 

Fig. 78 Microfluidic design with surfactant inlet (leftmost) and air inlet preceding a flow-

focusing section (25-30 µm orifice) connected to a narrow channel (70-75 µm) with 

symmetric 45° expansion to a wide collection channel (1600 µm). Scale bar is 2000 µm. 

A 1 wt% coco-betaine surfactant (Mackam® CB-35, used in the pore-level bubble-

bubble breakup study127) and 10 wt% glycerol solution was injected by a syringe pump 

(Harvard Apparatus PHD 2000). The viscosity of the liquid phase, μliq = 1.25 ± 0.04 mPa●s, 

Microns 
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was measured using a Cannon-Fenske Routine Viscometer. The surface tension of the 

surfactant solution in air was measured as 35.2 ± 0.5 mN m-1 using the inverted pendant 

drop technique (KSV CAM 200). Air was injected using a microfluidic pressure pump 

(Fluigent MFCS-8C). The device was visualized on an inverted microscope (Olympus 

IX71) at 4x magnification. The foam flow was recorded by a high-speed camera (Phantom 

V4.3) at frame rates ranging from 2,000 to 55,000 fps. Starting at low surfactant solution 

flow rates (1-3 mL h-1), the air pressure was increased until bubble pinch-off was visualized 

in the flow-focusing orifice. Steady state recordings were taken at 25 mbar pressure 

intervals. The surfactant solution flow rate was increased in 1-2 mL h-1 intervals once gas 

streaming occurred. 

By adding glycerol to the aqueous phase, the size of the bubbles generated in the flow-

focusing unit was tunable. Garstecki et al. determined bubble size is inversely proportional 

to the product of viscosity and flow rate (see Equation 3 in Section 2.3).26,27 Therefore, 

increasing the concentration of glycerol led to the generation of smaller bubbles at a given 

flow rate. For a constant liquid flow rate the generation of bubbles of a particular size 

occurs at a higher gas pressure and thus at a higher production rate. Consequently, the 

density of bubbles of a particular size for a specific liquid flow rate is also tunable. 

Conversely, increasing the channel height enables generation of larger bubbles at a given 

flow rate as the gas thread fills a larger orifice prior to pinch-off. As the microfluidic 

pressure pump had a maximum pressure setting of 1125 mbar, glycerol concentration and 

channel height were optimized for a given construction of the flow-focusing orifice to 

maximize the range of flow conditions where bubble-bubble pinch-off could be observed. 
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4.2.2. Image Processing 

Bubble areas in the collection channel were calculated from empirical trend lines to 

assess the precision of bubble-bubble pinch-off. The bubble packing fraction was typically 

too high to distinguish the individual bubbles as separate objects in MATLAB. A 

calibration curve was developed to relate the inner area (the white of the bubble) to the 

total area (the sum of the inner area and the black interface) using isolated bubbles across 

several experimental conditions. For each experiment, three linear trend lines were 

constructed for bubbles with diameters less than, roughly equal to, and greater than the 

channel height to generate a continuous range of bubble areas (Fig. 79). In this manner, the 

bubbles were taken as two-dimensional objects.  

 
 
 

Fig. 79 Sample area calibration curve used for the asymmetry expansion consisting of an 

upper 45° wall and a lower 60° wall (h = 80 μm). For reference, 200, 400, and 600 pixel 

areas correspond to diameters of 86.7, 122.7, and 150.2 μm respectively.  

      The precision of pinch-off for an experimental condition was evaluated based on the 

dispersity of the resulting fragmented bubbles with more precise pinch-off corresponding 

to lower polydispersity. The polydispersity index σA was taken as the standard deviation in 

bubble area divided by the average area and was typically 1.5-3% for intact bubbles 

generated from the flow-focusing orifice. The categorization of monodispersity varies for 
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different processes, usually taken as 1%, 5%, or 10%. Previous T-junction splitting work 

noted polydispersities of less than 5% (using radius rather than area for the calculation).110 

In the present work, σA of 6% or below for fragmented bubbles was designated as 

monodisperse based on the σA of 1.5-3% for intact bubbles such that splitting accounted 

for less than 5%. Primarily due to our approximation of a two-dimensional system, the ratio 

of the average area of fragmented bubbles to that of intact bubbles for each condition was 

between 0.52-0.61 (rather than 0.50). The image processing required to categorize 

fragmented and intact bubbles is discussed in the Appendix following this chapter. 

As demonstrated in Fig. 77, bubble-bubble pinch-off in an expansion occurs within an 

arrangement of bubbles in close proximity. Additionally, the bubbles are rapidly entering 

and advancing into the expansion while undergoing continuous deformation prior to 

reaching equilibrium circular configurations. Therefore, specific bubbles across successive 

images from the high-speed recordings have been colored in MATLAB to assist in the 

presentation of the associated pinch-off phenomena. The relevant bubbles within and 

upstream of the expansion are colored in chronological order with increasing hue around a 

color wheel (i.e. red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, pink). The coloring order is 

cyclically repeated if more than seven bubbles are colored. 

4.2.3. Bidisperse Foam Generation in a Symmetric Expansion 

Frequent, precise bubble-bubble pinch-off in a symmetric expansion results in the 

generation of bidisperse foams. Successive monodisperse pinch-off events are presented in 

Fig. 80 to illustrate the major mechanistic aspects that promote optimal performance of the 

foam generation system. The extensional forces of the expansion and the normal forces of 

the incoming (yellow) bubble cause the central (orange) bubble to symmetrically elongate 
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(Fig. 80a,b). The stretched (orange) bubble reaches a critical elongation and thinning under 

the confinement of the neighboring bubbles before undergoing pinch-off (Fig. 80c). The 

surrounding bubbles fostering pinch-off will be referenced in accordance with Fig. 77, 

where the upstream confining (yellow) bubble acts as a “pincher” bubble and the 

downstream confining (red) bubble acts as a “wall” bubble. The “wall” bubble term is a 

direct reference to the role of the downstream confining bubble as a wall in pinch-off (see 

Section 4.2.5). For future instances where an elongated bubble remains intact, the 

“pincher” and “wall” terms will not be used. 

 

Fig. 80 Two successive monodisperse pinch-off events (σA = 5.8% ± 0.1%,) highlighting 

the cyclical makeup of the pinch-off process. (a) Initial symmetric elongation of an 

impending split (orange) bubble. (b) Midpoint necking of stretched (orange) bubble prior 

to pinch-off. (c) Symmetric pinch-off of the central (orange) bubble under the confinement 

of the (yellow) pincher bubble and (red) wall bubble. (d) The (yellow) pincher bubble 

elongates into a crescent shape preceding (e) partial symmetric retraction and the initial 

elongation of the upstream (green) bubble. (f-h) Subsequent pinch-off of the central (green) 

bubble following an alternating pattern of split bubbles whereby the former (yellow) 

pincher bubble becomes the wall bubble. The time interval between images is 0.07 ms. 

Scale bars are 200 µm. Experimental conditions: 12 mL h-1 and 1050 mbar (Ca ≈ 0.074). 

The (yellow) pincher bubble adopts a crescent shape as it fills the space vacated 

between the two fragmented (orange) bubbles while elongating from the normal forces of  

the incoming (green) bubble upstream (Fig. 80d). The (yellow) pincher bubble begins to 

symmetrically retract while flowing between the (orange) fragmented bubbles Fig. 80e,f). 
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The confinement of the elongated intact (red and uncolored) bubbles centrally positioned 

downstream causes the resultant (yellow) wall bubble to remain symmetrically stretched, 

which fosters the subsequent pinch-off of the upstream (green) bubble (Fig. 80g). 

Recurring pinch-off is consequently the result of a templating effect: the positioning and 

shapes of the bubbles (the template) within the expansion promote repetition of the same 

template (see Section 3.1.5 for an example of templating within an expansion65). The 

pinch-off template of single file elongated bubbles, extending from the expansion inlet 

across several intact bubbles within the channel, is self-sustaining over the entire course of 

the pinch-off process (Fig. 80). The delayed retraction of intact bubbles promotes the 

cyclical positioning of bubbles through the stages of pinch-off. 

Thus, bidisperse foam is produced as splitting occurs only for every other bubble with 

each intact bubble partaking in two pinch-off events: first as a pincher bubble and secondly 

as a wall bubble. The foam generation system contains two fragmented bubbles for each 

intact bubble. As the confinement of the pincher bubble is reduced upon the production of 

the fragmented bubbles downstream, splitting does not occur for every bubble until 

sufficiently high liquid flow rates (see Section 4.2.7.1). Continuous bubble-bubble pinch-

off requires one (or both) of the daughter bubbles to act as the wall bubble, prohibiting 

bidisperse foam generation in a symmetric expansion due to the absence of intact bubbles. 

Frequent, precise pinch-off requires sufficiently high capillary numbers (Ca > 0.065). 

The viscous force (extensional force) and surface tension (retraction/restoring force) 

govern the behavior of the bubble-bubble pinch-off system. As the viscous force causes 

the pinched bubble to elongate in the expansion, the bubble stretches further and necks at 

the midpoint from the deformation arising from the normal stresses of the pincher bubble 
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and wall bubble.127 The normal stresses between bubbles are increased at higher total flow 

rates from the increased velocity of the pincher bubble. The use of a synthetic surfactant 

with a low surface dilatational modulus contributes to the downstream confining bubble 

adopting a more rigid wall to exert larger normal stress on the pinched bubble.132 In 

competition with these forces is surface tension as both the pinched bubble and wall bubble 

try to retract to an undeformed circular state, which reduces the confinement and prevents 

necking of the pinched bubble. 

4.2.4. Pinch-off Regimes in a Symmetric Expansion 

Based on the frequency and precision of bubble-bubble pinch-off in a symmetric 

expansion channel, four regimes were defined: non-splitting, irregular, polydisperse, and 

monodisperse. For a roughly constant intact bubble size, the regimes are highlighted in Fig. 

81. The fundamental characteristics of each regime are subsequently summarized. 

 

Fig. 81 Regimes of the observed splitting behavior for an intact bubble radius of roughly 

60 µm: (a) purple: non-splitting at 5 mL h-1 and 625 mbar (Ca ≈ 0.027); (b) blue: irregular 

pinch-off at 6 mL h-1 and 700 mbar (Ca ≈ 0.034) with daughter bubbles from two pinching 

events boxed; (c) red: polydisperse daughter bubbles at 8 mL h-1 and 825 mbar (Ca ≈ 0.045, 

σA = 24.5% ± 3.8%); and (d) green: monodisperse daughter bubbles at 12 mL h-1 and 1050 

mbar (Ca ≈ 0.074, σA = 5.8% ± 0.1%). Scale bars are 500 µm. 
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4.2.4.1. Non-Splitting 

The non-splitting regime was categorized by the absence of pinch-off after a few 

seconds of observation. Analogous to previous T-junction work,110 small bubble sizes and 

low liquid flow rates lead to bubbles alternately flowing above or below the expansion inlet 

centerline. As a bubble is elongated from the extensional forces near the inlet, the 

subsequent incoming bubble forces the elongated bubble to thin. The asymmetric 

confinement from the staggered positions of the neighboring bubbles downstream causes 

the thinning bubble to adopt a teardrop shape, as denoted in Fig. 81a. As the flow alternates, 

the tails or points of the teardrop bubbles switch back and forth from extending upwards 

or downwards. 

 

4.2.4.2. Irregular 

Infrequent bubble-bubble pinch-off in the expansion could be observed once the liquid 

flow rate was increased above 1 mL h-1. The frequency of pinch-off in the irregular regime 

ranged from 5-1000 events per second. Fragmented bubbles were found to be grouped 

together in the channel despite pinch-off events being as sparse as one in two hundred with 

respect to the number of bubbles entering the expansion. As evidenced in Fig. 81b, the 

relative locations of the two pairs of daughter bubbles along the length of the channel 

demonstrated the temporal proximity of the corresponding pinch-off events. Accordingly, 

pinch-off events occur in clusters as the frequency of splitting increases, with bubbles for 

every condition in the irregular regime splitting on average less than one in four times.  

The clustering of pinch-off events manifested in two distinct types of groupings. Pinch-

off occurs in short, discontinuous intervals at low liquid flow rates (Fig. 82a and Fig. 83) 

and in long, patchy intervals at high liquid flow rates (Fig. 82b). The wide size range of  
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Fig. 82 The frequency of pinch-off in the irregular regime, as denoted by the colored 

fragmented bubbles, is dependent on the flow rate (namely the velocity of the bubbles in 

the narrow channel). (a) At low flow rates (6 mL h-1 and 750 mbar, Ca ≈ 0.037, intact 

bubble radius of 64.5 µm), pinch-off occurs in short, discontinuous intervals. (b) At high 

flow rates (10 mL h-1 and 850 mbar, Ca ≈ 0.049, intact bubble radius of 52.7 µm), pinch-

off occurs in long, patchy intervals (σA = 24.6% ± 1.4%) with long periods of non-splitting 

in the gaps between the splitting intervals. Scale bars are 500 µm. 

daughter bubbles observed in all irregular conditions is consistent with the polydisperse 

regime that comprises the same pinch-off behavior at higher frequencies. The condition 

illustrated in Fig. 82b represents a transition condition between the irregular and 

polydisperse regimes as the splitting in the pinch-off intervals was of an average frequency 

corresponding to the latter regime. 

 

Fig. 83 Representative stages of pinch-off in the irregular regime at low liquid flow rate  

(6 mL h-1 and 750 mbar, Ca ≈ 0.037). Coloring order is cyclically repeated after the seventh 

(pink) bubble. (a) Alternating teardrops (t = 0 ms). (b) Squeezed alternating teardrops           

(t = 1.43 ms). (c) Midpoint necking of central (yellow) bubble prior to retraction                        

(t = 2.26 ms). (d) Delayed asymmetric pinch-off (t = 2.89 ms) with the retracted (yellow) 

bubble acting as the wall bubble. (e) Nearly-symmetric pinch-off (t = 3.29 ms).                      

(f) Symmetric pinch-off (t = 3.92s). (g) Asymmetric pinch-off (t = 4.56 ms). (h,i) Offset 

asymmetric pinch-off (t = 5.72 ms and 6.58 ms). (j) (Squeezed) alternating teardrops               

(t = 7.22 ms). Scale bars are 200 µm. 
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      Clustering is indicative of the previously described templating effect. The probability 

of pinch-off is increased by the prior presence of the pinch-off template in the expansion, 

which promotes recurrent bubble splitting. The templating effect can be further understood 

by examining the short, discontinuous pinch-off intervals at low liquid flow rates (Fig. 83). 

Pinch-off is suppressed by the staggered lanes template, arising from the background flow 

of alternating teardrops evidenced in the non-splitting regime. The staggered lanes are 

comprised of the zigzag positioning of bubbles around the expansion inlet (Fig. 83a). In 

Fig. 83a, the lane above the expansion inlet centerline consists of the red bubble and the 

downstream bubbles along the direction of flow. The orange teardrop bubble migrates into 

the lane below the centerline encompassing the analogous bubbles. The staggered template 

breaks down as bubbles within the expansion obstruct the flow paths of the incoming 

bubbles. Fig. 83b illustrates the elongation and thinning of the (pink) teardrop bubble by 

the normal forces arising from the increased confinement between the downstream 

confining (purple) bubble and the incoming (red) bubble within the expansion inlet. 

Elongated teardrop bubbles retract slower to undeformed circular configurations and 

remain positioned around the extended narrow channel centerline for a longer period of 

time. After two iterations of the squeezed teardrop bubble, the central (yellow) bubble 

asymmetrically necks around the midpoint and the template of bubbles transitions to single 

file along the centerline (Fig. 83c). The retracting (yellow) bubble remains vertically 

elongated, and the longer boundary surface fosters the stretching of the upstream (green) 

bubble, which undergoes asymmetric pinch-off upon critical elongation from confinement 

with the (blue) pincher bubble (Fig. 83d). The initial pinch-off event is spatiotemporally 

delayed in relation to the subsequent events (Fig. 83e,f).    
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The pinch-off template of single file elongated bubbles fosters nearly-symmetric and 

symmetric pinch-off events (Fig. 83e,f). Fig. 83f highlights the optimal pinch-off under 

these conditions in the middle of the short interval of pinch-off (third of six total pinch-off 

events). A markedly asymmetric pinch-off occurs as the pinch-off template begins to break 

down (Fig. 83g), yet pinch-off is still occurring for every other bubble that enters the 

expansion (Fig. 83d-g). The space created by the asymmetric pinch-off leads to a 

dichotomy between the single file and staggered lanes template. The successive pinch-off 

events are temporally offset, occurring every fourth bubble rather than every other bubble 

(Fig. 83h-j). The transition from the single file template (Fig. 83i) leads to the incoming 

(purple) bubble asymmetrically necking before the template finally returns to staggered 

lanes with the bubbles entering the expansion readopting teardrop shapes (Fig. 83j).  

4.2.4.3. Polydisperse 

Bubble-bubble pinch-off can occur on average more than one in four times at higher 

liquid flow rates (6+ mL h-1) with frequencies ranging from 1000-4000 events per second. 

The polydisperse and monodisperse regimes were classified with respect to the precision 

of pinch-off events. The precision of pinch-off within the polydisperse regime increases as 

the pinch-off frequency approaches the perfectly alternating splitting characteristic of the 

monodisperse regime. Frequent pinching facilitates passive and predictable size 

segregation irrespective of the bubble sizes. The staggered lanes of intact bubbles (located 

downstream of the single file template near the expansion inlet as in Fig. 84) branch out at 

roughly half the angle of the 45° expansion to form a central band that occupies roughly 

45-55% of the channel width. The outer bands of fragmented bubbles form well-defined 

interfaces with the central band under suitable operating conditions (low liquid flow rates, 
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large bubble sizes, high gas area fraction, and low dispersities). Intact bubbles infrequently 

stray towards the outer walls if the σA reaches approximately 15% (see Fig. 81c). The foam 

remains ordered as the bubbles flow through the rectangular channel (Fig. 84). Thus, the 

separation of intact and fragmented bubbles can be deduced a priori, being largely 

influenced by the channel geometry and the corresponding streamlines.  

 

Fig. 84 The ordered flow of intact and fragmented bubbles at similar dispersities. (a) At 

low flow rates (8 mL h-1 and 925 mbar, Ca ≈ 0.055), large bubble size (radius of 67.5 µm), 

high gas area fraction (Φg,a ≈ 0.75), and σA = 10.4% ± 1.5%. (b) At high flow rates (20 mL 

h-1 and 1000 mbar, Ca ≈ 0.078), small bubble size (radius of 39.4 µm), low gas area fraction 

(Φg,a ≈ 0.50), and σA = 8.8% ± 0.3%. Scale bars are 500 µm. 

      The experimental conditions highlighted in Fig. 84 are further probed to describe the 

interrelated factors that lead to polydisperse fragmented bubbles for frequent, high density 

or low density pinch-off. The density of pinch-off was categorized by correlation with the 

range of experimental gas area fractions and the relative proximity of the pincher bubble 

with the splitting bubble at time of pinch-off. Asymmetric pinch-off results from the 

uneven elongation of the central pinched bubble. In the irregular regime, it occurs when 

staggered lanes of bubbles causes misalignment in the bubble-bubble pinch off (see Fig. 

83d,i respectively). The same principles apply when the system is perturbed by a highly 

asymmetric pinch-off (such as the pinch-off in Fig. 83h after the nearly non-splitting case 

in Fig. 83g). Asymmetric pinch-off can also sequentially occur after symmetric pinch-off 

and is largely the result of the off-center positioning and/or uneven retracting of the 

confining bubble(s) downstream.  
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Fig. 85 High density polydisperse pinch-off. (a-c) A “skipped” high density pinch-off event 

(the orange bubble does not split) after symmetric pinch-off due to nearly complete 

retracting of the downstream confining (red) bubble and thinning of the upstream confining 

(yellow) bubble. (c-d) Asymmetric thinning of the central (yellow) bubble due to the 

bottom-heavy distribution of the (orange) wall bubble. (e-f) Asymmetric pinch-off with the 

larger fragmented bubble at top resulting from the initial thinning rather than the current 

(orange) wall bubble shape. (g-h) Asymmetric pinch-off due to off-center positioning of 

the (green) wall bubble as a result of (yellow) fragmented bubble traffic. (i-j) Asymmetric 

pinching due to uneven retracting and off-center positioning of the (purple) wall bubble. 

The time interval between images is 0.13 ms. Scale bars are 100 µm. Experimental 

conditions: 8 mL h-1 and 925 mbar (Ca ≈ 0.055). 

      Following a high density symmetric pinch-off event (evidenced by the leftmost 

daughter bubble pair in Fig. 85a), the elongated (orange) bubble in Fig. 85b-c does not 

pinch-off. The absence of pinch-off is contrary to the optimal every other bubble pattern 

(see Section 4.2.3). The normal forces of the surrounding bubbles were reduced by the nearly 

complete retracting of the downstream confining (red) bubble as well as the thinning of the  

upstream (yellow) confining bubble by the incoming (green) bubble (Fig. 85c). 

Consequently, the roles of the orange and yellow bubble shift from “pinched” and 

“pincher” bubble to wall and pinched bubble respectively.  The uneven distribution around 

the center of the (orange) wall bubble results in the asymmetric thinning (Fig. 85c,d) and 
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splitting (Fig. 85e,f) of the upstream (yellow) bubble. The size disparity in the (yellow) 

fragmented bubbles causes the (green) pincher bubble to flow downwards (Fig. 85f,g) 

along the path of least resistance. The subsequent off-center positioning of the (green) wall 

bubble causes the ensuing pinch-off to be asymmetric (Fig. 85h). The location of the fully 

retracted (green) bubble below the centerline of the expansion inlet causes the prior 

(purple) pincher bubble to unevenly retract from bottom to top to an off-center position 

Fig. 85i-j). The resulting thinning of the upstream (pink) bubble (Fig. 85j) leads to 

asymmetric pinch-off (not shown) with the respective daughter bubble sizes inverted in 

relation to the preceding pinch-off event. 

 

Fig. 86 Low density polydisperse pinch-off (a-d) A “skipped” low density pinch-off event 

after symmetric pinch-off due to nearly complete retracting of the downstream confining 

(red) bubble. (e-h) Asymmetric pinch-off due to uneven retracting of the (orange) wall 

bubble. (i-j) Asymmetric pinch-off due to off-center positioning of the (green) wall bubble 

due to (yellow) fragmented bubble traffic. The time interval between images is 0.04 ms. 

Scale bars are 100 µm. Experimental conditions: 20 mL h-1 and 1000 mbar (Ca ≈ 0.078). 

      Similar phenomena occur for low density pinch-off. The elongated (orange) bubble in 

Fig. 86a-d does not pinch-off, contrary to the optimal every other bubble pattern. The 

downstream confining (red) bubble has nearly returned to an undeformed circular  
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configuration prior to the upstream (yellow) confining bubble advancing into close 

proximity with the central (orange) bubble. The position of the fully retracted (red) bubble 

below the centerline of the expansion inlet causes the (orange) wall bubble to retract 

asymmetrically from bottom to top (Fig. 86e-g), leading to the asymmetric pinch-off of the 

upstream (yellow) bubble. The size disparity in the resulting (yellow) fragmented bubbles 

(Fig. 86h) leads to the asymmetric thinning and pinch-off of the elongated (blue) bubble 

(Fig. 86i,j). The respective sizes of the two pairs of daughter bubbles are inverted as 

depicted in Fig. 86j with matching bubble positioning to Fig. 85h. It is important to note 

that a skipped pinch-off event is not a requirement for initiating asymmetric pinch-off. Low 

density polydisperse pinch-off demonstrates the essential requirement that the downstream 

confining bubble subjects the central bubble to adequate confinement for splitting to occur. 

For all the experimental conditions studied, the extensional forces of the expansion are not 

sufficient to split a bubble in the same manner that a “structure-induced capillary 

instability” was discovered to significantly lower the critical stress for bubble breakup in 

sheared foams.126 

4.2.4.4. Monodisperse 

Frequent monodisperse pinch-off results in the generation of bidisperse foams. As 

demonstrated in Fig. 87, bubble-bubble pinch-off under these conditions occurs either 

immediately after the pincher bubble has entered the expansion in the high density case    

(a, c, e) or while the pincher bubble is still partially within the expansion inlet in the low 

density case (i, iii, v). The respective positioning of the pincher and pinched bubbles in low 

density monodisperse pinch-off closely resembles T-junction splitting of individual 

droplets under extensional flow.110 Following a pinch-off event (Fig. 87b,ii or Fig. 87d,iv), 
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the (yellow or blue) pincher bubble does not fully retract to an undeformed circular state 

while flowing between the (orange or green) fragmented bubbles. The confinement of the 

elongated intact bubbles positioned single file downstream causes the resultant (yellow or 

blue) wall bubble to remain symmetrically stretched. The (yellow or blue) wall bubble 

forms a long vertical boundary surface that fosters symmetric thinning and pinch-off of the 

upstream (green or purple) bubble (Fig. 87c,iii or Fig. 87e,v).  

 
 

Fig. 87 Metronomic monodisperse pinch-off whereby every other bubble is split. The 

pincher bubble becomes the wall bubble for the subsequent pinch-off event. (a-e) High 

density pinch-off (12 mL h-1 and 1050 mbar, Ca ≈ 0.074 with v ≈ 2.08 m s-1). The time 

interval between images is 0.13 ms. Scale bars are 100 µm. (f) Intact bubble radius of 59.7 

µm and σA = 5.8% ± 0.1%. Scale bar is 500 µm. (i-v) Low density pinch-off (22 mL h-1 

and 1125 mbar, Ca ≈ 0.096 with v ≈ 2.70 m s-1). The time interval between images is 0.08 

ms. Scale bars are 100 µm. (vi) Intact bubble radius of 38.5 µm and σA = 4.9% ± 0.2%. 

Scale bar is 500 µm.  

In this manner, each intact bubble partakes in two pinch-off events: first as a pincher 

bubble and secondly as a wall bubble. The system is perfectly alternating with every other 

bubble splitting, which produces twice the number of fragmented bubbles as intact bubbles. 
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Pinch-off is metronomic, occurring at regular intervals and at approximately the same 

distance from the expansion inlet for a given condition. For the top and bottom expansion  

conditions depicted in Fig. 87, roughly 7,200 and 12,500 fragmented bubbles are generated 

per second respectively. Across all experimental conditions and symmetric channel 

geometries studied (i.e. 45° and 60°), monodisperse pinch-off was achieved for intact 

bubbles with radii in the range of 35-75 μm. 

4.2.5. Wall Bubble Pinch-Off Mechanism 

The bubble dynamics of pinch-off in an expansion agree with a solution to the 

Rayleigh-Plesset equation133 in accordance with the cases a single bubble pinch-off in an 

external fluid,134 pore-level pinch-off,127 and free pinch-off in a T-junction (the ultimate 

stage of the breakup process).135 Burton et al. established that the scaling of the bubble 

neck width corresponds to whether the external fluid is low viscosity (μext < 10 mPa●s) or 

high viscosity (μext > 100 mPa●s).134 At the pore-level, the width w of the narrowest section 

(i.e. neck) of an impending split bubble was measured once the bubble exhibited a negative 

curvature due to the onset of pinch-off.127 The neck width can be expressed as a function 

of the time until breakup at τ = 0: 

w = A x τB 

  Equation 6 

      Based on the calculated values of B of approximately 0.5 and 1, the external fluid was 

determined to behave as a low viscosity fluid for neighbor-wall pinch-off and as a high 

viscosity fluid for neighbor-neighbor pinch-off respectively (Fig. 88). The external phase 

consisted of both the pinching bubble(s) and the surfactant solution as in the present work. 

The viscosity of the external phase corresponded with the dynamics of each type of pore-

level pinch-off. The neighboring bubbles were found to be almost stationary (i.e. high 
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viscosity) during neighbor-neighbor pinch-off. In contrast, the pincher bubble moves freely 

(i.e. low viscosity) with respect to the pinched bubble during neighbor-wall pinch-off. 

 
 

Fig. 88 Bubble neck width as a function of time until pinch-off for neighbor-neighbor 

pinch-off (open symbols) and neighbor-wall pinch-off (closed symbols). The power law 

equations (w = A x τB) demonstrate a high viscosity (B ≈ 1) and low viscosity (B ≈ 0.5) 

external phase respectively. Modified from [127]. 

      In order to ascertain the bubble-bubble pinch-off mechanism in an expansion, the neck 

width of an impending split bubble was measured once the upstream incoming bubble 

reached the expansion inlet (i.e. thinning without confinement from the pincher bubble was 

not considered). For polydisperse conditions, only nearly-symmetric and symmetric pinch-

off events were analyzed. The bubble-bubble pinch-off mechanism scales with an exponent 

B of 0.463 ± 0.031 and a flow rate dependent coefficient A of 4.90 ± 1.16 (Fig. 89). The 

bubble neck width data was taken at a different time interval for experimental conditions 

under 10 ml h-1 (the first four data sets in the legend). When each data subset is taken 

independently, then the values become B of 0.522 ± 0.037 and A of 3.39 ± 1.21 for under 

10 ml h-1 and B of 0.504 ± 0.025 and A of 4.42 ± 1.12 for greater than or equal to 10 ml    

h-1. Although bubble-bubble pinch-off in an expansion visually resembles neighbor-

neighbor pinch-off at the pore-level due to the number of bubbles involved, the exponent 
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more closely matches that of neighbor-wall pinch-off.127 Mechanistically, the expansion 

has significantly slowed the pinched bubble and wall bubble such that they are roughly 

static in relation to the upstream pincher bubble. Thus, the downstream confining bubble 

truly acts like a “wall” against which the pinched bubble is effectively pinned by the 

relatively fast-moving pincher bubble. 

 

Fig. 89 Bubble neck width as a function of time until pinch-off across a range of 

experimental conditions (liquid flowrates ranging from 6-16 mL h-1, intact bubble radii 

ranging from 46-72 μm, and fragmented bubble dispersities ranging from 5-27%). The 

legend is arranged from low to high Ca with larger bubble extensions, corresponding to 

lower liquid flowrates, listed first for conditions with equal Ca. Representative splitting at 

τ = 0 is depicted for the first data set (bottom right) and last data set (top left), which 

correspond with high density polydisperse pinch-off and low density monodisperse pinch-

off respectively. 

4.2.6. Symmetric Expansion Pinch-Off Characterization 

As for the T-junction cases of splitting individual droplets under extensional flow110 

and colliding droplets,130 bubble-bubble pinch-off in an expansion occurs when the 

elongated bubble can no longer reach a steady-state shape.136 A key difference in bubble-

bubble pinch-off is that the confinement of a bubble is initially reduced upon entering the 

expansion. Accordingly, it was not observed that any bubble larger than ε > 1 splits under 

the experimental conditions outlined here. The dotted lines separating the pinch-off 

regimes in Fig. 90 are vertically shifted from Equation 5 by Cacr(1). Horizontal extension 
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of the dashed lines demonstrates the minimal Ca dependence for ε > 1 and a qualitative 

match between the critical capillary numbers for pinch-off in an expansion with that of 

isolated drops splitting in a four-roll mill131 (see Fig. 76). The range of Ca values of 10-2 to 

10-1 is consistent with the minimum Ca for bubble-bubble breakup in porous media.127  

 
 

Fig. 90 Symmetric expansion pinch-off regimes demarcated by Equation 5 of the critical 

capillary number with α = 0.55 and vertical shifts of 0.023, 0.041, and 0.065. 

The critical capillary equations clearly delineate the pinch-off regimes defined solely 

with respect to frequency (non-splitting to irregular to polydisperse) though departure was 

observed for characterizing based on precision. The asymmetric expansion will be 

discussed in Section 4.2.7. Regarding the data for the symmetric expansion, the slope of 

Cacr vs. ε could be taken as positive for ε > 1 in the monodisperse regime. However, the 

critical capillary number should decrease with increasing extension as less energy is 

required to stretch larger bubbles to the critical splitting point. Link et al. approximate the 

overall strain rate G of the droplet in the extensional flow of the T-junction by the ratio of 

the droplet velocity to the channel width.110 For the case of an expansion, G ≈ v/l where l 

is the distance within the expansion a bubble travels along the extended narrow channel 

centerline upon reaching a stagnation point and undergoing pinch-off.137 
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Fig. 91 (a) Expansion length, the distance within the expansion a bubble travels along the 

extended narrow channel centerline prior to pinch-off, with respect to the extension of the 

bubbles in the narrow channel. A linear cutoff length separates the polydisperse and 

monodisperse pinch-off regimes. (b) Approximate overall strain rate G as a function of the 

initial bubble extension. The dotted line represents a critical strain rate of the form of 

Equation 5 for critical capillary number with a vertical shift due to the absence of the 

stability condition at ε = 1. 

      Fig. 91a shows the expansion length l at time of pinch-off with respect to the extension 

of the bubbles in the narrow channel upstream of the expansion. A linear cutoff length 

separates polydisperse and monodisperse pinch-off with several data points for each regime 

grouped around the cutoff line. The approximate overall strain rate G is plotted as a 

function of bubble extension in Fig. 91b with the dotted line representing an equation of 

critical strain rate of the form of Equation 5 for critical capillary number. The polydisperse 

and monodisperse regimes are more clearly defined and the polydisperse conditions within 

the monodisperse regime of Fig. 90 are borderline cases between the regimes. Therefore, 

(a) 

(b) 
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the elaborate system of bubble-bubble interactions within a symmetric expansion can be 

readily described solely from the properties of the bubbles in the upstream narrow channel 

as in Fig. 90.     

4.2.7. Multidisperse Foam Generation in Asymmetric Expansions 

The size ratio of fragmented bubbles can be controlled by modifying the competing 

geometric properties of the channels to manipulate the fluidic resistance. In an expansion 

or constriction configuration, geometric arguments show that strain rate is proportional to 

the tangent of the wall angle.128 For the asymmetric expansion consisting of an upper 45° 

wall and a lower 60° wall, the maximum theoretical size ratio is tan(β2)/tan(β1) = h2/h1, 

which is 1.73 (Fig. 92).  

 

Fig. 92 Schematic comparing the ratio of the tangents of the expansion walls h2/h1 with the 

local expansion width ratio w2/w1. The true maximum size ratio of fragmented bubbles is 

θmax ≈ w2/w1 = 1.60 as governed by the Hagen-Poiseuille equation for the asymmetric 

design with a 70 μm expansion inlet, β1 = 45°, β2 = 60°, and l ≈160 μm. For comparison, 

the maximum theoretical size ratio is h2/h1 =1.73 and at the end of the expansion (≈ 560 

μm from the inlet), the expansion width ratio is w4/w3 = 1.69. 

The nonzero width of the expansion inlet (70 μm) reduces this value to reflect the local 

expansion width ratio. The local expansion width ratio is the true ratio of the perpendicular 
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distances from the extended centerline of the narrow channel to the respective expansion 

walls at the location of pinch-off. Based on analogous expansion lengths as presented for 

the symmetric expansion in  Fig. 91a, the true maximum size ratio θmax ≈ w2/w1 = 1.60 

where l = 160 μm (Fig. 92). Similarly, for the asymmetric expansion consisting of an upper 

60° wall and a lower 75° wall θmax ≈ 2.03. 

The experimental fragmented bubble size ratio θ was calculated as the ratio of the 

average volume of fragmented bubbles within the lower section of the collection channel 

to that of fragmented bubbles within the upper section. For bubbles with a diameter below 

the channel height, bubbles were assumed to be spherical. If the diameter of a bubble was 

equal to or greater than the channel height, then the bubble was treated as a pancake and 

the volume was estimated according to Equation 4 (see Section 2.3). To quantitatively 

assess the accuracy of pinch-off, the efficiency of the experimental size ratio can be 

expressed as  

η = (θ - 1)/(θmax - 1)  

  Equation 7 

      An impending split bubble must remain positioned around the extended narrow channel 

centerline to elongate according to the asymmetry of the expansion. The asymmetric 

positioning of the expansion inlet causes the single file template to bend from the 

downward flow of bubbles towards the collection channel centerline. The contribution to 

fluidic resistance from the expansion geometry is greatly reduced in a skewed 

configuration (Fig. 93a), and the monodisperse intact bubbles symmetrically pinch-off the 

central bubble with θ = 1.03 (η = 0.05). Therefore, roughly bidisperse foam can be 

produced in an asymmetric expansion for a limited range of flow conditions. The 

fragmented bubble size ratio θ exhibits a weak positive correlation with capillary number  
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Fig. 93 The size ratio of fragmented bubbles θ is weakly, positively correlated with Ca and 

strongly, negatively correlated with intact bubble size. In the bidisperse regime,                     

(a) θ = 1.03 at low flow rates and large bubble size (12 mL h-1 and 1025 mbar, Ca ≈ 0.070, 

intact bubble radius of 69.2 µm), corresponding to an overall σA = 5.4% ± 0.4% for 

fragmented bubbles; (b) θ =1.50 at high flow rates and small bubble size (16 mL h-1 and 

1000 mbar, Ca ≈ 0.074, intact bubble radius of 53.1 µm), corresponding to an overall           

σA = 14.8% ± 0.2% for fragmented bubbles (σA ≤ 4% for each fragmented band 

individually). Scale bars are 500 µm.  

as faster moving bubbles flow straighter out of the expansion inlet (Fig. 93b). The attained 

efficiencies reached roughly 0.83 (θ = 1.50) for bidisperse daughter bubbles in tridisperse 

foam. 

 

Fig. 94 Asymmetric expansion (an upper 45° wall and a lower 60° wall) pinch-off regimes 

demarcated by Equation 5 of the critical capillary number with α = 0.24 and vertical shifts 

of 0.028, 0.044, and 0.067. The values of Cacr(1) are roughly equal to the corresponding 

values in the symmetric expansion (see Fig. 90). However, significant departure was 

observed for characterizing precise pinch-off for ε ≈ 0.75-1.00. 

      The dynamics of directed asymmetric bubble-bubble pinch-off are more complex than 

those of pinch-off in a symmetric expansion, and the interrelation between intact bubble 

size, pinch-off accuracy, and pinch-off precision requires further research. As shown in 
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Fig. 94, the characterization of pinch-off behavior with respect to precision in an 

asymmetric expansion departed from the vertically shifted form of Equation 5. For precise 

pinch-off, bubbles with ε ≈ 0.75-0.88 required a lower Ca than bubbles with ε ≈ 0.90-1.00. 

However, all the corresponding conditions had moderately high efficiency (0.75 > η ≥ 0.50, 

1.45 > θ ≥ 1.30), around Ca ≈ 0.65-0.72 (Fig. 95). Therefore, an asymmetric expansion 

cannot be readily described solely from the properties of the bubbles in the upstream 

narrow channel as in the case of a symmetric expansion. 

 

Fig. 95 An operating diagram for generating fragmented bubbles of a particular size ratio 

efficiency η for the asymmetric expansion consisting of an upper 45° wall and a lower 60° 

wall. d✶ is a dimensionless bubble diameter with respect to the width of the expansion 

inlet. Generally, efficiency (and correspondingly experimental size ratio θ) increases for 

decreasing d✶ and increasing Ca (from the lower right to the top left of the diagram). The 

diagram is subdivided into four regions by dashed lines approximating evenly spaced 

values of efficiency: (■) high (η ≥ 0.75, θ ≥ 1.45), (▲) moderate-high (0.75 > η ≥ 0.50, 

1.45 > θ ≥ 1.30), (●) moderate-low (0.50 > η ≥ 0.25, 1.30 > θ ≥ 1.15), and (◆) low                   

(η < 0.25, θ < 1.15). The color of the symbol indicates the pinch-off regime. 

      The fragmented bubble size ratio θ exhibited a weak negative correlation with ε, the 

governing bubble size in the plug-like flow of the upstream narrow channel related to the 

maximum extension of an elongated bubble within the expansion. However, θ 

demonstrated a strong negative correlation with a dimensionless bubble length d✶ = db/wc,  
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the ratio of the undeformed, intact bubble diameter to the width of the expansion inlet. By 

plotting capillary number against d✶, the operating space for generating fragmented 

bubbles of a particular size ratio (and corresponding efficiency) was well represented as 

nearby points corresponded to similar size ratios (Fig. 95). The diagram is subdivided into 

four regions by dashed lines approximating evenly spaced values of efficiency η to 

quantitatively evaluate the relative accuracy across experimental conditions. For 

polydisperse pinch-off, η ranged from 0.03 (θ ≈ 1.02 for d✶ ≈ 2.05) to greater than 0.99              

(θ ≈ 1.60 for d✶ ≈ 1.57). 

      The negative correlation between θ and d✶ was probed to determine how intact bubble 

size influenced pinch-off accuracy. Bidisperse, asymmetric bubble-bubble pinch-off was 

studied with the key experimental parameters held roughly constant across conditions: Ca,  

σA, and bubble templating in the expansion. Fig. 96 compares two such conditions with 

comparable secondary properties of expansion length l and time until bubble-bubble pinch-

off. The fundamental contribution of d✶ likely stems from the properties of the wall bubble. 

In both conditions, pinch-off occurs around the expansion inlet centerline, yet the lower 

halves of the (red) wall bubbles exhibit greater deformation due to the steeper expansion 

wall (Fig. 96a,b and i,ii). For the case with bubbles of greater d✶, the lower end of the wall 

bubble projects under the incoming bubble that undergoes pinch-off (Fig. 96a). Thus, the 

asymmetric elongation of the wall bubble can reduce the relative magnitude of the 

asymmetric forces of the expansion exerted on the incoming bubble during initial 

elongation prior to pinch-off. Small d✶ values correspond to more rigid wall bubbles of 

lower packing density, which leads to better efficiencies as pinch-off conforms more  
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Fig. 96 Stages of bidisperse, asymmetric pinch-off for different intact bubble sizes with 

constant Ca, equivalent average σA for each individual fragmented band, and analogous 

bubble templating. The observance of better size ratio efficiency for smaller bubbles is 

likely the result of reduced wall bubble interference with the relative asymmetric 

extensional forces of the expansion. (a-e) Low efficiency pinch-off (14 mL h-1 and 1075 

mbar, Ca ≈ 0.076, θ = 1.08, η = 0.13). The time interval between images is 0.04 ms. Scale 

bars are 100 µm. (f) d✶ = 1.90 (intact bubble radius of 66.4 µm) and average σA of 4.5%. 

Scale bar is 500 µm. (i-v) Moderately high efficiency pinch-off (15 mL h-1 and 1050 mbar, 

Ca ≈ 0.075, θ = 1.37, η = 0.62). The time interval between images is 0.04 ms (0.02 ms 

between iii and iv). Scale bars are 100 µm. (vi) d✶ = 1.66 (intact bubble radius of 58.2 µm) 

and average σA of 5.3%. Scale bar is 500 µm.   

closely to unconfined extensional flow due to the reduced wall bubble confinement. As the 

intact bubble size is simply the size of the bubbles generated from flow-focusing, the 

system can be tuned directly to adjust the pinch-off accuracy in order to access a spectrum 

of fragmented bubble size ratios. Therefore, directed asymmetric bubble-bubble pinch-off 

behaves similarly to coupled splitting systems121-123 as the dependence of the relative 

volume of fragmented bubbles on the initial channel geometry is reduced due to the wall 

bubble properties. 
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      For the asymmetric expansion consisting of an upper 60° wall and a lower 75° wall, 

the maximum efficiency was achieved using a 1 wt% coco-betaine surfactant and 20 wt% 

(rather than 10 wt%) glycerol solution. The viscosity of the liquid phase, μliq = 1.66 ± 0.01 

mPa●s, and the surface tension of the surfactant solution in air was measured as 33.3 ± 0.4 

mN m-1. Comparing across the two glycerol concentrations for equivalently sized bubbles 

generated at similar flowrates demonstrates an over 60% increase in the efficiency of the 

asymmetric splitting for the more viscous surfactant solution (Fig. 97). The attained 

efficiencies reached roughly 0.78 (θ = 1.80) for bidisperse daughter bubbles in tridisperse 

foam using the 20 wt% glycerol solution (Fig. 97b).  

 

Fig. 97 The size ratio of fragmented bubbles within the asymmetric expansion consisting 

of an upper 60° wall and a lower 75° wall for two similar conditions with different 

concentrations of glycerol in the surfactant solution. (a) θ = 1.49 and η = 0.48 (16 mL h-1 

and 925 mbar, 10 wt% glycerol, intact bubble radius of 68.5 µm) where Ca ≈ 0.099 and   

Re = 160 with v ≈ 2.80 m s-1. (b) θ =1.80 and η = 0.78 (16 mL h-1 and 1000 mbar, 20 wt% 

glycerol, intact bubble radius of 67.8 µm) where Ca ≈ 0.127 and Re = 111 with v ≈ 2.54 m 

s-1. σA is between 4.5-5% for each lower fragmented band and 8-9% for each upper 

fragmented band. Scale bars are 250 µm. 

As further evidenced in Section 4.2.7.1, the difference in Ca between the two conditions 

is not a sufficient explanation for the improved efficiency (see Fig. 98 for an analogous 

value of Ca as in Fig. 97b for the 10 wt% glycerol solution). Qualitatively, it is apparent 

that the gas fraction within the channel for the 10 wt% case is higher than that of the 20 
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wt% case (Fig. 97a vs. Fig. 97b). Based on the analysis of the role of the wall bubble in the 

asymmetric expansion consisting of an upper 45° wall and a lower 60° wall, the greater 

efficiency can also be attributed to the reduced wall bubble confinement. Additionally, 

bubbles in the narrow channel for the 10 wt% glycerol condition are actually moving 10% 

faster than those of the 20% solution. The higher inertial forces (and corresponding Re) 

could impact the splitting efficiency as the viscous (extensional) force that promotes bubble 

elongation is in greater competition with the normal forces from the incoming bubble that 

facilitate splitting. 

4.2.7.1. Continuous Bubble-Bubble Pinch-Off 

Continuous bubble-bubble pinch-off was observed within the asymmetric expansion 

consisting of an upper 60° wall and a lower 75° wall at sufficiently high flow rates (Fig. 

98). The (orange) bubble entering the expansion adopts a boomerang geometry due to the 

high inertial forces driving the center of mass of the bubble into the channel coupled with 

the extensional forces of the expansion (Fig. 98b). Unlike in perfectly alternating pinch- 

off, the confinement of the fragmented bubbles from the previous pinch-off event allows 

pinch-off to occur consecutively (Fig. 98c,e). Thus, the fragmented bubbles operate 

conjointly as relatively stationary posts in the same manner as an intact bubble acts as a 

stationary wall in alternating pinch-off. The larger bubble in each fragmented pair is 

produced below the expansion inlet consistent with the location of the steeper wall. 

However, during (and immediately following) splitting the more deformed and elongated 

section of the bubble (and newly created bubble) alternates in location (Fig. 98c,e for 

during splitting and Fig. 98a,d,f for following splitting).  
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Fig. 98 Continuous bubble-bubble pinch-off within the asymmetric expansion consisting 

of an upper 60° wall and a lower 75° wall. (b) The (orange) bubble entering the expansion 

adopts a boomerang geometry due to the high inertial forces driving the center of mass of 

the bubble into the channel coupled with the extensional forces of the expansion. (c) The 

confinement of the incoming (yellow) bubble and the fragmented (red) bubbles is sufficient 

to split the bent (orange) bubble. (d) Prior to adopting a boomerang shape, the (yellow) 

bubble entering the channel adopts a semicircular configuration. (e) Pinch-off occurs 

consecutively with the fragmented (orange) bubbles acting as posts to effectively adopt the 

role of the wall bubble as in alternating pinch-off. The flow-focusing generated bubble 

radius was approximately 41 µm. The time interval between images is 0.034 ms. 

Experimental conditions: 35 mL h-1 and 1040 mbar (Ca ≈ 0.126, We ≈ 30, Re ≈ 200 with 

v ≈ 3.55 m s-1). Scale bars are 100 µm. 

Unfortunately, no statistical calculations were undertaken to characterize the 

fragmented bubble size ratio as no videos of the wide channel were captured. The flow-

focusing generated bubble radius was estimated by looking at roughly circular fragmented 

bubble pairs. The average area was taken as roughly 58% of the area of the original bubble 
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(see Section 4.2.2), consistent with similarly sized fragmented bubbles from perfectly 

alternating pinch-off at lower flow rate conditions in the same device. 

Continuous pinch-off has not been visualized among a sufficient number of conditions 

to propose an explanation for the transition from perfectly alternating to continuous pinch-

off. As previously mentioned, the inertial forces are significantly high and provide some 

basic insight into the fundamental forces. The Weber number, We = ρ𝑣2𝑑b/γ, gives the 

ratio of the inertial force (kinetic force) and surface tension (retraction/restoring force). For 

the condition highlighted in Fig. 98, We ≈ 30 and Re ≈ 200. These values alone are not an 

effective predictor of continuous pinch-off, but the Re in particular was higher than most 

other conditions. In addition to low-efficiency asymmetric pinch-off, continuous pinch-off 

supports the formation of bidisperse foam utilizing an asymmetric expansion. Continuous 

pinch-off enabled the production of 25,000 fragmented bubbles per second, double the 

12,500 fragmented bubbles from low density alternating pinch-off (see Fig. 87i-v). 

4.2.8. Secondary Bubble-Bubble Pinch-Off 

In addition to the two major forms of pinch-off within an expansion, secondary bubble-

bubble pinch-off (whereby splitting occurs in a second location farther downstream in 

addition to the otherwise perfectly alternating pinch-off) was observed in both symmetric 

and asymmetric devices. As with continuous pinch-off, no metric has been developed to 

predict whether secondary pinch-off occurs. However, inertial forces must be sufficiently 

high and larger bubbles (with respect to diameter rather than extension) are more likely to 

undergo secondary pinch-off (as observed qualitatively). The condition analyzed in Fig. 99 

occurs in the asymmetric expansion consisting of an upper 60° wall and a lower 75° wall 

and was chosen due to its relative abundance of secondary pinch-off in comparison with 
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other analyzed conditions. The subfigures display snapshots of various configurations of 

bubbles that support secondary pinch-off and are ordered by increasing expansion length 

with regards to the secondary pinch-off. 

 

Fig. 99 Snapshots of various configurations of bubbles that support secondary pinch-off 

ordered by increasing expansion length with regards to the secondary pinch-off. Each 

image is independent of the other except (d) occurs 0.33 ms after (g). Secondary pinch-off 

occurs (a-b) before the pincher bubble becomes a wall bubble for otherwise perfectly 

alternating pinch-off, (c-d) as the subsequent alternating pinch-off occurs, (e-f) shortly after 

the subsequent alternating pinch-off occurs, and (g-h) as the next impending split bubble 

enters the expansion after the sequent alternating pinch-off has taken place. Experimental 

conditions: 18 mL h-1 and 1075 mbar, 20 wt% glycerol and intact bubble radius of 69.6 µm 

(Ca ≈ 0.155, We ≈ 42, Re ≈ 136 with v ≈ 3.11 m s-1). Scale bars are 75 µm. 

Secondary pinch-off primarily occurs as the wall bubble for otherwise perfectly 

alternating pinch-off (roughly) simultaneously acts as the pincher bubble for a bubble 

farther upstream that has remained elongated under the confinement of the bubbles within 

the expansion (Fig. 99c-f). However, secondary pinch-off can occur as the pincher bubble 

immediately proceeds to pinch a second bubble before acting as a wall bubble (Fig. 99a 

where secondary pinch-off occurs 0.056 ms after otherwise perfectly alternating pinch-off) 

or after the secondary pincher bubble has stopped acting as a wall bubble (Fig. 99h where 

secondary pinch-off occurs 0.33 ms after one instance of otherwise perfectly alternating 
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pinch-off and 0.11 ms after a second iteration). Secondary pinch-off can range from 

roughly symmetric (Fig. 99b,f) to highly asymmetric (Fig. 99d,h) and does not correlate 

with expansion length. However, secondary pinch-off is most asymmetric when the wall 

bubble is displaced away from the extended narrow channel centerline. Asymmetric 

secondary pinch-off can also generate the smaller fragmented bubble on the opposite side 

of the asymmetric expansion in relation to the steepness of the walls (Fig. 99h).    

Unlike perfectly alternating pinch-off and continuous pinch-off, secondary pinch-off is 

highly irregular. For the experimental condition highlighted in Fig. 99, secondary pinch-

off occurs on average (roughly) every 10  ms with a standard deviation of about 8.5-10 ms. 

The range of observed intervals between secondary pinch-off events was 0.33 ms to greater 

than 43 ms. For the case of 0.33 ms, seven out of nine bubbles (with six of the first seven 

bubbles) split in the order with respect to entering the expansion of first, third, fifth, second, 

seventh, then sixth and ninth roughly simultaneously (where the odd numbered bubbles are 

the otherwise perfectly alternating splits). As otherwise perfectly alternating pinch-off 

occurs every 0.218 ms (roughly 4600 splits per second), secondary pinch-off only accounts 

for roughly 2% of all types of splitting. Although secondary pinch-off is relatively 

infrequent, the additional splitting is detrimental to the formation of ordered, bi- or 

tridisperse foam in a symmetric or asymmetric expansion respectively.    

4.3. Conclusions and Future Work 

      Bubble-bubble pinch-off in an expansion enables the creation of a novel microfluidic 

foam generation system via production of segregated, mono- or bidisperse bubbles at 

capacities exceeding 10,000 bubbles per second. The drawbacks of previously proposed 

multidisperse systems (i.e. complexity, unpredictability, and sensitivity in parallel flow-
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focusing junctions34,35 as well as low flow rates, production rates, and bubble densities in 

multi-section flow-focusing junctions33) are circumvented through utilization of bubble-

bubble break up downstream of the initial bubble generation. In fact, monodisperse bubble-

bubble pinch-off in a symmetric expansion performs in a strikingly similar fashion to a 

mode of the four flow-focusing junctions system with shared continuous fluid inlets35 (see 

Fig. 24c and Fig. 25e bottom with flow parameters corresponding to 2 mL h-1 and 626 

mbar). Therefore, bubble-bubble pinch-off in an expansion allows for a roughly three-fold 

increase in the surfactant flow rate with respect to previously designed parallel systems 

with the resultant benefit of increased bubble production rates. 

      Bubble-bubble pinch-off occurs as a central elongated bubble splits from the amplified 

extensional forces of the expansion via the confinement of the incoming “pincher” bubble 

upstream and the neighboring “wall” bubble downstream. Scaling analysis of the bubble 

neck width confirmed the role of the wall bubble and the mechanistic departure from the 

neighbor-neighbor pinch-off phenomena discovered in pore-level constriction studies.127 

Four regimes of pinch-off were characterized for a symmetric expansion with respect to 

frequency and precision: non-splitting, irregular, polydisperse, and monodisperse. The 

positioning and shapes of the bubbles (the template) in the expansion regulated the type of 

bubble-bubble pinch-off observed, with a maximum splitting frequency of every other 

bubble in the monodisperse regime. Low capillary numbers (Ca ≈ 0.020-0.055) led to 

infrequent and asymmetric pinch-off from the staggered bubble lanes arising from the 

background alternating flow. Higher capillary numbers (Ca > 0.065) resulted in frequent 

and symmetric pinch-off as bubbles flow single file out into the expansion from the plug-

like flow of the narrow channel. For a symmetric expansion, the properties of the bubbles 
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in the upstream narrow channel (velocity and extension) fully characterize the bubble-

bubble pinch-off system as first described in the T-junction splitting literature110,111,130 with 

a slight modification to incorporate the different channel geometry.  

      The formation of tridisperse foam in an asymmetric expansion proved to be more 

complex due to the effects of the elaborate bubble interactions within the expansion on 

fluidic resistance. Consequently, the experimental size ratio of the fragmented bubbles was 

less than the maximum size ratio governed by the asymmetric expansion geometry. Size 

ratio exhibited a weak positive correlation with capillary number and a strong negative 

correlation with intact bubble size as measured by the bubble diameter rather than the initial 

extension. By jointly considering these variables, the experimental size ratio could be more 

accurately predicted. The negative correlation between size ratio and intact bubble size was 

demonstrated to reflect reduced wall bubble confinement and the corresponding reduced 

interference with the asymmetric fluidic resistance dictated by the expansion geometry. 

Continuous bubble-bubble pinch-off was observed within the asymmetric expansion 

consisting of an upper 60° wall and a lower 75° wall at sufficiently high flow rates. Prior 

to splitting, the central bubble adopts a boomerang geometry due to the high inertial forces 

coupled with the extensional forces of the expansion. The confinement of the fragmented 

bubbles (acting conjointly as relatively stationary posts) from the previous pinch-off event 

fosters consecutive splitting. Continuous pinch-off supports the production of bidisperse 

foam utilizing an asymmetric expansion with production rates as high as 25,000 

fragmented bubbles per second. 

The foam generation system exploits the tunability of the microfluidic platform, 

performing for a range of fluid flow rates (6-22+ ml/hr), intact bubble sizes (radii of 40-75 
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μm), and fragmented bubble dispersities (3.5-30%). Bubble-bubble pinch-off in an 

expansion upgrades the microfluidic platform by fostering the study of more complex foam 

systems. Collecting the ordered, bi- or tridisperse foam in a microfluidic storage chamber 

would further the study of 2-D foam coarsening in microfluidic systems.138 The jamming 

of binary emulsions101 and foams102 is typically investigated in disordered systems and 

subjecting the foam generated from expansion pinch-off to continually contracting69 or 

expansion-contraction42 flow would be a promising area of research. In fact, the 

deformation and mixing of sorted bidisperse foam undergoing cyclic tension and 

compression has previously been studied in the liquid-plate configuration.139  

The dynamics of bubble-bubble pinch-off in an expansion can be further developed for 

both symmetric and asymmetric configurations. A fundamental explanation for the 

transition from perfectly alternating to continuous pinch-off would enable pinch-off in an 

expansion to act as another form of geometrically mediated splitting for increased sample 

production and decreased reactor volumes for chemical reactions. The effect of a surfactant 

with a high surface dilatational modulus could be examined to further assess the role of the 

rigidity of the wall bubble. The splitting dynamics of armored (i.e. particle-stabilized) 

bubbles140,141 could be explored as most work in the area focuses on the bubble and foam 

stability. Droplet-droplet pinch-off in an expansion is a crucial area of study to determine 

if the splitting dynamics change in these more viscous systems. The factors that contribute 

to secondary pinch-off can be investigated to prevent the corresponding increase in the 

polydispersity of bi- and tridisperse foams in systems where inertial forces play a 

significant role.  
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Directed asymmetric bubble-bubble pinch-off could be improved from modifications 

to the design of the asymmetric expansion. Narrowing of the collection channel would 

reduce the misalignment between the centerlines of the expansion inlet and the wide 

channel, which could improve fragmented bubble size ratio efficiencies. For example, the 

misalignment for a 1000 μm channel (instead of the 1600 μm channels studied) would be 

roughly 40% less while still allowing sufficient extensional forces within the expansion for 

pinch-off to occur. Determination of optimal asymmetric expansion wall pairings (i.e. 

keeping one wall constant at 45° versus different wall angle combinations) to maximize 

efficiency would promote the utilization of this foam generation system. Finally, 

discovering the maximum attainable fragmented bubble size ratio from researching various 

asymmetric configurations would establish an important constraint on directed asymmetric 

bubble-bubble pinch-off. 
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Appendix 

      Image processing was required to designate objects as bubbles, extract areas of bubble 

interiors and interfaces, perform bubble size distribution analysis, calculate bubble 

velocities and extensions in the narrow channel prior to the expansion inlet, measure 

distances traveled within the expansion by bubbles prior to splitting, determine the thinning 

neck width of bubbles prior to splitting, as well as color bubbles for visual clarity for use 

in figures. Several codes were developed to assist in completing these tasks with much 

work undertaken by Vidya Giri, an undergraduate at Rice working with the Biswal group. 

A brief description of the major functions and features of these codes is provided below 

prior to an in-depth summation of the code used to perform bubble size distribution 

analysis.  

      The two files luminanceViewer.m and videoFrameViewer.m are supplementary codes 

for use within other codes (i.e. they cannot be run as standalone). The file 

luminanceViewer.m allows the user to choose an appropriate luminance value for 

performing image analysis by allowing the luminance to be adjusted on a user-controlled 

(by way of MATLAB function uicontrol) sliding scale at a predefined interval while 

viewing an inputted image. The global variable “LUMINAN” is used to send the user’s 

chosen value to other scripts (namely PinchLocationAnalyzer.m and 

ClickBubbleColoring.m). The ability to change luminance values for image analysis within 

a single video or even within a single frame was advantageous due in part to the large 

discrepancy in the velocities of bubbles within the narrow channel and within the expansion 

(as demonstrated in Fig. A2). The file videoFrameViewer.m works analogously whereby 

the user can select a frame from a video using a sliding scale of a predefined range of 
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frames. The user can then choose an appropriate frame for analysis by viewing the frames 

directly in MATLAB, rather than using another program to view the video where the user 

must manually determine the appropriate frame number. The global variable 

“FRAMEVA” is used to send the user’s chosen frame number to other scripts (namely 

PinchLocationAnalyzer.m and quicklengthcode.m). 

 

Fig. A2 A depiction of the process of choosing a suitable luminance value. In order for 

MATLAB to identify an object, the white space must be entirely closed by black pixels. 

(left) The bubble within the narrow channel is not closed at a luminance value of 0.28 due 

to the corresponding high velocity of the bubble. (right) The bubble within the narrow 

channel can now have the corresponding properties measured in MATLAB using a 

luminance value of 0.32. Note: the bubbles within the expansion have thick interfaces for 

both values and a luminance value less than 0.28 would be more suitable for analyzing 

these bubbles. 

      The file quicklengthcode.m uses “FRAMEVA” so that the user may choose an 

appropriate frame to view a full bubble within the narrow channel (i.e. the bubble is not 

cut by the edge of the field of view and is not partially within the expansion). The user then 

draws a rectangle to extract the bubble length and height used for calculating extension. 

The file MultipleBubbleTracker.m was used to measure the velocities of bubbles in the 

narrow channel for each flow condition of interest. The user is required to choose a 

luminance value and future versions could make use of luminanceViewer.m to support this 

selection. The user is prompted on a black and white image of the first frame of interest to 
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“click the rightmost edge of interest” in order to prevent the tracking of bubbles once they 

reach the expansion inlet. The user draws rectangles around portions of the image to define 

the size of a bubble and the size of the spacing between bubbles in the narrow channel with 

additional parameters in the code to slightly alter these selections. If the narrow channel 

does not have multiple bubbles within the frame of view the spacing can be chosen between 

a bubble within the narrow channel and one within the expansion. These dimensions are 

then used to calculate the velocity of bubbles (allowing for the tracking of multiple bubbles 

at once) as they move through the narrow channel across the full range of frames specified 

by the user. The user can specify whether to view the video of the tracking with bubble 

interiors colored pink to ensure that proper tracking is taking place (although this increases 

the runtime of the code). The data is easily extracted for transfer to a spreadsheet to perform 

statistical analysis. The automated tracking was in agreement with manual tracking of 

individual bubbles using images of the video to determine the pixel location of the front 

edge of the bubble across frames (as depicted for a chosen value of luminance).  

      The file PinchLocationAnalyzer.m was used to determine the distances traveled within 

the expansion by bubbles prior to splitting as displayed in Fig. A3. Both “FRAMEVA” and 

“LUMINAN” are used to facilitate these calculations. The user selects a frame that does 

not have a bubble obstructing the view of the expansion inlet. The slider then enables the 

user to find a frame where expansion pinch-off occurs and then choose the frame 

immediately before splitting. The user than chooses a luminance value for three separate 

frames: the frame to view the inlet, the frame prior to splitting, and the frame after splitting. 

Different luminance values are necessary to accurately depict the inlet and the bubble(s) of 

interest. The user is prompted to select the location of the expansion inlet by clicking the 
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top and bottom edge of the narrow channel. The user is then instructed to pick the top-

middle, center, and bottom-middle of the impending split bubble. The user is then probed 

to click the top-middle and bottom-middle of each of the fragmented bubbles. As the exact 

moment of splitting is rarely recorded, an average distance from the expansion inlet can be 

calculated to approximate the true value. At this time, only the distance in the x-direction 

was of interest to calculate expansion length (see Fig. 91a), but using the y-positions of the 

impending split bubble could be used to calculate the extension prior to splitting for further 

deformation analysis. The file PinchLocationAnalyzer.m could also be reconfigured to 

assist in the calculation of the thinning neck width of bubbles by using more frames for 

analysis than the last frame prior to splitting. The user would then mark the minimum neck 

width for an impending split bubble across several frames. For the data collected in Fig. 

89, the neck width calculations and luminance adjustments were not as automated.   

 

Fig. A3 An illustration of the process of determining the expansion length for pinch-off. 

The red markers indicate the beginning of the expansion inlet. The yellow markers denote 

the coordinates of interest of an impending split bubble immediately prior to splitting. The 

blue markers show the ends of each fragmented bubble. The list of the coordinates of each 

marker are in pixels where pixel edge length is roughly 5.435 microns. 

      Section 4.2.2 outlines the major objectives of the rest of the image analysis 

subsequently discussed. The file ClickAreaAnalysis.m was used to procure the data used  
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Fig. A4 A sample frame with color overlay presented to the user to extract the inner, outer, 

and total areas of isolated bubbles. The user manually identifies the bubbles with blue 

interfaces that are truly isolated from nearby bubbles and walls. The process is repeated 

across numerous frames of several experimental conditions in order to generate calibration 

curves.   

to establish the relationship between inner areas (the individual whites of the bubble) and 

total areas (the sum of the individual inner areas and black interfaces) of bubbles (see Fig. 

79). The bubble packing fraction was typically too high to distinguish the individual 

bubbles as separate objects in MATLAB. Therefore, specific experimental conditions from 

primarily the irregular pinch-off regime were probed for isolated bubbles. The user is 

presented a frame displaying possible isolated bubbles from a selection process based on 

predefined parameters (e.g. area and centroid position). The isolated bubble candidates 

have the corresponding black interfaces colored blue as illustrated in Fig. A4. The user is 

prompted to select all of the applicable red inner areas of isolated bubbles. The user must 

take care to not select objects that are multiple bubbles (i.e. have touching blue interfaces) 

or that are touching the walls of the channel. Once all the inner areas are selected, the 

program turns them to green and the user is prompted to select the corresponding blue 

interfaces. Once all the outer areas are selected, the program turns them green and 

automatically matches the correct individual inner and outer areas regardless of selection 
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order. The resulting area data is easily extracted for transfer to a spreadsheet to perform 

analysis for generation of the calibration curves of an individual experiment (see Fig. 79). 

The success of the area analysis was predicated on the straying of intact bubbles of 

relatively large sizes towards the channel walls for conditions with irregular or high 

polydispersity pinch-off. 

      The file ClickBubbleColoring.m incorporates the coloring of bubbles during the image 

processing for area analysis with “LUMINAN” to provide visual clarity of expansion 

pinch-off phenomena figures. As demonstrated in Fig. A2, the most suitable luminance 

value for proper representation of a bubble is dependent on the bubble’s location and 

velocity. The code is designed to allow for the coloring of bubbles of interest in 

chronological order with increasing hue around a color wheel (i.e. red, orange, yellow, 

green, blue, purple, pink) with assistance from the MATLAB function uisetcolor. The 

process is repeated across several frames to demonstrate how a bubble highlighted by a 

given color moves, deforms, and splits (if applicable). The user chooses a luminance value 

and then is instructed to click the white inner area of a bubble (or bubbles in the case of the 

corresponding colored bubble from a previously colored frame having undergone splitting) 

as displayed on the video frame. The user is then given the choice to change the luminance 

value if needed before clicking on a new bubble on the same frame. The previously colored 

bubbles from the current frame remain displayed to aid the user. The user may skip the use 

of a color by pressing enter (rather than clicking first) when viewing the image. Once all 

the predefined color choices are cycled through, the colored image is saved and the next 

frame is displayed for coloring. The critical component of the code is the actual coloring 

of the inner areas of bubbles of interest rather than the choice of the specific color. A 
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secondary image editor program can be used with the saved image to change the color of 

the bubble interiors, which can now be colored as individual objects.  

      Once the calibration curves for bubble area (see Fig. 79) were established for an 

individual experiment, the areas and dispersities of intact and fragmented bubbles were 

calculated for polydisperse and mono- or bidisperse pinch-off conditions using the code 

beginning with “ClickPinchAnalysis” or “CPA” (i.e. the acronym). Another consequence 

of high bubble packing fraction was the interstitial space between intact bubbles was of 

similar size to the inner area of (particularly fragmented) bubbles. The MATLAB function 

regionprops was used in order to assist in the identification of which MATLAB objects 

were bubbles based on object properties such as eccentricity and perimeter. As the 

properties of small negative space objects (termed “defects” in the code) become 

indistinguishable from small bubble objects, the user is prompted to visually assist in 

removal of non-bubble objects. An example script is included at the end of the Appendix 

for the less asymmetric design consisting of a 45° wall and a 60° wall (i.e. “low 

asymmetry” or “LA”). The major features of the code are outlined with the support of 

figures directly generated from the provided script (the figure number as designated in the 

code at the end of the line creating the figure will be stated for each corresponding subfigure 

or figure included below).  

      A frame from the recorded video is chosen and a cropped image is created to process a 

practicable number of bubbles downstream of the expansion in a consistent location across 

experimental conditions (Fig. A5 left). Area, eccentricity and x-position restraints are used 

to identify possible bubble interiors that are not divided by the edge of the image, which 

are displayed in white on a black and white image (Fig. A5 right). The smallest objects for  
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Fig. A5 (left) A cropped image of foam flow directly downstream of the asymmetric 

expansion consisting of an upper 45° wall and a lower 60° wall (figure #1 in MATLAB 

code). (right) White objects consisting of both bubble interiors and interstitial spaces 

(figure #3 in code) after preliminary removal of non-bubble objects that are most dissimilar 

to bubble objects based on area and eccentricity (as well as removal of objects in close 

proximity to the lateral edges of the image). 

a user-defined range above the minimum area of interest are displayed on a black and white 

image (Fig. A6 left). Non-bubble objects can be removed using differences from bubble 

objects (Fig. A6 right) based on various properties (e.g. eccentricity, orientation, and 

extent). Difficulties in distinguishing objects consisting of a small number of pixels based 

on object properties required the development of user-assisted removal of small non-bubble 

objects as discussed later. Therefore, this step is only useful for the fast removal of a few 

non-bubble objects of near minimal area rather than the complete removal. An updated 

version of all the remaining objects (i.e. a new version of Fig. A5 right without the removed 

non-bubble objects) is displayed to the user (figure #8 in code).  

      Larger objects (medium-sized or “Med” in the code) for a user-defined range above the 

previous area range are displayed on a black and white image (Fig. A7 left). Non-bubble 

objects can be removed using differences from bubble objects (Fig. A7 right) based on 

relative perimeter. For the case of more bubble objects than non-bubble objects (Fig. A7 

left), the mean perimeter is characteristic of circular bubbles of minimal ratios of perimeter  
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Fig. A6 (left) All remaining objects for analysis for a specified pixel area range that groups 

the smallest objects together to aid in removal of non-bubble objects (figure #5 in 

MATLAB code). (right) The removal of some non-bubble objects based on eccentricities 

above a user-defined value characteristic of bubble interiors of the specified area range 

(figure #6 in code). In the provided code, figure #7 is unchanged from figure #6.  

to area. Therefore, objects with perimeters larger than a certain multiple of the standard 

deviation above the mean perimeter can be discarded as non-bubble objects. If the majority 

of objects are non-bubble objects, then circular bubble objects can be identified as having 

perimeters less than a certain multiple of the standard deviation below the mean perimeter. 

An updated version of all the remaining objects is displayed to the user (figure #11 in code). 

 

Fig. A7 (left) Objects for a specified intermediate pixel area range that groups similarly 

sized objects together to aid in the removal on non-bubble objects (figure #9 in MATLAB 

code). (right) Five of the seven non-bubble objects are identified for removal with the 

unidentified non-bubble objects being at the lower end of the area range and more square-

like in shape (figure #10 in MATLAB code). 
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      The remaining smallest objects (Fig. A6 right) are revisited for user-assisted analysis 

and are subdivided into two groups based on size. If no “keyboard” commands are used to 

verify the correct identification of objects as displayed in earlier figures, the first time the 

code will stop running is at this stage (figure #13 in code). The user is prompted to drag a 

rectangle around a region of the cropped image containing objects of interest (from the 

smaller group of smallest objects) highlighted in yellow that only includes non-bubble 

objects. The rectangle dragged by the user’s cursor will automatically extend the width of 

the image if not done so by the user. All the objects contained in the rectangle change color 

from yellow to red to indicate their selection (Fig. A8 left). The user must ensure that no 

bubble objects are selected even if this results in the incomplete selection of non-bubble 

objects as unidentified non-bubble objects can be removed at a later processing step. If a 

bubble object is mistakenly selected, then the code must be rerun. An updated version of 

all the remaining objects is displayed to the user (figure #14 in code). The user is prompted 

a second time to repeat the process for the larger group of smallest objects (Fig. A8 right). 

 

Fig. A8 (left) User-assisted removal of the smallest non-bubble objects (highlighted in red) 

by identification of a rectangular region of the cropped image that only includes non-bubble 

objects using the cursor (figure #13 in MATLAB code). (right) User-assisted removal of 

the next smallest non-bubble objects (highlighted in red). A triangular non-bubble object 

is located above some of the upper bubble objects (right of center) and cannot be removed 

at this stage (figure #16 in code).  
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      All the remaining objects are displayed to the user colored green. The user is instructed 

to click on non-bubble objects, which are then colored red (Fig. A9 left). The user is given 

a second prompting to click on non-bubble objects to prevent the need to rerun the code if 

the user has failed to identify all the remaining non-bubble objects after the initial 

inspection. The code outputs the number of clicks by the user and the number of non-

bubble objects selected to reduce user error. The object number of the selected non-bubble 

objects is also outputted for future use. An updated version of all the remaining objects is 

displayed to the user (Fig. A9 right). 

 

Fig. A9 (left) Green bubble interiors as the remaining interstitial spaces for removal have 

been identified by the user, clicked on, and colored red (figure #17 in MATLAB code). 

The previous removal steps reduce the number of non-bubble objects that the user must 

individually click to reduce processing time and user error. Three small non-bubble objects 

went unidentified and three large non-bubble objects were not previously probed for 

removal. (right) White objects consisting of only bubble interiors after removal of all 

interstitial spaces (figure #18 in code) 

      Intact and fragmented are separated based on relative area. For most experimental 

conditions of interest, pinch-off is frequent enough such that the majority of bubbles are 

fragmented. Therefore, the mean area is characteristic of fragmented bubbles, and objects 

with areas smaller than a certain multiple of the mean above the mean area can be 

categorized as fragmented bubbles. The ratio of the smallest intact bubble to the largest 
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fragmented bubble is outputted at the end of the code to assist the user in verifying the 

proper categorization of bubbles. Based on the user-defined multiple, the interiors of 

fragmented bubbles are displayed in a black and white image (Fig. A10 left). The 

fragmented bubbles are divided into two groups based on y-position in the channel to allow 

for characterization of fragmented bubble volume ratio (in the case of asymmetric 

expansions) and the polydispersity of each individual band of split bubbles (can be used in 

symmetric expansions as well to check for internal consistency between bands). The user 

is displayed the cropped image with the upper and lower bands of fragmented bubbles 

colored yellow and blue respectively (Fig. A10 right). The user is prompted to click on any 

bubble that was too small to have an identifiable inner area, which is marked by a green 

asterisk (Fig. A10 right, top and right of center). The previously unidentified bubble is 

assigned an inner area of zero. 

 

Fig. A10 (left) The interiors of fragmented bubbles based on the relative area of all bubbles 

displayed on a black and white image (figure #19 in MATLAB code). (right) The interiors 

of fragmented bubbles colored yellow and blue based on the respective y-positions in the 

channel. A bubble with a negligible inner pixelated area is marked by the user with a green 

asterisk (right of center) among the upper fragmented bubbles (figure #20 in code).   

      Upon the complete identification of bubble objects, the inner areas of bubbles in pixels 

are converted to total areas in square microns using the calibration curves for the 
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experiment (see Fig. 79) and a conversion factor of pixel edge length to microns. The y-

intercept of the calibration curve for bubbles with diameters less than the channel height 

(see Fig. 79) is used to approximate any bubbles with negligible inner pixelated area for 

simplicity. The areas are also converted to volumes using the channel height to determine 

whether to approximate a bubble as spherical or pancake-shaped (see Equation 4).31 The 

cropped image is displayed with all applicable bubbles interiors colored (where intact 

bubbles are colored pink), and is saved for future verification of complete identification of 

bubble objects (Fig. A11). The code outputs the y-coordinates of each user-defined 

rectangle, the object number of the selected non-bubble objects, and the coordinates of the 

green asterisk(s) for bubble(s) with negligible inner pixelated area. These values can be put 

into the appropriate variables at the beginning of the code to allow the code to automatically 

rerun the analysis and regenerate the final image. The code also outputs the number and 

polydispersity index of intact and fragmented bubbles. 

 

Fig. A11 Categorized and colored intact and fragmented bubbles (figure #22 in MATLAB 

code). The image is from the asymmetric expansion consisting of an upper 45° wall and a 

lower 60° wall with moderately high efficiency, polydisperse pinch-off (14 mL h-1 and 925 

mbar, Ca ≈ 0.064, θ = 1.33, η = 0.55). 
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clickPinchAnalysisVolumeLA_July31.m (CPAVLA.m) 
% Original version (PinchAnalysis) created by Daniel Vecchiolla in        

% 2017. Adapted and upgraded by Vidya Giri October 2017 
% Reformatted and updated by Daniel Vecchiolla April 2018 
% Includes volume calculations for small bubbles only (large bubble 
% volumes would only be useful for confirming conservation of volume) 
% Updated from PinchAnalysisArea and code for 7-31-17 Analysis.          

  
% Removes unwanted objects (interstitial spaces) and separates bubbles 

% into large intact bubbles and small bubbles that were produced from  

% pinch-off. Small bubbles are also independently classified based on   

% location in the channel, which is important for an asymmetric         
% expansion/tridisperse foam generation. Requires user input for       

% initial analysis, but user inputs are outputted at end (parameters   

% code_rect, codenum, and codeaddedbub) and can be stored at the top of 

% the code to quickly rerun the code to reacccess the data by changing 

% the parameter "clickon" to 0 (i.e. off). Displays a colored image at 

% the end of processing for user verification that no unwanted objects 

% were selected and bubbles were correctly classified(can use one color 

% or two colors for small bubbles). The displayed image also shows      

% which bubbles were selected by the user that were "missing" in that   

% they were too small to have an identifiable inner area. Converts the  
% bubble areas in pixels to square microns based on data from  
% ClickAreaAnalysis code with missing bubbles using the y-intercept    

% value. Converts the areas to volumes based on channel height and     

% whether bubble is a pancake or a sphere based on equations from S. M. 
% Vuong and S. L. Anna, “Tuning bubbly structures in microchannels.”    

% Stores the bubble areas and volumes for each group in a different     

% master data structure (large, small, upper small, and lowersmall     

% bubbles). Also calculates: 
% - Number of Bubbles & Number Ratio of Bubbles 
% - 2 Estimated area ratios of approximately 1 where the second         

% estimate takes into account the number ratio which is not exactly 2 
% - The polydispersity using area not diameter as the bubble size 
% Additional processing done in Excel 

  
% Updates from PinchAnalysisArea: 
% Adds bubble area to volume conversion equations. Reconfigures master 

% data structure while still recording all the same data. Utilizes the 
% user to visually identify and click or otherwise select unwanted      
% objects on a selectively colored image for removal after and in       

% conjunction with tests using MATLAB regionprops. Selected objects     

% change color on original image. If user doesn't select correctly or  
% completely, the code needs to be rerun but significantly shortens    

% analysis time compared to PinchAnalysis code as it is tedious or     

% impossible to differentiate tiny objects. Uses the mean and a         

% multiple of the standard deviation (the variable called               

% “choosewisely” near top of code) of bubble areas to separate small    

% bubbles and large bubbles. Allows the user to also select "missing"   
% bubbles that were too small to have an identifiable inner area. The   

% user selection process of unwanted objects and missing bubbles can be 

% stored at the top of the code for quick reruns to reaccess the data   

% by changing the parameter "clickon" off.   
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% Details of steps for removal of unwanted objects and bubble           

% separation based on original PinchAnalysis code (most pertinent from 

% FrameStart to BW4 in the code below).  

  
% Loads a video. Allows the user to specify which frames to process but  
% only one frame typically can be analyzed at a time. Displays black    

% and white image of bubbles and selected but unwanted interstitial  

% spaces. Allows the user to specify properties to determine what      

% objects are bubbles using MATLAB regionprops properties (area,        

% centroid, eccentricity, orientation, extent, perimeter, etc) in  

% absolute terms or relative to the mean and standard deviation of the 

% objects. Sequentially removes unwanted objects (first "tiny" objects 

% which are hardest to differentiate from bubbles, then "medium"        

% objects, then "large" objects at a later time) over several tests.   

% All tests must be allowed to run but tests can effectively be skipped 

% if using conditional tests with large standard deviations to pass all 

% objects to the next test when there are no unwanted objects or        

% creating a new structure that is exactly the same as the old one.    

% Displays black and white images at each stage to guide user to        

% correctly select objects to remove.  

  
close all %close open figure windows 
clear all %clear workspace variables 
clc %clear command window 

  
%Load Video 
filePath = 'E:\Expansion Pinch-Off\Experiments\Final 

(Best)\Asymmetric\7-31-17 Wafer 1 Low 10% Glycerol\800 x 304\'  
fileName = '14 mlhr 925 mbar 2000 pps 800 x 304 WB.avi'; 

  
vidFile = VideoReader([filePath,fileName]); 

  
%Parameters 
Clickon = 0% 1 is if you want to click through program 
          % 0 is if you want to run output code parameters 
runAreascode = 1; % 1 is if you want to run with normal 3 correlations 
                % 0 is otherwise if streamlined to 1 correlation 

  
if clickon == 1 % dont change this 
else 
code_rect=[ 
 71.0000 
  255.0000 
  110.0000 
  210.0000 
];%paste in data  
 

codenum=[  
12 
15 
243 
273 
288 
309 
];%paste in data  
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codeaddedbub=[  
298.0000   33.0000  
];%paste in data  

  
centroidY_top_1=code_rect(1); 
centroidY_bot_1=code_rect(2); 
centroidY_top_2=code_rect(3); 
centroidY_bot_2=code_rect(4);  
end 

  
choosewisely = 0.38 % increase for more large (pink) to become small 

(blue) 

  
frameStart = 1214; %!!!!!!<<<< 

  
frameStep = 100; 
frameMax = vidFile.NumberOfFrames; 
frameTot = floor(1+(frameMax-frameStart)/frameStep); %total processed  
frameReport = 100; % Specifies how often MATLAB reports processing 

progress 
%Create Video and Read Data. Load the video file, pre-allocate space 
disp(['Reading video file data... ',num2str(frameTot),' frames']); 
mov(1:frameMax) = struct('cdata',... 
zeros(vidFile.Height,vidFile.Width,3,'uint8')); 
tic 

  
for k = frameStart%:frameStep:frameMax 
vidFrames = read(vidFile,k); 
mov(k).cdata = vidFrames(:,:,:); % read data from each frame 
end 

  

toc 

  
disp(' '); 
disp(' ======== STARTING DATA PROCESSING ========'); 
disp(' '); 

  
screen_size = get(0,'ScreenSize'); %1920 x 1080 pixels 
MasterDataLarge = struct('Frame',zeros([1, frameTot]),... 
'Areas', {cell(1, frameTot)},... 
'Volumes', {cell(1, frameTot)}); 
MasterDataSmall = MasterDataLarge; 
MasterDataUpperSmall = MasterDataLarge; 
MasterDataLowerSmall = MasterDataLarge; 

  
%imshow(mov(frameStart).cdata) 

  
% MasterData holds all of the important bubble properties for every  
% processed frame. A cell array is an array of arrays which can have 
% variable lengths. {} gives cell contents instead of cell itself 

  
%areaMinEdge = 75; 
areaMinEdge = 10; 
areaMin = 5; % px of smallest bubble area (definitely >= 5) 
areaMax = 300; % px of biggest bubble area 
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%centroidX_left = 20; %smallest x-coordinate of bubble centroid 

position  
%centroidX_right = 380; %largest x-coordinate of bubble centroid 

position 
centroidX_leftEdge = 10; %smallest x-coordinate of bubble centroid 

position  
centroidX_rightEdge = 390; 
%centroidY_top = 20; %20, 220 
%centroidY_bot = 80; %80, 290 
level = 0.28; %0.25; %luminance where 0.5 is midway between black (0) & 

white (1)  

  
tic 

  
for f = frameStart%:frameStep:frameMax 
frameNum = ((1+(f-frameStart)/frameStep)); %frame # of frameTot 
if f==1 || rem(f,frameReport) < frameStep  
disp(['Processing frame ',num2str(f),' of ',num2str(frameMax)]); 
end 
figure('Units', 'normalized','Position',[0.05 1 0.05 0.05]) %1  
croppedImage1 = imcrop(mov(f).cdata, [200 0 400 304]);%[xmin ymin width 

height] 
%croppedImage1 = mov(f).cdata; 
imshow(croppedImage1) 
BW = im2bw(croppedImage1, level); % Convert the image to a logical 

array 
% using luminance threshold, white = object  
L = bwlabel(BW,8); %Matrix containing labels of connected objects.  
% 8-connected is default & can be omitted 
Stats = regionprops(L, 'Centroid', 'Eccentricity', 'Area');  
% Measure the properties of the image's regions 
Areas = [Stats.Area]; %vector of bubble areas 
Centroids = [Stats.Centroid]; %vector of centroid positions where odd  
% indices are x & even are y positions  
CX = Centroids(1:2:end); % only interested in x positions 
CY = Centroids(2:2:end);  
Eccentricities = [Stats.Eccentricity]; 
minThresh = (Areas >= areaMin); %returns logical vector 
maxThresh = (Areas < areaMax); 
%centLThresh = (CX > centroidX_left); 
%centRThresh = (CX < centroidX_right); 
%centTThresh = (CY > centroidY_top); 
%centBThresh = (CY < centroidY_bot); 
EccMaxThresh = (Eccentricities < 0.8); %0.7 
%EccMinThresh = (Eccentricities > 0.6); 
targetBubbles = 

minThresh.*maxThresh.*EccMaxThresh;%centTThresh.*centBThresh.*centRThre

sh;%.*centTThresh.*centBThresh.*EccMaxThresh;%.*EccMinThresh; 
% want all of the conditions to be true 
BW1 = ismember(L,find(targetBubbles)); %find returns vector of indices  
% of nonzero elements. ismember for data in L found in targetBubbles 

  
% figure('Units', 'normalized','Position',[0.05 1 0.05 0.05]) %1  
% %set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized','Position', [0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05]); 
% %set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized','Position', [0 0.4 0.4 0.8]); 
% imshow(croppedImage1)  
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figure('Units', 'normalized','Position',[0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05]) %2  
% data in L found in targetBubbles  
imshow(BW1) 
%keyboard; 

  
L = bwlabel(BW1,8); %Matrix containing labels of connected objects.  
Stats = regionprops(L, 'Area','Centroid');  
Areas1 = [Stats.Area]; %vector of bubble areas 
Centroids = [Stats.Centroid]; 
CX = Centroids(1:2:end); % only interested in x positions 
CY = Centroids(2:2:end);  
%keyboard; 
minThreshEdge = (Areas1 > areaMinEdge); %returns logical vector 
centLThreshEdge = (CX < centroidX_leftEdge); 
centRThreshEdge = (CX > centroidX_rightEdge); 

  
targetBubblesEdgeLeft = 

minThreshEdge.*centLThreshEdge;%.*centTThreshEdge.*centBThreshEdge.*Ecc

MaxThreshEdge; 
% want all of the conditions to be true 
targetBubblesEdgeRight = 

minThreshEdge.*centRThreshEdge;%.*centTThreshEdge.*centBThreshEdge.*Ecc

MaxThreshEdge; 
% want all of the conditions to be true 
targetBubblesEdge = targetBubblesEdgeLeft + targetBubblesEdgeRight; 
BW1New = BW1 - ismember(L,find(targetBubblesEdge)); %find returns 

vector of indices  
% of nonzero elements. ismember for data in L found in targetBubbles  

  
L = bwlabel(BW1New); %replace L with only objects that meet criteria 
figure('Units', 'normalized','Position',[0.05 1 0.05 0.05]) %3  
imshow(BW1New) 
%keyboard; 
L = bwlabel(BW1New); %replace L with only objects that meet criteria 
Stats = regionprops(L, 'Centroid', 'Area'); 
Centroids1New = [Stats.Centroid]; %vector of centroid positions where  

% odd indices are x & even are y positions  

CY1New = Centroids1New(2:2:end);  
Areas1New = [Stats.Area]; 
centroidY_top = 92; %135, 92 
centroidY_bot = 220.5; %1 95 216 
centTThresh1New = (CY1New > centroidY_top); 
centBThresh1New = (CY1New < centroidY_bot); 
AreaThresh = (Areas1New < areaMin); %*2 
%AreaThresh = (Areas1New < areaMin*5); %*2 
%EccMaxThresh2 = (Eccentricities2 < 0.68); Change line before to Min 
targetTinyDefects = AreaThresh.*centTThresh1New.*centBThresh1New; 
BW2 = BW1New-ismember(L,find(targetTinyDefects)); 
figure('Units', 'normalized','Position',[0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05]) %4  
imshow(croppedImage1) 
hold on 
white = cat(3,ones(size(BW2)), ones(size(BW2)), ones(size(BW2))); 
h_white = imshow(white); %handle to yellow image 
set(h_white, 'AlphaData', BW2) 
hold off  
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if clickon==1; % if using click 
keyboard 
else % if running values from output code 
end 

  
L = bwlabel(BW2); 
Stats2 = regionprops(L, 'Area'); 
Areas2 = [Stats2.Area]; 
AreaThresh2 = (Areas2 < areaMin+20); 
targetTinyObjects = AreaThresh2; 

  
BW3 = ismember(L,find(targetTinyObjects)); 
figure('Units', 'normalized','Position',[0.05 1 0.05 0.05]) %5  
imshow(BW3) 
%keyboard 
L3 = bwlabel(BW3); 
Stats3 = regionprops(L3, 'Eccentricity', 'Orientation', 'Extent'); 
Eccentricities3 = [Stats3.Eccentricity]; 
EccMaxThresh3 = (Eccentricities3 < 0.68); 
Orient = [Stats3.Orientation]; 
OrientMin = 30; 
OrientMax = 60; 
OrientMinNeg = -60; 
OrientMaxNeg = -30; 
OrientMinThresh = ((Orient) > OrientMin); 
OrientMaxThresh = ((Orient) < OrientMax); 
OrientMinNegThresh = ((Orient) > OrientMinNeg); 
OrientMaxNegThresh = ((Orient) < OrientMaxNeg); 
Extents3 = [Stats3.Extent]; 
ExtentsThresh = Extents3 < (mean(Extents3)+0.01*std(Extents3)); 
targetTinyDefects4 = (ExtentsThresh);  
%targetTinyDefects = 

OrientMinThresh.*OrientMaxThresh;%.*BBoxThresh;%.*OrientMinThresh.*Orie

ntMaxThresh;%.*BBoxThresh; 
targetTinyDefects2 = OrientMinNegThresh.*OrientMaxNegThresh; 
targetTinyDefects3 = not(EccMaxThresh3); 
BW3New = BW3-ismember(L3,find(targetTinyDefects3));%-

ismember(L3,find(targetTinyDefects4));%-

ismember(L3,find(targetTinyDefects))-

ismember(L3,find(targetTinyDefects2)); 
%BW3New = BW3-ismember(L3,find(targetTinyBubbles));%BW2New-

ismember(L,find(targetTinyBubbles)); 
figure('Units', 'normalized','Position',[0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05]) %6  
imshow(BW3New) 
%keyboard 

  
L3New = bwlabel(BW3New); 
Stats3New = regionprops(L3New, 'Perimeter'); 
Perm = [Stats3New.Perimeter]; 
PermThresh = (Perm > mean(Perm)+ 2.1*std(Perm)); %1.2 
targetTinyDefects5 = PermThresh; 
BW3Newest = BW3New-ismember(L3New,find(targetTinyDefects5));%BW2New-

ismember(L,find(targetTinyBubbles)); 

  
figure('Units', 'normalized','Position',[0.05 1 0.05 0.05]) %7  
imshow(BW3Newest) 
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%keyboard 

  
BW2New = BW2-(BW3-BW3Newest); %BW2-(BW3-BW3Newest); 
figure('Units', 'normalized','Position',[0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05]) %8  
imshow(BW2New) 

  
% 
L2Newest = bwlabel(BW2New); 
Stats5Newest = regionprops(L2Newest, 'Area'); 
Areas5Newest = [Stats5Newest.Area]; 
Areas5MinThresh = (Areas5Newest > areaMin+40); 
Areas5MaxThresh = (Areas5Newest <= areaMin+70); %80, 100 
targetMedObjects = Areas5MinThresh.*Areas5MaxThresh; 
BW4New = ismember(L2Newest,find(targetMedObjects)); 
figure('Units', 'normalized','Position',[0.05 1 0.05 0.05]) %9  
imshow(BW4New) 

  
if clickon==1; % if using click 
keyboard 
else % if running values from output code 
end 

  
L4New = bwlabel(BW4New); %replace L with only objects that meet 

criteria 
Stats4New = regionprops(L4New, 'Area', 'Perimeter'); 
Perm2New = [Stats4New.Perimeter]; 
PermThresh2New = (Perm2New > mean(Perm2New)+0.75*std(Perm2New)); %1.35 
%PermThresh2New2 = (Perm2New < mean(Perm2New)-0.8*std(Perm2New)); %1.35 
targetMedDefects2 = 

PermThresh2New;%.*PermThresh2New2;%.*minThresh.*maxThresh; 
% want all of the conditions to be true 
BW5Newest = ismember(L4New,find(targetMedDefects2)); 
figure('Units', 'normalized','Position',[0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05]) %10  
imshow(BW5Newest) 
if clickon==1; % if using click 
keyboard 
else % if running values from output code 
end 

  
L5New = bwlabel(BW5Newest); 
Stats5Newest = regionprops(L5New, 'Area');  
Areas5Newest = [Stats5Newest.Area]; 

  
BW2New = BW2New-BW5Newest;%-BW5Newest;%+BW4New; 
figure('Units', 'normalized','Position',[0.05 1 0.05 0.05]) %11  
imshow(BW2New) 
%} 

  
%keyboard 
L = bwlabel(BW2New); 
Stats2New = regionprops(L, 'Area'); 
Areas2New = [Stats2New.Area]; 
Areas2NewMinThresh = (Areas2New >= areaMin); 
Areas2NewMaxThresh = (Areas2New <= areaMin+10); 
targetMedObjects = Areas2NewMinThresh.*Areas2NewMaxThresh; 
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BW4 = ismember(L,find(targetMedObjects)); 

  
figure('Units', 'normalized','Position',[0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05]) %12  
imshow(BW4) 

  
figure('Units', 'normalized','Position',[0.05 1 0.05 0.05]) %13  
imshow(croppedImage1) 
hold on 
yellow = cat(3,ones(size(BW4)), ones(size(BW4)), zeros(size(BW4))); 
h_yellow = imshow(yellow); %handle to yellow image 
set(h_yellow, 'AlphaData', BW4) 

  
%limit by Y 
L2New = bwlabel(BW4); % 
Stats = regionprops(L2New,'Centroid');  
Centroids = [Stats.Centroid]; 
%CX = Centroids(1:2:end); % only interested in x positions 
CY1New = Centroids(2:2:end); % only interested in y positions 

  
if clickon==1; % if using click 
disp('round 1: drag rectangle to select band of defects:') 
%%  
rect = getrect; 
%%  
centroidY_top=rect(2);  
centroidY_bot=rect(2)+rect(4);  
centroidY_top_1= centroidY_top; 
centroidY_bot_1= centroidY_bot; 

  
else % if running values from output code 
disp('round 1: deleted defects with rectangle') 
centroidY_top = centroidY_top_1; % can test here with same coordinates 

if needed 
centroidY_bot = centroidY_bot_1; % 
end 

  
centTThresh1New = (CY1New > centroidY_top); 
centBThresh1New = (CY1New < centroidY_bot); 
targetDefects1 = centTThresh1New.*centBThresh1New; 
BW4 = ismember(L2New,find(targetDefects1)); 

  
red = cat(3,ones(size(BW4)), zeros(size(BW4)), zeros(size(BW4))); 
h_red = imshow(red); %handle to red image 
set(h_red, 'AlphaData', BW4)% displays selected defects as red 
hold off  

 
BW2Newest = BW2New-BW4; 
figure('Units', 'normalized','Position',[0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05]) %14  
imshow(BW2Newest) 
if clickon==1; % if using click 
keyboard 
else % if running values from output code 
end 
L2New = bwlabel(BW2Newest); 
Stats5 = regionprops(L2New, 'Area'); 
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Areas5 = [Stats5.Area]; 
Areas5MinThresh = (Areas5 > areaMin+10); 
Areas5MaxThresh = (Areas5 <= areaMin+20); 
targetMedObjects2 = Areas5MinThresh.*Areas5MaxThresh; 
BW5New = ismember(L2New,find(targetMedObjects2)); 
figure('Units', 'normalized','Position',[0.05 1 0.05 0.05]) %15  
imshow(BW5New)  

  
figure('Units', 'normalized','Position',[0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05]) %16  
imshow(croppedImage1) 
hold on 
yellow = cat(3,ones(size(BW5New)), ones(size(BW5New)), 

zeros(size(BW5New))); 
h_yellow = imshow(yellow); %handle to yellow image 
set(h_yellow, 'AlphaData', BW5New) 

  
%limit by Y 
L2New = bwlabel(BW5New); % 
Stats = regionprops(L2New,'Centroid');  
Centroids = [Stats.Centroid]; 
%CX = Centroids(1:2:end); % only interested in x positions 
CY1New = Centroids(2:2:end);  

  
if clickon==1; % if using click  
disp('round 2: drag rectangle to select band of defects:') 
rect = getrect; 
centroidY_top=rect(2); %output 
centroidY_bot=rect(2)+rect(4); % output 
centroidY_top_2= centroidY_top; 
centroidY_bot_2= centroidY_bot; 
else% if running values from output code 
disp('round 2: deleted defects with rectangle') 
centroidY_top = centroidY_top_2; % can test here with same coordinates 

if needed 
centroidY_bot = centroidY_bot_2; % 
end 

  
centTThresh1New = (CY1New > centroidY_top); 
centBThresh1New = (CY1New < centroidY_bot); 
targetDefects1 = centTThresh1New.*centBThresh1New; 
BW5New = ismember(L2New,find(targetDefects1)); 

  
red = cat(3,ones(size(BW5New)), zeros(size(BW5New)), 

zeros(size(BW5New))); 
h_red = imshow(red); %handle to red image 
set(h_red, 'AlphaData', BW5New)% displays selected defects as red 
hold off  

 
    BW2Newest = BW2Newest-BW5New; 
    figure('Units', 'normalized','Position',[0.05 1 0.05 0.05]) %17                                  
    %imshow(BW2Newest) 
    imshow(croppedImage1) 
    hold on 
    green = cat(3,zeros(size(BW2Newest)), ones(size(BW2Newest)), 

zeros(size(BW2Newest))); 
    h_green = imshow(green); %handle to green image 
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    set(h_green, 'AlphaData', BW2Newest) 

     
    L3 = bwlabel(BW2Newest); 

     
  if clickon==1 
    disp('round 1: click on defects then press enter:') 
    [x, y] = getpts; 
    coord_round1 = [x y]; 
    x=floor(x); 
    y=floor(y); 
    numberofclicks=length(x) 
    num=zeros(numberofclicks,1); 
        for i = 1:numberofclicks 
          xi=x(i); 
          yi=y(i); 
          num(i)= L3(yi,xi); 
        end 
    num = nonzeros(num);% gets rid of zeros 
    num = unique(num,'sorted'); % gets rid of duplicates and puts in 

order 
    %disp('defect numbers found:') 
    round1num=num; 
    num=num'; 
        emptcheck = isempty(num); 
        if emptcheck==1; 
            num=0; 
        else 
        end 
  else %input defect num manually 
      disp('round 1: deleted selected defects') 
      num=[codenum];  
      num= unique(num,'sorted') 
      emptcheck = isempty(num); 
        if emptcheck==1; 
            num=0; 
        else 
        end 
  end 

   
  if num==0 
      defectsfound=0 
  else 
  defectsfound=length(num) 
  end 

   
    Stats3 = regionprops(L3, 'Eccentricity', 'Orientation', 'Extent', 

'Centroid', 'Area', 'Perimeter'); 
    for i = 1:length(Stats3) 
        if(i~=[num]) 
            j = find(L3==i); 
            L3(j) = 0;               
        end 
    end    
    L3(find(L3))=1; 
    L4=L3; 
    %imshow(L3) %17  
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    red = cat(3,ones(size(L3)), zeros(size(L3)), zeros(size(L3))); 
    h_red = imshow(red); %handle to red image 
    set(h_red, 'AlphaData', L3)% displays selected defects as red 
    %end of round 1 

     
    %(ROUND 2 to add more red) 
  if clickon==1 
    L3 = bwlabel(BW2Newest); 
    disp('round 2: click on defects then press enter:') 
    [x, y] = getpts; 
    coord_round2 = [x y]; 
    x=floor(x); 
    y=floor(y); 
    numberofclicks=length(x) 
    num=zeros(numberofclicks,1); 
    for i = 1:numberofclicks 
      xi=x(i); 
      yi=y(i); 
      num(i)= L3(yi,xi); 
    end 
    num = nonzeros(num);% gets rid of zeros 
    num = unique(num,'sorted'); % gets rid of duplicates and puts in 

order    
    defectsfound=length(num) 
    %disp('defect numbers found:') 
    round2num=num; 
    num=num'; 
    emptcheck = isempty(num); 
    if emptcheck==1; 
        num=0; 
    else 
    end 
  else 
    disp('round 2: zero defects entered') 
    num=0; 
    defectsfound=num 
  end 

   
    Stats3 = regionprops(L3, 'Eccentricity', 'Orientation', 'Extent', 

'Centroid', 'Area', 'Perimeter'); 
    for i = 1:length(Stats3) 
        if(i~=[num]) 
            j = find(L3==i); 
            L3(j) = 0;               
        end 
    end    
 L3(find(L3))=1; 
%   
    %imshow(L3) %17  
    red = cat(3,ones(size(L3)), zeros(size(L3)), zeros(size(L3))); 
    h_red = imshow(red); %handle to red image 
    set(h_red, 'AlphaData', L3)% displays selected defects as red 
   %end of round 2 

     
   if clickon==1 
       combnum=[round1num;round2num] 
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       codenum = unique(combnum,'sorted'); % gets rid of duplicates and 

puts in order    
   else 
       codenum=codenum;  
   end 
    hold off  

    

    
    figure('Units', 'normalized','Position',[0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05]) %18                                  
    BW2Newest = BW2Newest-(L4)-L3; 
    imshow(BW2Newest) 
 if clickon==1; % if using click 
     keyboard 
    else % if running values from output code 
    end 
    L2Newest = bwlabel(BW2Newest); 
    Stats2Newest = regionprops(L2Newest, 'Area', 'Eccentricity', 

'Centroid');  
    Areas2Newest = [Stats2Newest.Area]; 
    Area2NewestMax = 

mean(Areas2Newest)+choosewisely*mean(Areas2Newest); %NEED TO CHOOSE 

WISELY for SMALL vs BIG BUBBLES 
    Ecc2Newest = [Stats2Newest.Eccentricity]; 
    Area2NewestThresh = Areas2Newest < Area2NewestMax; 
    %Area2NewestThresh2 = Areas2Newest > 35; 
    centroidX_left = 90; 
    centroidY_bot = 150; 
    Centroids2 = [Stats2Newest.Centroid]; 
    CX2 = Centroids2(1:2:end); % only interested in x positions 
    CY2 = Centroids2(2:2:end); 
    centLThresh2 = (CX2 > centroidX_left); 
    centBThresh2 = (CY2 < centroidY_bot); 
    targetSmallBubbles = Area2NewestThresh; 
    BWSmall = ismember(L2Newest,find(targetSmallBubbles)); 
    figure('Units', 'normalized','Position',[0.05 1 0.05 0.05]) %19 
    imshow(BWSmall) % 

https://nf.nci.org.au/facilities/software/Matlab/toolbox/ 
                % images/im2bw.html 
 if clickon==1; % if using click 

  
     keyboard 
    else % if running values from output code 
 end 
 LSmall = bwlabel(BWSmall); %replace L with only objects that meet 

criteria 
    StatsSmall = regionprops(LSmall, 'Centroid', 'Eccentricity', 

'Area');  
                       % Measure the properties of the image's regions 
    AreasSmall = [StatsSmall.Area]; %vector of bubble areas 
    CentroidsSmall = [StatsSmall.Centroid]; %vector of centroid         

% positions where odd indices are x & even are y positions  
    CXSmall = CentroidsSmall(1:2:end); % only interested in x positions 
    CYSmall = CentroidsSmall(2:2:end);  
    EccentricitiesSmall = [StatsSmall.Eccentricity];     

   
    figure('Units', 'normalized','Position',[0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05]) %20   
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    imshow(croppedImage1) 
    hold on 
    %targetupper 
    YUpperSmall = (CYSmall < 146); 
    targetUpperSmall = YUpperSmall; 
    BWUpperSmall = ismember(LSmall,find(targetUpperSmall)); 
    yellow = cat(3,ones(size(BWUpperSmall)), ones(size(BWUpperSmall)), 

zeros(size(BWUpperSmall))); 
    h_yellow = imshow(yellow); %handle to green image 
    set(h_yellow, 'AlphaData', BWUpperSmall) 

     
    %targetlower 
    YLowerSmall = (CYSmall >= 146); 
    targetLowerSmall = YLowerSmall; 
    BWLowerSmall = ismember(LSmall,find(targetLowerSmall)); 
    blue = cat(3,zeros(size(BWLowerSmall)), zeros(size(BWLowerSmall)), 

ones(size(BWLowerSmall))); 
    h_blue = imshow(blue); %handle to green image 
    set(h_blue, 'AlphaData', BWLowerSmall) 

    
    LUpperSmall = bwlabel(BWUpperSmall); %replace L with only objects 

that meet criteria 
    StatsUpperSmall = regionprops(LUpperSmall, 'Centroid', 

'Eccentricity', 'Area');  
                       % Measure the properties of the image's regions 
    AreasUpperSmall = [StatsUpperSmall.Area]; %vector of bubble areas 
    CentroidsUpperSmall = [StatsUpperSmall.Centroid]; %vector of  

% centroid positions where odd indices are x & even are y positions  

  
    LLowerSmall = bwlabel(BWLowerSmall); %replace L with only objects 

that meet criteria 
    StatsLowerSmall = regionprops(LLowerSmall, 'Centroid', 

'Eccentricity', 'Area');  
                       % Measure the properties of the image's regions 
    AreasLowerSmall = [StatsLowerSmall.Area]; %vector of bubble areas 
    CentroidsLowerSmall = [StatsLowerSmall.Centroid]; %vector of       

% centroid positions where odd indices are x & even are y positions  

       
    %assume all missing in upper small 

     
   if clickon==1 
     disp('click to add in missing bubbles then press enter') 
     [x, y] = getpts; 
    coord_added_bubbles=[x y]; 
    codeaddedbub=[coord_added_bubbles]; 
     plot(x,y,'g*','MarkerSize',5) 
     bubblesadded=length(x) 
      missingbub=zeros(1,bubblesadded); 
        AreasSmall = [AreasSmall,[missingbub]]; %add missing bubble 
        AreasUpperSmall = [AreasUpperSmall,[missingbub]];%add missing 

bubble 

  
   else 
    emptcheck = isempty(codeaddedbub); 
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    if emptcheck==1; 
         disp('there are 0 missing bubbles') 
         bubblesadded=0; 
    else 
        disp('missing bubbles have been added') 
        coord_added_bubbles =[codeaddedbub]; 
        x=coord_added_bubbles(:,1); 
        y=coord_added_bubbles(:,2); 
        plot(x,y,'g*','MarkerSize',5) 
        bubblesadded=length(x) 
        missingbub=zeros(1,bubblesadded); 
        AreasSmall = [AreasSmall,[missingbub]]; %add missing bubble 
        AreasUpperSmall = [AreasUpperSmall,[missingbub]];%add missing 

bubble 
   end    
   end 

     

     
    hold off 

     
     %end of small section 
    % large section below 

     
    BWLarge = ismember(L2Newest,find(not(Area2NewestThresh))); 
    figure('Units', 'normalized','Position',[0.05 1 0.05 0.05]) %21                                   
    imshow(BWLarge) 

     
 if clickon==1; % if using click 
        keyboard 
    else % if running values from output code 
    end 

         
    LLarge = bwlabel(BWLarge); %replace L with only objects that meet 

criteria 
    StatsLarge = regionprops(LLarge, 'Centroid', 'Eccentricity', 

'Area');  
                       % Measure the properties of the image's regions 
    AreasLarge = [StatsLarge.Area]; %vector of bubble areas 

  
if runAreascode==1 % run with other correlations 

  
    for i = 1:length(AreasSmall) 
        if AreasSmall(i) < 47 
            AreasSmall(i) = (2.53* AreasSmall(i)+99)*5.4348^2; 
        elseif AreasSmall(i) < 191 
            AreasSmall(i) = (1.72*AreasSmall(i)+137)*5.4348^2; 
        else 
            AreasSmall(i) = (1.49*AreasSmall(i)+181)*5.4348^2; 
        end 
    end 

     
    for i = 1:length(AreasUpperSmall) 
        if AreasUpperSmall(i) < 47 
            AreasUpperSmall(i) = (2.53* 

AreasUpperSmall(i)+99)*5.4348^2; 
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        elseif AreasUpperSmall(i) < 191 
            AreasUpperSmall(i) = 

(1.72*AreasUpperSmall(i)+137)*5.4348^2; 
        else 
            AreasUpperSmall(i) = 

(1.49*AreasUpperSmall(i)+181)*5.4348^2; 
        end 
    end 

     
    for i = 1:length(AreasLowerSmall) 
        if AreasLowerSmall(i) < 47 
            AreasLowerSmall(i) = (2.53* 

AreasLowerSmall(i)+99)*5.4348^2; 
        elseif AreasLowerSmall(i) < 191 
            AreasLowerSmall(i) = 

(1.72*AreasLowerSmall(i)+137)*5.4348^2; 
        else 
            AreasLowerSmall(i) = 

(1.49*AreasLowerSmall(i)+181)*5.4348^2; 
        end 
    end 

     
    for i = 1:length(AreasLarge) 
        if AreasLarge (i) < 191 
            AreasLarge(i) = (1.72*AreasLarge(i)+137)*5.4348^2; 
        else 
            AreasLarge(i) = (1.49*AreasLarge(i)+181)*5.4348^2; 
        end 
    end 
end 

  
   % ADDED VOLUME CODE  
   channelHeight = 80; 
pi32 = vpa(pi); 

  
VolumesSmall = AreasSmall; 
for i = 1:length(VolumesSmall) 
    if VolumesSmall(i) < (channelHeight/2)^2*pi32 %if diameter is less 

than channel height 
        VolumesSmall(i) = 4/3*pi32*(sqrt(VolumesSmall(i)/pi32))^3; 

%assume spherical 
    else 
        VolumesSmall(i) = 

(pi32*channelHeight^3)/6+((pi32*channelHeight)/4*(2*(sqrt(VolumesSmall(

i)/pi32))-

channelHeight)*((pi32*channelHeight)/2+2*(sqrt(VolumesSmall(i)/pi32))-

channelHeight)); %assume pancake 
    end 
end 

  
VolumesUpperSmall = AreasUpperSmall; 
for i = 1:length(VolumesUpperSmall) 
    if VolumesUpperSmall(i) < (channelHeight/2)^2*pi32 %if diameter is 

less than channel height 
        VolumesUpperSmall(i) = 

4/3*pi32*(sqrt(VolumesUpperSmall(i)/pi32))^3; %assume spherical 
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    else 
        VolumesUpperSmall(i) = 

(pi32*channelHeight^3)/6+((pi32*channelHeight)/4*(2*(sqrt(VolumesUpperS

mall(i)/pi32))-

channelHeight)*((pi32*channelHeight)/2+2*(sqrt(VolumesUpperSmall(i)/pi3

2))-channelHeight)); %assume pancake 
    end 
end 

  
VolumesLowerSmall = AreasLowerSmall; 
for i = 1:length(VolumesLowerSmall) 
    if VolumesLowerSmall(i) < (channelHeight/2)^2*pi32 %if diameter is 

less than channel height 
        VolumesLowerSmall(i) = 

4/3*pi32*(sqrt(VolumesLowerSmall(i)/pi32))^3; %assume spherical 
    else 
        VolumesLowerSmall(i) = 

(pi32*channelHeight^3)/6+((pi32*channelHeight)/4*(2*(sqrt(VolumesLowerS

mall(i)/pi32))-

channelHeight)*((pi32*channelHeight)/2+2*(sqrt(VolumesLowerSmall(i)/pi3

2))-channelHeight)); %assume pancake 
    end 
end 

    
   % END OF ADDED VOLUME CODE   

     
    CentroidsLarge = [StatsLarge.Centroid]; %vector of centroid  

positions where odd indices are x & even are y positions  
    CXLarge = CentroidsLarge(1:2:end); % only interested in x positions 
    CYLarge = CentroidsLarge(2:2:end);  
    EccentricitiesLarge = [StatsLarge.Eccentricity];    
    % end of large 

     
    %make final fig 22    
    figure('Units', 'normalized','Position',[0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05]) %22                                 

     
    % original image from video 
    imshow(croppedImage1)  
    hold on 

     
%     % All Small Bubbles in blue 
%     blue = cat(3,zeros(size(BWSmall)), zeros(size(BWSmall)), 

ones(size(BWSmall))); 
%     h_blue = imshow(blue); %handle to blue image 
%     set(h_blue, 'AlphaData', BWSmall) 

    

     %Upper Small Bubbles in yellow 
    yellow = cat(3,ones(size(BWUpperSmall)), ones(size(BWUpperSmall)), 

zeros(size(BWUpperSmall))); 
    h_yellow = imshow(yellow); %handle to green image 
    set(h_yellow, 'AlphaData', BWUpperSmall) 

     
    %Lower Small Bubbles in blue 
    blue = cat(3,zeros(size(BWLowerSmall)), zeros(size(BWLowerSmall)), 

ones(size(BWLowerSmall))); 
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    h_blue = imshow(blue); %handle to green image 
    set(h_blue, 'AlphaData', BWLowerSmall) 

    
    %Large Bubbles in pink 
    pink = cat(3,ones(size(BWLarge)), zeros(size(BWLarge)), 

ones(size(BWLarge))); 
    h_pink = imshow(pink); %handle to blue image 
    set(h_pink, 'AlphaData', BWLarge) 

   
    %plot missing bubbles 
    emptcheck = isempty(codeaddedbub); 
    if emptcheck==1; 
    else 
      plot(x,y,'g*','MarkerSize',5) 
    end    

     
    hold off 

  
disp('    ======== PROCEED TO DISPLAY DATA AND SAVE IMAGE? ========'); 

  
 if clickon==1; % if using click 

  
     keyboard 
    else % if running values from output code 
    end 

  
% save final fig 22 
imagefilename = strcat('images/','LA',fileName,' Frame',num2str(f)); 
set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','auto'); 
print(imagefilename,'-dpng','-r0'); 
disp(' IMAGE SAVED AS:'); 
disp(imagefilename); 
% close fig 1-18 and fig 20 
%close(1:18); close(20); 
% (keeping these images to review) 
%fig 19 is small bubbles 
%fig 21 is large bubbles 
%fig 22 is colored image 

  
    MasterDataLarge.Frame(frameNum) = f; 
    MasterDataLarge.Areas(frameNum) = {cat(2,AreasLarge)}; 
    MasterDataLarge.NumberOfBubbles(frameNum) = length(AreasLarge); 
    MasterDataSmall.Frame(frameNum) = f; 
    MasterDataSmall.Areas(frameNum) = {cat(2,AreasSmall)}; %combine 

horizontally 
    MasterDataSmall.Volumes(frameNum) = {cat(2,VolumesSmall)}; %combine 

horizontally 
    MasterDataSmall.NumberOfBubbles(frameNum) = length(AreasSmall); 

     
    MasterDataLowerSmall.Frame(frameNum) = f; 
    MasterDataLowerSmall.Areas(frameNum) = {cat(2,AreasLowerSmall)}; 

%combine horizontally 
    MasterDataLowerSmall.Volumes(frameNum) = 

{cat(2,VolumesLowerSmall)}; %combine horizontally 
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    MasterDataLowerSmall.NumberOfBubbles(frameNum) = 

length(AreasLowerSmall); 

    
    MasterDataUpperSmall.Frame(frameNum) = f; 
    MasterDataUpperSmall.Areas(frameNum) = {cat(2,AreasUpperSmall)}; 

%combine horizontally 
    MasterDataUpperSmall.Volumes(frameNum) = 

{cat(2,VolumesUpperSmall)}; %combine horizontally 
    MasterDataUpperSmall.NumberOfBubbles(frameNum) = 

length(AreasUpperSmall); 

  
    code_rect=[ 
    centroidY_top_1; 
    centroidY_bot_1; 
    centroidY_top_2; 
    centroidY_bot_2] 
    codenum 
    codeaddedbub 

  
    BubbleNumberRatio =  

MasterDataSmall.NumberOfBubbles(frameNum)/MasterDataLarge.NumberOfBubbl

es(frameNum) 
    BadAreaRatio = sum([StatsLarge.Area]/sum([StatsSmall.Area])) 
    EstAreaRatio = 

sum(MasterDataLarge.Areas{frameNum})/(sum(MasterDataSmall.Areas{frameNu

m})*2/BubbleNumberRatio)                                  

    
    PDILarge = 

std(MasterDataLarge.Areas{1})/mean(MasterDataLarge.Areas{1}) 
    PDISmall = 

std(MasterDataSmall.Areas{1})/mean(MasterDataSmall.Areas{1}) 
    PDILowerSmall = 

std(MasterDataLowerSmall.Areas{1})/mean(MasterDataLowerSmall.Areas{1}) 
    PDIUpperSmall = 

std(MasterDataUpperSmall.Areas{1})/mean(MasterDataUpperSmall.Areas{1}) 
    NumberSmallBubbles = length(MasterDataSmall.Areas{1,1}) 
    NumberBigBubbles = length(MasterDataLarge.Areas{1,1}) 
    bubblesadded 

  

     
    %to make it easier to open in workspace, all matrices rewritten to 
    %start with data: 

     
    datalowersmall=MasterDataLowerSmall.Areas{1,1}; 
    datauppersmall=MasterDataUpperSmall.Areas{1,1}; 
    datalarge=MasterDataLarge.Areas{1,1}; 
    datasmallVOLUME=VolumesSmall; 
    datalowersmallVOLUME=VolumesLowerSmall; 
    datauppersmallVOLUME=VolumesUpperSmall; 

    
    datareq = [BadAreaRatio; 
               EstAreaRatio; 
               PDILarge; 
               PDISmall; 
               PDILowerSmall;  
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               PDIUpperSmall; 
               NumberSmallBubbles; 
               NumberBigBubbles 
               %bubblesadded 
               ]; 
           max(AreasSmall) 
           min(AreasLarge) 
           min(AreasLarge)/max(AreasSmall) 

           
end 
toc 
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Chapter 5 

Trapping-Mediated Bubble Interactions 

      Bubble (or droplet) trapping is an integral part of the previously mentioned field of 

microfluidic manipulations, which includes fusion, splitting, sorting, and mixing.105,142 As 

with splitting, trapping can be facilitated by an auxiliary mechanical or electrical 

component (i.e. active trapping) that is beyond the scope of the present work. Many 

different forms of passive trapping have been developed including parking networks or 

arrays using changes in fluidic resistance,143,144 obstacle arrays combined with local 

cessation of liquid flow,145,146 and hydrodynamic or Stokes traps.147-149 The focus herein is 

on passive traps by surface (or interfacial) tension forces, most specifically surface energy 

wells.150,151 The design of our traps are different from the previous form of surface energy 

wells, having a relatively shallow 3-D component but larger 2-D features. A wide range of 

dynamic bubble interactions is facilitated by trapping individual and multiple bubbles 

including coalescence and bubble-bubble breakup. Trapping and growing bubbles enables 

the future study of a near ideal foam system: monodisperse foam with isolated defect 

bubbles of larger size.  

5.1. Surface Tension Driven Microfluidic Traps 

5.1.1. Tapering Pillars 

In augmentation of expansion-mediated droplet fusion,106 Niu et al. incorporated two 

rows of pillars to trap a droplet (with the absence of surfactant) to be merged using surface 

tension forces.152 The front end of the droplet is squeezed by the tapering of the pillars and 
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becomes smaller than the radius of the back of the droplet, which produces a net surface 

tension pressure. Two modes of merging occurred as illustrated in Fig. 100. Decompression 

merging occurs upon the separation of compressed droplets from the channel geometry as 

observed in smaller droplets (Fig. 100a). Compression merging transpires in larger droplets 

whereby both droplets advance until breakup of the interface and merging occurs (Fig. 

100b). Droplets are released from the pillars once the hydrodynamic pressure from the 

second droplet pushes the merged droplet out of the trap.  

 
 

 

Fig. 100 Droplet fusion after the first droplet marked D1 has been trapped in the system 

of tapering pillars. (a) Decompression merging after D1 adopts a more rounded shape 

upon settling into a wider region between pillars. (b) Compression merging as a result of 

droplet collision. Taken from [152]. 

5.1.2. Storage Chambers 

Surface tension forces have been utilized to trap droplets as a droplet reduces surface 

energy be adopting a more spherical shape. Therefore, a reduction in the confinement of 

the surrounding microchannel will produce a force on the droplet from the gradient in the 

surface area of the droplet. The force can be maximized if the droplet transitions from a 

squeezed disk or pancake shape to a spherical one. Based on the aforementioned principles, 

rectangular storage wells located alongside the principal narrow channel have 

demonstrated droplet trapping (Fig. 101).153 The wells were designed to be deeper and       

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 101 Idealized droplet trapping in storage wells with double the height of the 

principal narrow channel. The flowing droplet is partially pulled into the occupied 

storage wells but is stabilized from coalescence by the addition of surfactant solution. 

Modified from [153]. 

wider than the principal microchannel as well as large enough to prevent the trapped 

droplet from protruding outside of the well. The hydrodynamic stress on the droplet is 

reduced due to the location of the well at the side of the principal microchannel. An 

application of the storage wells was to assist in the determination of phase diagrams of 

multicomponent mixtures. A series of storage chambers along the direction of flow with 

uniform channel height enabled surface tension driven trapping as droplets occupy the 

expanded chambers rather than connecting constrictions upon the termination of flow.154  

 

Fig. 102 (left) Droplets flowing through an array of round chambers (40 μm diameter) 

connected by narrow constrictions (20 μm diameter). Scale bar is 100 μm.                         

(right) Schematic diagram illustrating that upon termination of flow, surface tension forces 

enable the trapping of a single drop into each individual storage chamber due the 

corresponding minimization in surface energy. Adapted from [154]. 
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5.1.3. Dissipation Wells 

In combination of the two previously described storage chamber systems,153,154 inline 

bubble trapping was accomplished for multiple bubbles within each well of an array.155 

Surface tension and buoyancy forces allow for bubble trapping in wells of larger height 

than the principal flow channel (Fig. 103). Hemispherical wells were found to have 

improved trapping capabilities compared with cylindrical wells due to the larger 

corresponding hysteretic force arising from the different advancing and receding dynamic 

contact angles of a trapped bubble resulting from the fluid flow. Dissipation of the trapped 

bubbles occurred spontaneously, and the degassing process was characterized.  

 

Fig. 103 (a) Inline bubble trapping within hemispherical wells at flow rates of ~2.5 

mL h-1. Scale bar 1000 μm. (b) SEM image of cross section of a hemispherical well and a 

hemi-round channel (height 50 μm). Scale bar 250 μm. Adapted from [155]. 

5.1.4. Linear Pores 

Trapping of bubbles in millimetric and micrometric (250 μm deep x 250 μm wide) 

tubes was studied using a sudden expansion alongside the principal flow channel (Fig. 

104).156 The bubbles span the entire tube cross-section and adopt an elongated shape with 

high surface energy. Upon reaching the expanded region, the bubble (with length greater 

than the channel width) will partially occupy the pore to reduce its surface area and 

corresponding energy. The trap strength is dependent on both the geometry of the pore and 
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the dimensions of the bubble, reaching a maximum for the smallest bubble volume that 

fills the entire length of the pore upon expansion. Minimal bubble entry (and trapping 

strength) was observed when the ratio of the length of the pore to the channel width was 

0.5 (Fig. 104b). 

 

Fig. 104 Bubbles trapped in pores of different dimensions in millimetric channels of width 

3 mm. The dimensionless critical flow rate of the silicone oil used to evaluate trapping 

strength is almost four times as high for the larger pore. (a) Ratio of the length of the bubble 

to the channel width is 2.56. Ratio of the length of the pore to the channel width is 1. (b) 

Ratio of the length of the bubble to the channel width is 2.31. Ratio of the length of the 

pore to the channel width is 0.5. Modified from [156]. 

5.1.5. Surface Energy Wells: Anchors and Rails 

Rather than a droplet being fully contained within a chamber or well, Abbyad et al. 

discovered that a droplet can remain trapped by simply extending partially into a hole 

etched into the roof of the microchannel (Fig. 105a).150 The hole is termed an “anchor” or 

surface energy well,151 and is formed by multilayer photolithography. As the droplet 

diameter is much larger than the diameter of the well (50-100 μm), the droplet is only 

manipulated in a 2-D environment (Fig. 105b). The well depth and height were designed 

to be the same across experiments (35 or 50 μm). By measuring the critical oil flow rate (a   
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Fig. 105 (a) Sketch of microfluidic device where the circular surface energy well has 

diameter d and depth e. (b) A water droplet anchored to a surface energy well with oil 

flowing left to right. Scale bar is 250 μm. Modified from [150]. 

metric of the drag force) for droplet release as a function of droplet radius R, the researchers 

demonstrated that larger wells in the channel plane had higher trapping strength for 

equivalent well depth and channel height. The estimated range of the trapping force of 

anchors is 100–1000 nN.151 

      For the case where h<<R (i.e. the droplet is pancake-shaped) and the diameter of the 

anchor is less than or equal to twice the channel height, the strength of the anchor was 

determined to be only dependent on the anchor diameter, channel height, and interfacial 

tension.151,157 As the droplet only partially enters the hole (see Fig. 105a), the anchor depth 

is not important. The local curvature of the spherical cap above the anchor equilibrates with 

the curvature at the ends of the droplet (i.e. where the droplet is not confined by the top 

and bottom walls of the channel). From geometric arguments, the spherical cap has a radius 

of 2h and the droplet does not reach the bottom of the well based on the aforementioned 

relationship between anchor diameter and channel height. The penetration of the droplet 

reduces the in-plane radius, which correspondingly reduces the surface area and surface 

energy of the droplet. Interestingly, the strength of the anchor is independent of the size of 

the droplet if the size of the well is much less than the droplet size. However, the drag force 

due to the external flow of the carrier phase is proportional to R2/h, such that the critical 

capillary number for droplet release scales with h2/R2.157,158 
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Fig. 106 Train of droplets (colored in chronological order during image processing orange, 

blue, then green) with radius of 180 μm in a microchannel of height h = 50 μm interacting 

with an anchor with diameter of 75 μm. Scale bar is 500 μm. (a) For Qo = 0.72 mL h-1, the 

trapped droplet is replaced upon droplet collision (1 fps). (b)  For Qo = 0.36 mL h-1, the 

anchored droplet remains trapped following contact with subsequent droplets (0.5 fps). 

Modified from [150].  

      Droplets were found to replace an anchored droplet upon collision at high oil flow rates 

(buffering mode) and to move around a trapped droplet following collision at low flow 

rates (parking mode) as illustrated in Fig. 106.150 Rather than removal of droplets from 

anchors by collision, a droplet was found to either release or breakup (based on the droplet 

size) from the external fluid flow upon a critical value of Ca (Fig. 107).159 Below the critical 

flow velocity, the shape of the anchored droplet was independent of the inner fluid 

viscosity. Additionally, the volume (or equivalently projected area in 2-D) remaining on 

the anchor after breakup was solely dependent on the diameter of the trap and the in-plane 

droplet radius (as the pinch-off distance is father downstream for larger droplets). In 

another experiment, a pH indicator was dissloved in the aqueous phase which caused all 
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droplets to be blue upon generation. An oil stream with a high concentration of CO2 (125x 

ambient) caused the droplets to turn yellow after a few seconds from the dissolution of CO2 

into the droplet (and resultant production of carbonic acid).150 Recently, an anchor or 

“micropit” (d = 20–35 μm and e = 40 μm) was used to trap bubbles with diameters of 30–

150 μm to study the 2-D shape oscillation around the periphery under ultrasound.160 

 

Fig. 107 At a critical value of the product of velocity and viscosity (i.e. Ca as interfacial 

tension was roughly constant between solutions) of an external fluid, a droplet either 

releases (circles and left inset) from the trap for small radii or breaks (stars and right inset) 

into two for large initial radii with the smaller droplet (red diamond) remaining anchored. 

The geometries of the trap and the microchannel are held constant. The corresponding 

viscosities of the glycerol-water mixtures (with 2% SDS) are 0.93, 1.6, and 3.3 mPa●s for 

the dark gray, light gray, and black markers respectively. FC-40 (fluorinated oil) droplets 

are used in all cases. Modified from [159]. 

      In addition to anchors, elongated surface energy wells or rails enable directional control 

of droplets.150 As illustrated in Fig. 108, thin rails allow large droplets to move along 

complex paths with varied orientation along the external oil flow. The guiding of droplets 
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on rails facilitates sophisticated manipulations including droplet clustering in obstacle 

arrays146 as well as droplet collision and coalescence for chemical reactions.161 Selective 

coalescence for chemical reactions in anchors and steering onto disconnected rails can be 

accomplished by laser forcing, i.e. laser induced thermocapillary forces.162  

 

Fig. 108 Water droplets with radius of 200 μm in a microchannel of height h = 100 μm 

move along an etched sinusoidal rail with 50 μm width and 50 μm depth. The positioning 

of the channel walls outside of the field of view are indicated. Scale bar is 500 μm.  

Taken from [150]. 

5.2. Application of Three-Dimensional Surface Energy 
Wells for Dynamic Bubble Interactions 

 

Previous configurations of surface energy traps had rectangular or circular features and 

primarily had one of two major functions: storage of the entirety of the droplet (or bubble) 

in an isolated chamber or retention of the droplet (or bubble) in a specific location within 

a surrounding liquid flow by partial expansion into a relatively small trap. The present work 

makes use of dodecagonal traps (i.e. cross or box with extended handles) with comparable 

or greater in-plane dimensions to the initially trapped bubbles. The traps are fabricated to 

be roughly 5-15 μm higher than the wide microchannel. Flowrate manipulations are used 

to trap a bubble, and then grow the bubble from diffusive gas exchange via interactions 

with the surrounding monodisperse foam comprised of smaller bubbles. The sustained 

trapping of growing bubbles over tens of minutes is facilitated by the presence of two-
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dimensional recesses designed into the trap geometry. Coalescence, bubble-bubble 

breakup, Ostwald ripening, and large bubble migration are potential areas of future 

trapping-mediated research.   

5.2.1. Trap Fabrication and Design 

The first iteration of surface energy traps was unintentionally created during maskless 

lithography (see Section 3.2.1) as shown in Fig. 109. As maskless lithography involves 

rastering across the virtual image of the design and projecting a subsection onto the silicon 

wafer, stitching errors can occur if adjacent exposures are not properly aligned. The 

resulting overexposure of narrow sections of the SU-8 50 photoresist formed straight rails. 

The intersection of vertical and horizontal rails created cross-shaped traps that influenced 

the design of future traps. The majority of the present work will focus on bubble 

investigations using the final design of traps made with SU-8 2005 photoresist. However, 

Section 5.2.6 contains observations of Ostwald ripening and large bubble migration in the 

surface energy traps and rails formed during maskless lithography. 

 

Fig. 109 Surface energy traps and rails created by stitching errors during maskless 

lithography (note each vertical rail is preceded by a bump in the channel wall). The rails 

are 60-70 μm wide and estimated to be roughly 3 μm higher than the surrounding channel 

(h = 50 μm) after FIB imaging of the gold coated silicon wafer with the master pattern. The 

distance between the vertical rails is roughly 2500 μm (which is larger than the 2000 μm 

channel width). Scale bar is 300 μm. 
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A multilayer photolithography trap fabrication protocol by means of a mask aligner 

(EVG 620) was developed for use with SU-8 photoresists.163 Briefly, SU-8 2035 

photoresist was spin-coated to a thickness of 60 (in conjunction with SU-8 2005) or 80 µm 

(in conjunction with SU-8 2015). A standard soft bake and post exposure bake were 

conducted around a constant dose exposure of 200 mJ/cm2 to transfer the channel pattern 

to the wafer. Following a five-minute cooling, a second photoresist (SU-8 2005 or SU-8 

2015) was spin-coated to the desired thickness (5 µm or 15 µm height respectively). A 

standard soft bake and post exposure bake were conducted around a second exposure to 

transfer the pattern of traps within the wafer. A second transparency was used for the traps, 

which had been designed into the channels of the first transparency before removal of the 

channels from the design. The development time was increased from 6-8 minutes (used for 

single layer of SU-8 2035 photoresist) to 10-12 minutes. 

The primary design of the traps was a cross pattern. Rather than an equal armed cross, 

the traps had arms with half the side length of the interior square. The squares within the 

cross patterns had side lengths of 60-120 µm (in 20 µm intervals). Therefore, the length of 

the corresponding arms ranged from 30-60 µm. The cross patterns will be referenced by 

the size of the square that would contain the entire cross with touching boundaries (i.e. 

120-240 µm in 40 µm intervals). Connected cross patterns were used to design individual 

traps located side-by-side by attaching equivalent crosses without overlap (with subsequent 

removal of the shared vertical edge). For trapping a larger initial bubble or multiple 

bubbles, a different dodecagonal pattern called a “box with extended handles” was used 

(henceforth referred to as box trap). The rectangular box was 300 µm long and 200 µm 

wide. The “handles” were arms of 50 µm length and 100 µm width centered around the 
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vertical edges. The channel design is as described in Section 4.2.1 for the 45° symmetric 

expansion to a 1600 µm channel except the upstream narrow channel is 60 µm wide. 

5.2.2. Flowrate Manipulation Trapping 

A 1 wt% lauryl betaine (LB) was injected by a syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus PHD 

2000). Mixtures with glycerol were used to tune the size of bubbles generated from the 

flow-focusing geometry (see Section 4.2.1). Air was injected using a microfluidic pressure 

pump (Fluigent MFCS-8C). The device was visualized on an inverted microscope 

(Olympus IX71) at 4x magnification. The foam flow was recorded by a high-speed camera 

(Phantom V4.3) at frame rates ranging from 50 to 250 fps. 

Trapping was accomplished by systematic adjustments of the flowrate of the surfactant 

solution and/or pressure of the gas (Fig. 110). The traps were designed to be of comparable 

size to bubbles generated from flow-focusing at low surfactant flowrates (≤ 0.8 ml h-1). 

The flowing of these densely packed foams often led to a bubble being pushed off the trap 

from collisions with bubbles downstream. Steep increases in surfactant flow rate 𝑄l (2-20x 

initial rate) or large drops in gas pressure 𝑃g (50-200 mbar per adjustment, 1-2 operations) 

led to rapid decrease in the size and density of bubbles. Large adjustments could also lead 

to temporary (or, in the case of large Ql left unchanged, sometimes permanent) interruption 

of air and bubble flow into the channel. The flow rate adjustments are devised such that 

system returns to equilibrium without any periods of instability (and corresponding large 

bubble flow). Bubbles of equal size to the initial condition (or smaller size as system 

equilibrates) are consequently trapped in the surface energy wells at a greatly reduced 

packing density. Adjustments to the final desired flow condition can be made by ramping 

of gas pressure or a steep decrease in surfactant flow rate as necessary. 
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Fig. 110 Example flowrate adjustments for trapping bubbles on wells with 5 μm height 

differential from surrounding channel with h = 60 μm. Cross trap is 160 μm. Bubbles of 

interest are marked with stars. (a) Dense flow of large bubbles (db ≈ 215 μm) at 0.25 mL 

h-1 and 225 mbar. The surfactant flowrate is changed to 5 mL h-1 followed by 1 mL h-1.   

(b) A bubble of the initial flow condition at reduced packing density is trapped on the cross 

trap. (c) Two bubbles of the initial flow condition are trapped on the box trap. (d-e) Two 

smaller bubbles (db ≈ 205 μm and ≈ 195 μm) are trapped on the box trap with the first 

displacing a bubble from the trap. (b-g) The flowrate adjustment to 5 mL h-1 leads to the 

production of smaller bubbles prior to a temporary lapse in bubble production. (h-j) Bubble 

production restarts and equilibrates to the final condition of 1 mL h-1 and 225 mbar. Elapsed 

time between each image: (a-d) 0.24 s, (d-e) 0.18 s, (e-g) 1 s, (g-h) 9 s, and (h-j) 1 s. 

Surfactant solution is 1% LB, 20% glycerol. Scale bars are 500 μm.  
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      As demonstrated in Fig. 110a-c, the cross pattern captures a bubble that has a diameter 

over 30% larger than the dimensions of the trap. The projected area of the trapped bubble 

is greatly reduced. The cross is also effective for trapping bubbles that are small enough to 

be contained in the interior square, which can then grow on the cross until the arms of the 

cross are spanned by the bubble. The box trap is large enough to hold two bubbles from 

the initial flow condition (Fig. 110d), but collisions with smaller downstream bubbles are 

more capable of dislodging a bubble in comparison to a single trap (or side-by-side traps 

in the case of the double 200 μm cross pattern with equivalent dimensions). The smallest 

trapped bubble on the box trap (marked with the blue star) swivels along the width of the 

trap from the high velocity of the small bubbles flowing around its border following head-

on and glancing collisions.  

5.2.3. Trapped Bubble Growth from Diffusive Gas Exchange 

By trapping a bubble with comparable size to the cross pattern (Fig. 111a,i), the 

available free space on the trap is minimized to prevent the co-trapping of a smaller bubble 

of the flowing monodisperse foam. The co-trapping of two bubbles on a single cross 

reduces the trapping force of the large bubble from the corresponding reduction in the 

trapped volume of the large bubble (see Fig. 113c). The smaller bubble trapped in the 

upstream arm of the cross cannot contact the channel surface of the other arms of the cross 

for a larger trapping force from the greater adhesive forces. The reduced trapping force of 

the smaller bubble in comparison to the initial larger bubble can lead to the large bubble 

releasing from the trap from subsequent trapping of additional small bubbles (see Fig. 

113d) or collisions between a flowing bubble and the small trapped bubble which pushes 

the small trapped bubble against the large trapped bubble. However, a large bubble on a 
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cross trap can remain trapped over a period of tens of minutes and grow from the diffusive 

gas exchange (see Section 1.4.3) with smaller bubbles of the surrounding monodisperse 

foam (Fig. 111). 

          

Fig. 111 Comparison of the growth from diffusive gas exchange of two trapped bubbles of 

similar size on a 160 μm cross trap with 5 μm height differential from channel with h = 60 

μm. The bubbles of the surrounding monodisperse foam have (a-e) db ≈ 110 μm and              

(i-v) db ≈ 85 μm. The experimental conditions are (a-e) 0.25 mL h-1 and 200 mbar (Pg 

dropped from 400 to 300 to 200 mbar for trapping) and (i-v) 0.6 mL h-1 and 325 mbar (Pg 

dropped from 675 to 500 to 325 mbar). The sequential images are 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30 

minutes after trapping. Surfactant solution is 1% LB, 40% glycerol. Scale bars are 500 μm. 
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      The gas exchange from the smaller bubbles to the large trapped bubble occurs as the 

small bubbles collide with the upstream edge of the trapped bubble. As the trapped bubble 

grows, the edges of the bubble expand away from the trap except at the upstream border of 

the trap as illustrated in Fig. 111 (as well as Fig. 112 and Fig. 113a). As the bubbles of the 

surrounding foam approach the trap, the surface energy force causes the temporary trapping 

of the leading edge of the small bubble. Gas exchange is promoted from the confinement 

of the trap, and as the small bubbles flow around the edge of the trapped bubble they are 

pulled into the trap at the upstream border of the arms of the cross perpendicular to the 

foam flow. The growth rate of the trapped bubble is dependent on the frequency of 

collisions (which is dependent on the gas area fraction and velocity of the surrounding 

foam) and the size disparity between the trapped bubble and the smaller bubbles. 

Comparison of the growth of the trapped bubble in Fig. 111a-e vs. Fig. 111i-v demonstrates 

the effect of size disparity and foam velocity (roughly 1.1 mm s-1 vs. 2.4 mm s-1 

respectively) for comparable gas area fraction. The trapped bubble within the faster foam 

of relatively smaller bubbles grows more in the span of 10 minutes (Fig. 111i-iii) than the 

trapped bubble within the slower foam in the span of 25 minutes (Fig. 111a-e). 

5.2.4. Trapped Bubble Coalescence 

Bubble coalescence was observed after prolonged contact (roughly 10-20 minutes) 

between trapped bubbles on both connected individual traps and large collective traps (i.e. 

box traps). The close confinement of the relatively shallow traps in the channel with lower 

height (i.e. wells with 5 μm height differential from channel with h = 60 μm) fostered 

bubble coalescence. For three similarly sized bubbles trapped on the triple cross, the first 

coalescence event was observed for both the downstream and upstream (Fig. 112c-d) pair  
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Fig. 112 Coalescence of trapped bubbles on wells with 5 μm height differential from 

channel with h = 60 μm. Triple cross trap is 240 μm per cross. (a) Three roughly equal 

sized bubbles trapped on triple cross and a pair of bubbles trapped on the box trap. Flowrate 

adjustment for trapping was lowering Pg from 300 to 100 mbar while Ql at 1 mL h-1. (b) Ql 

was slowly ramped to 150 mbar following trapping. Diffusive gas exchange has led to the 

growth of trapped bubbles (elapsed time is roughly 11 minutes). (c) Final configuration of 

the initial bubbles on triple cross (5 s). (d) Film rupture and coalescence of the upstream 

bubbles on triple cross (0.1 s). (e) The merged bubble shape has equilibrated (≈ 10 s).          

(f) Final configuration of the merged bubble and upstream bubble on triple cross (≈ 3 s). 

(g) Film rupture and coalescence of the bubbles on triple cross (0.1 s). (h) Diffusive gas 

exchange has led to the growth of trapped bubbles (≈ 10.5 minutes). A large bubble has 

formed on the triple cross upstream of the merged bubble (from diffusive gas exchange 

and possibly coalescence). (i) Final configuration of the initial bubbles on the box trap (18 

s). (j) Film rupture and coalescence of the bubbles on the box trap (0.1 s). Surfactant 

solution is 1% LB. Scale bars are 500 μm. 
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transpires by compression merging (i.e. the downstream bubble has not separated or 

accelerated). Contrary to the tapering pillars trap,152 the designs of the surface energy wells 

enable the merged bubbles to remain trapped for minutes after coalescence (Fig. 112g-j). 

The sustained trapping of large bubbles that have the majority of their volume off the wells 

(Fig. 112h-j) is facilitated by the recesses designed into the trap geometry (i.e. the arms of 

the cross around the interior square and the handles of the box) that create additional 

channel surface area for adhesion of the bubbles. The outline of the liquid bridge formed 

during coalescence can be visualized immediately following coalescence (Fig. 112d,g for 

trapped bubbles on the triple cross and Fig. 112j for trapped bubbles on the box trap). 

Future research could study the impact of changes in the trap and channel heights to 

promote coalescence for reduced contact periods. 

5.2.5. Bubble-Bubble Breakup 

Trapping and growing bubbles enables the future study of a near ideal foam system: 

monodisperse foam with isolated defect bubbles of larger size. After a trapped bubble has 

grown by diffusive gas exchange, the release of the bubble can be triggered by a lowering 

of Ql. As demonstrated in Fig. 113a-d, the lowering of Ql pushes the trapped bubble off the 

well due to the collisions of larger bubbles in a more densely packed foam with the bubble 

on the well. The roughly equivalent process of increasing Pg (i.e. the velocity of the 

surrounding foam would be slightly increased rather than decreased) would require rapid 

ramping with temporary pauses to ensure the stability of the surrounding foam that makes 

this flowrate adjustment less suitable. The trapping force on the large bubble is first 

weakened by the trapping of a smaller bubble which reduces the volume of the large bubble 
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within the trap (Fig. 113b,c). Subsequent trapping of additional small bubbles leads to the 

complete removal of the large bubble from the trap (Fig. 113d).  

 

Fig. 113 Bubble-bubble breakup after a large trapped bubble has been displaced from a 

well (160 μm cross with 5 μm height differential from channel with h = 60 μm) from the 

bubbles of the surrounding foam flow. The flowrate adjustment for release was lowering 

Ql from 0.70 to 0.38 mL h-1 while Pg at 425 mbar. (a) Before adjustment the bubbles of the 

monodisperse foam have db ≈ 90 μm. (b) A bubble of intermediate size between steady 

state conditions becomes trapped with the large bubble and remains on the cross pattern 

for longer than 3.8 s before displacement. (c) Steady state bubbles have db ≈ 130 μm.           

(d) The trapping of two additional bubbles releases the large bubble from the cross. The 

large bubble remains adhered to the channel (note the relatively faded bubble film of the 

upstream end). (e-g) The small trapped bubbles are regularly replaced with 2-4 small 

bubbles on the cross at a time (3 being most common). The large bubble remains adhered 

to the channel and has moved over 50 μm from the trap. (h-j) Necking of the large bubble 

from collisions with the smaller bubbles of the flowing foam. (k) The large bubble adopts 

a more uniform width following lapses in the confinement of the surrounding bubbles.           

(l) Necking of the large bubble has resumed. The large bubble has moved roughly 120 μm 

from the trap. (m-n) Rapid thinning of the large bubble. The large bubble has moved 

roughly 150 μm from the trap. (o) Asymmetric pinch-off of the large bubble. The larger 

fragmented bubble adopts a roughly circular shape and flows with the foam. The 

mobilization of the smaller fragmented bubble was not visualized (recording ended 1.7s 

after breakup). Elapsed time between each image: (a-b) 8.2 s, (b-c) 2 s, (c-d) 1.8 s,                      

(d-g) 1 s, (g-l) 0.24 s, (l-n) 0.12 s, and (n-o) 0.004 s. Surfactant solution is 1% LB, 40% 

glycerol. Scale bars are 300 μm.  
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The large bubble remains in close proximity to the trap as the bubble has adhered to 

the channel as indicated by the relatively faded upstream edge of the bubble (Fig. 113d-n). 

As the surrounding foam has a large gas area fraction, collisions with the large bubble lead 

to necking (Fig. 113h-j), but temporary lapses in the confinement of the large bubble lead 

to local expansion of the bubble around the neck (Fig. 113k). The final stages of necking 

lead to the rapid thinning of the large bubble (Fig. 113l-n) and asymmetric pinch-off (Fig. 

113o). Thus, trapping-mediated bubble-bubble breakup is another form of the “structure-

induced capillary instability” observed in the shearing of polydisperse foams (see Fig. 

73).126 The density of the surrounding monodisperse foam must provide sufficient 

confinement and the collisions from the smaller bubbles must have significant normal 

forces for necking and pinch-off of the large bubble to occur. In the absence of necking, 

the large bubble mobilizes and migrates through the foam (after adopting an undeformed 

circular configuration if the gas area fraction is low). If the adhesive forces between the 

bubble and the channel are relatively weak with respect to the drag force from the 

surrounding foam flow, necking leads to the released bubble peeling off the channel and 

contracting prior to migrating through the foam. 

Contrary to breakup of a trapped droplet from external fluid flow,159 the trap geometry 

does not influence the splitting as the bubble has been completely removed from the trap. 

The height of the surrounding microchannel influences the adhesion and the shape of the 

bubble upon release of the trap. Future investigations on the reproducibility of the 

fragmented bubble sizes upon breakup are required. Bubble-bubble breakup and large 

bubble migration (as discussed in Section 5.2.6) research can be jointly conducted as the 

large fragmented bubble(s) are of greater size than the monodisperse bubbles (Fig. 113o).     
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5.2.6. Ostwald Ripening and Large Bubble Migration 

Three-dimensional surface energy wells also foster the study of Ostwald ripening (and 

large bubble migration to be briefly discussed afterwards) in monodisperse foam with an 

isolated large bubble. As clusters of bubbles (opposed to the entire scale of the foam) 

undergo coarsening, the term Ostwald ripening will be used. However, it is important to 

note that the evolution of foam surrounding a defect bubble is representative of the initial 

stage of foam coarsening.164 The 2-D evolution of these foams has been studied in the 

liquid-plate configuration165-167 (over the course of 1-2 days) and simulations.164 

A defect cluster can be defined as all bubbles having at least one neighbor that does not 

have six neighbors. Therefore, the initial cluster for a large bubble in monodisperse foam 

is comprised of the large bubble as well as the surrounding shell of bubbles. However, if 

the large bubble is less than 40% larger in diameter than the monodisperse bubbles, the 

initial defect cluster is comprised of seven bubbles which are all six-fold coordinated.166  

The disorder of the defect cluster (and defect boundary from subtraction of the large 

bubble) can be examined with respect to the number of bubbles in the cluster by calculating 

the probability distribution that a bubble within the cluster has a given number of neighbors 

(centered around six) and the corresponding variance.165,166 A range of parameters can be 

measured to characterize the evolution of the defect cluster including the growth of the 

number of bubbles in the cluster,164,167 the average size of bubbles within the cluster,
164 the 

perimeter of the cluster (number of monodisperse bubbles to form the boundary),167 and 

the area of the cluster (size number of monodisperse bubbles that fit inside).167  

The migration of a large bubble through otherwise monodisperse, dry foam has been 

experimentally and numerically studied.168-170 Plug flow in a Hele Shaw cell can be 
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maintained for low velocities, but above a critical value the large bubble will move faster 

than the mean flow due to viscous forces as a large bubble corresponds to a smaller local 

lamella density (i.e. a lower average apparent viscosity). The velocity threshold was found 

to be dependent on the Ca scaled with the mean flow velocity and the ratio of the gap 

between the plates and the large bubble diameter.170 Large bubble migration has also 

recently been examined in Couette flow to explain the observed size segregation of bubbles 

in sheared polydisperse foam.171 The researchers found that a large bubble migrates to the 

center of the gap if the bubble size ratio and the rotational speed of the inner cylinder, i.e. 

the shear rate, is above a certain threshold value. Additionally, the continuous rubbing and 

bumping of the small bubbles against the large bubble caused significant deformation of 

the large bubble, which must be accounted for to accurately predict the migration 

trajectories.   

The formation of a defect cluster around a large bubble has not been readily visualized, 

but the evolution of a cluster that already contains several large bubbles offers insight into 

how the process may transpire in a microfluidic environment (Fig. 114a-f). The intersection 

of the rails created by stitching errors during maskless lithography creates a trap 

immediately downstream of the channel expansion (see Fig. 109 as well as Fig. 114 for the 

horizontal rail as seen through the large horizontally elongated bubble). A combination of 

the surface energy trapping forces, the reduced horizontal velocities of bubbles located 

within the expansion far from the channel centerline, and the adhesion of bubbles on the 

channel enables the formation and stability of large defect clusters. Rather than expanding 

radial from the large bubble, the cluster grows upstream of the defect bubble (Fig. 114c-f). 

The evolution of the defect cluster progresses faster in the microfluidic environment than  
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Fig. 114 Ostwald ripening and subsequent large bubble migration on surface energy traps 

and rails created by stitching errors during maskless lithography. Initial trapping not 

visualized from flowrate adjustments during device startup. (a) Defect cluster containing 5 

large bubbles and at least 2 small bubbles around the intersection of rails in densely packed 

foam flow at 0.25 mL h-1 and 800 mbar. (b) Necking and extension of largest bubble located 

at downstream end of cluster. (c-f) Defect cluster grows in size (comprised of bubbles 

farther upstream and composed of at least 7 large bubbles). Necking of largest bubble shifts 

closer to upstream end of bubble. The upstream end of the bubble has been displaced 

roughly 180 μm downstream [in relation to location in (a)]. (g) The largest bubble detaches 

from the bubble located upstream along the rail and remains with one bubble between 

defect cluster for roughly 0.5 s (followed by two bubbles between for 0.2s). (h) The 

upstream end of the largest bubble contracts (not shown), and the bubble migrates through 

the surrounding foam while adopting flattened edges. Elapsed time between each image: 

(a-e) 5 s, (e-f) 3 s, and (f-h) 0.6 s. Surfactant solution is 1% LB. Scale bars are 500 μm.   
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in the liquid-plate configuration which reduces the experimental time to hours or even 

minutes rather than days. However, the mobilization and subsequent migration of the larger 

bubbles at the downstream edge of the cluster might reduce the repeatability of these 

studies. 

The migration of a large bubble through otherwise monodisperse foam is a promising 

area of trapping-mediated research as the surface energy well is solely used to grow the 

bubble and does not affect the subsequent migration (i.e. without the use of rails). The ideal 

experimental setup would have the absence of Ostwald ripening and release of the trapped 

bubble from the lowering of Ql similar to the case outlined for bubble-bubble breakup (see 

Fig. 113). The surrounding monodisperse foam must have a very high gas area fraction as 

in Fig. 114 to prevent the large bubble from adopting an undeformed circular configuration. 

The tunability of the microfluidic system facilitates future investigations of the velocity 

threshold by tuning the mean flow velocity and the geometry of the wide channel (i.e. 

height and width). The diameter of the large bubble can be regulated by controlling the 

length of time a bubble remains trapped on a well. For the case illustrated in Fig. 114g,h 

the large bubble moves with the same velocity as the surrounding monodisperse foam 

(roughly 3.8 mm s-1).  

5.3. Conclusions and Future Work 

      Previous investigations of droplets on surface energy wells have primarily addressed 

the interactions between the trapped droplet and the external fluid, additional trapped 

droplets or intermittent droplets in the external flow.150,159,161 The aim of the present work 

is to utilize surface energy traps to study the interactions between a large trapped bubble 

and the smaller monodisperse bubbles of the surrounding foam including diffusive gas 
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exchange, bubble-bubble breakup and large bubble migration. The combination of having 

2-D features comparable to the bubble size and recesses extending at the edges (i.e. the 

arms of the cross around the interior square and the handles of the box) provides the well 

with strong surface energy and adhesive forces to trap bubbles for tens of minutes under 

the bombardment of the bubbles of the surrounding foam. Flowrate adjustments promote 

either the trapping or release of bubbles from the corresponding rapid decrease or increase 

in the bubble size and density of the flowing foam. By examining the makeup of the 

monodisperse foam formed across different surfactant flowrates and gas pressures, the 

flowrate adjustment used for trapping or release can also generate a foam system with 

suitable bubble properties for the subsequent bubble interactions investigation. 

      The growth of trapped bubbles was found to be primarily via gas diffusion from the 

flowing bubbles upon collision. Repeated, momentary co-trapping with smaller bubbles at 

the upstream edges of the trap promoted the growth of the trapped bubble without the 

complete penetration of the smaller bubbles (and the resulting weakening of the trapping 

forces on the large trapped bubble). The connection of individual cross traps facilitated the 

study of coalescence between trapped bubbles with improved trapping strength relative to 

the box traps used to demonstrate collective trapping. Coalescence occurred by 

compression merging after prolonged contact (roughly 10-20 minutes) between trapped 

bubbles. Bubble-bubble breakup was observed following the release of large trapped 

bubbles within densely packed foam. The process is dependent on the bubble remaining 

relatively stationary with respect to the flowing foam due to continued adhesion to the 

surrounding channel despite displacement from the trap. Trapping-mediated bubble-bubble 

breakup is another form of the “structure-induced capillary instability” observed in the 
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shearing of polydisperse foams126 as necking and pinch-off arises from the collisions with 

the bubbles of the surrounding foam.  

      The adhesion of large bubbles outside of surface energy traps also facilitates the study 

of Ostwald ripening. The defect cluster grows much faster within microfluidic foam (i.e. 

seconds to minutes) than within 2-D foams in previous studies in the liquid-plate 

configuration (i.e. hours to days).165-167 Large bubble migration (upon release of a trapped 

bubble grown by diffusive gas exchange) is a promising area of further research due to the 

geometric and hydrodynamic controllability of microfluidic systems and the minimal 

dependence on the properties of the surface energy traps. At this time the large bubble has 

only been observed to flow at the same velocity as the surrounding foam, but future studies 

could determine if the critical velocity for faster movement than the mean flow can be 

exhibited in the microfluidic channel. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Future Work 

The first decade of microfluidic work in bubbles and foams was marked with a review 

of major achievements and a call for future research, “though micro-droplets have been 

much investigated, the literature on micro-bubbles and, even more so, micro-foams 

remains comparatively scarce.”i As recounted in Chapter 2, much research has been 

undertaken to lay the groundwork of microfluidic foam research: characterization of bubble 

generation by flow-focusing, classification of foam structure based on the geometry of the 

device, as well as the production of complex bubble arrangements and foams from 

modification of the flow-focusing geometry. The geometric and hydrodynamic 

controllability of these systems enables the precise handling and manipulation of the fluids, 

making the pairing of wide (>1000 μm) channels an effective way to bridge some of the 

gaps between microfluidics and other forms of 2-D foam research.  

6.1. Key Points 

      The unique rheological behavior of monodisperse foams compared to polydisperse and 

multidisperse foam warrants further investigation, especially when coupled with flow. 

Confining foam flow between parallel boundaries often limits the majority of plastic events 

to the regions near the walls. A wide range of dislocation mechanisms including glide, 

reflection, and nucleation was examined by subjecting flowing, monodisperse foam to 

 
i A. Huerre, V. Miralles and M.-C. Jullien, Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 6888–6902. 
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extensional and compressive stresses within an expansion-contraction microfluidic 

geometry. The response of the wet foam was closely associated with that of 2-D 

monodisperse foam under uniaxial deformation in the liquid-plate configuration50 as well 

as a emulsion crystal flowing within a tapered microfluidic channel.69 The plastic 

deformation of foam has garnered significant attention for applications in materials 

science, and the decade-long surge of research in graphene furthers the renewed demand 

for studying 2-D crystalline phenomena. As such, the relationship between structures 

resembling the Inverse-Stone-Wales (ISW) defect and the partially dissociated ISW defect 

of graphene was examined in the model foam, which may shed light on a method of precise 

synthesis of these defects.  

A prominent feature of microfluidics is the ability to generate monodisperse bubbles 

(or droplets) of tunable volumes and densities, which rapidly self-order under the 

confinement of the channels. However, bi- and tridisperse foams have been largely 

inaccessible for investigation due to technical challenges and limitations in the formation 

within these systems. Geometrically mediated splitting and bubble-bubble (or droplet-

droplet) breakup had been previously studied in microfluidic constrictions (or junctions), 

but the complex interactions led to the formation of polydisperse bubbles (or droplets). A 

simple channel expansion was utilized to promote systematic bubble-bubble pinch-off, 

whereby bubbles are split by the confinement of a “pincher” bubble and “wall” bubble. A 

strong templating effect from neighboring bubbles in the expansion facilitates the perfect 

alternation in pinch-off, such that only every other bubble entering the expansion is split at 

sufficiently high capillary numbers. Continuous pinch-off also exhibits the same principles 

of cyclical bubble positioning within the expansion and wall bubble confinement as the 
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fragmented bubbles of the previous splitting event act as relatively stationary posts. 

Directed asymmetric bubble-bubble pinch-off in an asymmetric expansion behaves 

similarly to coupled splitting systems as the dependence of the relative volume of 

fragmented bubbles on the initial channel geometry is reduced due to the wall bubble 

properties. Thus, bubble-bubble pinch-off in a symmetric or an asymmetric expansion 

enables the creation of an ordered bi- or tridisperse foam generator respectively.  

      A fabrication protocol was developed to redesign the previous form of surface energy 

wells.150,151 The wells have comparable 2-D features to the trapped bubbles that provide 

sufficiently strong forces to hold the bubble within flowing monodisperse foam comprised 

of smaller bubbles. The sustained trapping of growing bubbles (from diffusive gas 

exchange) over tens of minutes is facilitated by the presence of two-dimensional recesses 

designed into the trap geometry, namely the arms of a cross pattern. Steep increases in 

surfactant flow rate 𝑄l (2-20x initial rate) or large drops in gas pressure 𝑃g (50-200 mbar 

per adjustment, 1-2 operations) led to rapid decrease in the size and density of bubbles to 

promote bubble trapping. A wide range of dynamic bubble interactions is facilitated by 

trapping individual and multiple bubbles including coalescence and bubble-bubble 

breakup. Coalescence occurred by compression merging after prolonged contact (roughly 

10-20 minutes) between trapped bubbles. Trapping-mediated bubble-bubble breakup bears 

a striking resemblance to the corresponding breakup mechanism in the shearing of 

polydisperse foams.126  

6.2. Outlook 

      Bubbles and foams have a rich history of being employed as model crystalline systems, 

and the work on plastic deformation will greatly assist the growth of these studies into the 
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microfluidic domain. Much work can be done to more fully characterize the crystalline 

phenomena observed in expansion-contraction flow by analyzing the forces and 

deformation at the level of the individual bubbles. The use of a microfluidic expansion to 

subject the foam to tension proved difficult as hopping (rather than reflection in tension) 

was the dominant mechanism even within the model crystalline system. Future work could 

try to optimize the channel geometry and foam properties to reduce the probability of 

hopping. 5/5 dipoles within crystalline foam were demonstrated to represent the Inverse-

Stone-Wales (ISW) defect of graphene, and analysis of the energy and deformation of the 

defect (and related structures) would assist in evaluating the value of using foam as a model 

system for future research.      

 Geometrically mediated splitting is a well-established, passive technique that has been 

applied to microfluidic systems with T-junctions, branching channels, and constrictions. 

The work on bubble-bubble pinch-off in expansion channels extends this method into an 

entirely new area as the arrangement of bubbles downstream of the inlet facilitates the 

splitting in a system where the confinement is not provided by the geometry itself. The 

dynamics of pinch-off have been well studied in order to lay a solid foundation for future 

work. However, numerous aspects of these systems can be adjusted, which permits the 

investigation of the effect of channel width, slope of the expansion walls, asymmetry of 

the expansion, and bubble (or droplet) properties as potential areas of research. Additional 

modes of pinch-off besides perfectly alternating (e.g. continuous) require extensive 

examination to fully characterize the fundamental forces behind splitting within an 

expansion. The resulting ordered, foam generation system promotes further research of 

microfluidic foam rheology and subjecting these multidisperse foams to expansion-
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contraction flow would be an exciting direction that combines the plastic deformation and 

pinch-off studies. 

The foam system of interest in the study of trapping-mediated bubble interactions is of 

intermediate complexity to the monodisperse and multidisperse foams of the previous 

works: monodisperse foam with isolated defect bubbles of larger size. Historically, these 

systems have been utilized for investigations of the early stages of coarsening and large 

bubble migration. The tunability and ease of visualization of the microfluidic platform 

facilitates the transition of the large bubble migration studies from other configurations of 

2-D foam. Further examination of the factors that contribute to the growth of a trapped 

bubble from diffusive gas exchange is another fundamental area that would promote 

additional trapping-mediated bubble studies and possible redesigns of the trap geometry. 


